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Letter from the Editor

1

Dear AppNotes Readers:

Welcome to the February 2002 issue of Novell AppNotes! As you read this, we here in Utah are in the 
midst of hosting the world for the 2002 Olympic Winter Games in Salt Lake City. I hope you can spare the  
time to follow at least some of the events. If the televised Olympic broadcasts are your first glimpse of the 
place we call home, I trust you will agree with us that Utah is one of most scenic states in the country. A 
few of the events are being held not far from Novell’s worldwide headquarters in Provo, and several 
members of the AppNotes team live in Salt Lake City where the bulk of the venues are located. After 
you’ve seen what Utah has to offer, I hope you’ll be enticed to visit us at BrainShare next month and see 
our beautiful state, while learning the latest about Novell’s technologies and services (both present and 
future), as well as the technologies and services of our partners that will be there.

Yes, BrainShare 2002 is nearly upon us! This year’s show promises to be bigger and better than ever, and 
we always look forward to seeing you there. Our staff enjoys meeting our readers and Novell’s customers, 
as this is the one time of year that we get a chance to do this. For more information on BrainShare and how 
to register, see the ad in the back of this issue or visit the  Web site at http://www.novellbrainshare.com. 
Come on out to Utah, attend BrainShare, and enjoy skiing on the greatest snow on earth! We hope to see 
you here.

Starting with the January issue, we have posted an eBook version of the AppNotes online for you to 
download, at no charge, and let us know what you think. We are experimenting with some new delivery 
mechanisms for AppNotes, and we think eBook offers some exciting possibilities! There is a link on the 
download page to get the latest eBook reader so you can view this book, navigate through the content, and 
even print it out if you so desire. There’s even an option to have the eBook reader read the text to you! It’s 
fun to listen to for a while, but if you’re like me, the computer-synthesized voice probably isn’t something  
you’ll want to listen to for very long.

I hate to keep harping on this, but the AppNotes staff is still receiving far too many technical questions that 
unfortunately we just don’t have the time to answer. If you need answers to support-type questions, please 
visit Novell’s technical support Web site at http://support.novell.com and check out the Knowledgebase or 
the Support Forums. If you have questions concerning the AppNotes or the articles we’ve published, 
please continue to contact us.

I want to thank the many readers who have provided us with feedback lately. I’m assuming from the 
positive feedback that we are providing you with the information you need. The negative feedback lately 
has been on typographical errors that somehow snuck in during our production process, or incorrectly 
spelled author’s names. I promise we will all try harder to catch these errors, and thanks for the feedback!

Until next time,

Until next time,

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief

February 2002
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ZENworks for Desktops Preboot 
Services: A Technical Overview 

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes
kburnett@novell.com

This AppNote discusses how to install and configure ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 
Preboot Services, an add-on product that allows you to manage workstations 
before the local operating system is booted.

(A preliminary version of this AppNote was previously published under the title, 
“ZENworks Puts a Feather In Its Cap.” This article replaces that version.)

Contents:
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• PXE Technology

• What Is PXE-on-Disk Setup?

• What Is the ZfD PBS Menu?

• Using the ZfD PBS Menu Editor

• Installing ZfD 3.2 PBS

• Designing a PXE Network

• Setting Up PBS Servers on Windows NT/2000

• Setting Up PBS Servers on NetWare

• Conclusion

Topics desktop operating systems, network management, pre-
boot services, workstation management

Products ZENworks for Desktops 3.2, ZENworks Preboot Services

Audience network administrators, support personnel

Level beginning

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with NetWare, Novell eDirectory, Windows

Operating System Windows 9.x/NT/2000/XP, NetWare 6

Tools none

Sample Code no
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Introduction

Novell’s ZENworks for Desktops (ZfD) is the first desktop management suite to 
encompass the complete lifecycle of Windows workstations. With ZfD and the 
power of Novell eDirectory, you can automate and manage workstation 
maintenance from initial imaging or install (birth) of the desktop through its being 
permanently removed from the network (retirement), as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Lifecycle of a Windows workstation.

Throughout this managed lifecycle, you’ll experience benefits such as reduced 
support calls, minimized service outages, automated software rollouts and 
hardware deployments, personalized configurations, and expedited updates.

Introducing ZfD3.2 Preboot Services

On August 15, 2001, Novell released ZENworks for Desktops version 3.2. Along 
with this release, Novell introduced an additional product called ZENworks for 
Desktops 3.2 Preboot Services (ZfD3.2 PBS or more simply PBS). PBS is not 
included with ZENworks for Desktops v3.2, but is its own unique product. Thus 
the release of ZfD3.2 PBS marks the start of a new ZENworks product line. 

The main functionality of PBS is to enable administrators to manage workstations 
before the local operating system is booted. This allows client-less disk imaging 
and paves the way for future delivery of new features.

PBS is the result of a strategic partnership between Novell and PreWorx, an 
industry leader in pre-boot device management using their PXE or “pixie” 
technology.
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PBS utilizes the Preboot Execution Environment (PXE), an industry-standard 
protocol that allows a workstation to boot up and execute a program from the 
network before the workstation operating system loads. The PXE environment is 
loaded from either the Network Interface Card (NIC) in flash or ROM, or in the 
same memory as the BIOS (Basic Input/Output System).

By using PBS, you have the ability to put an image on a workstation even if the 
workstation’s hard disk is newly formatted and blank. You do not need to install a 
Linux imaging partition on the workstation. 

Note: Before you can use PBS, you must install the new Imaging and PXE 
Support components of ZfD 3.2 on your server.

When a PXE-enabled workstation is booted, it looks for a server on which PXE is 
installed. After using DHCP to obtain IP information, it checks the PBS 
Transaction Server to see if there is any imaging work to do. If there is, the 
workstation downloads the Linux imaging environment from the server so that the 
workstation can be booted to Linux. Then the image is downloaded to the 
workstation. If there is no imaging work to do, these files are not downloaded and 
the workstation proceeds to boot to its default operating system.

PBS does not use a lot of network bandwidth. It is a small (32 KB) PXE bootstrap 
program. The PXE agent checks for work to be done. The Imaging engine is 
pulled from server only if required.

On the server, PBS integrates tightly with the ZfD 3.2 Imaging components, of 
which the Proxy Server is loaded on a NetWare server as an NLM. The Win32 
executable is loaded from within the Novell eDirectory console. (PBS requires 
access to Novell eDirectory locally.)

For those with technical interest, the Image Proxy Server component 
(IMGSERV.NLM, DLL and DLM), which deals with image creation and image 
downloading, accomplishes the following:

• Provides access to the NetWare file system

• Starts other image server modules

• Provides server-based multicast

• Uses ports TCP 997 and TCP 998

The Image Proxy eDirectory Support Module (ZENIMGDS.NLM, DLL and 
DLM) reads eDirectory on behalf of image engine/PXE client.

Administering ZENworks for Desktops PBS

The Preboot Services client is downloaded by a workstation during a PXE session 
to enable the workstation to be managed by ZfD3.2 PBS. The PBS client provides 
the workstation with the ability to communicate with the Preboot servers on the 
network, allowing the workstation to be managed and to request management 
intervention.
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The client consists of a Preboot component that makes the workstation available 
on the network before the operating system loads. This component ensures that 
the workstation can notify the Transaction Server of its presence on the network, 
even when there is no operating system installed on the workstation. It also 
enables system repair, operating system installation, and software installation on 
the workstation.

The PBS client uses the Proxy Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) 
Server to establish the network address of the PBS Trivial File Transfer Protocol 
(TFTP) Server and PBS Transaction Server. PBS clients make use of the PBS 
Transaction Server to determine what management actions should be performed 
on the client. They also use the Transaction Server to store information about the 
client in the data store. The clients can request files from the TFTP Server if they 
need to perform complex actions.

ZfD3.2 PBS Proxy DHCP Server. The PBS Proxy DHCP Server runs alongside a 
standard DHCP Server to inform PBS clients of the network address of the TFTP 
Server and Transaction Server. The PBS Proxy DHCP Server also responds to 
PXE clients to indicate to the client which boot server to use.

ZfD3.2 PBS TFTP and Multicast TFTP Servers. PBS TFTP and Multicast TFTP 
servers can be used by the PBS client to request files that are needed to perform 
complex tasks. This allows clients to increase the number of tasks they can 
perform by requesting the necessary files from the server. The TFTP Server also 
provides a central repository for these task files, meaning that it is not necessary to 
update every PBS client in order to make use of a new feature. A PXE client will 
use this service to download the PBS client.

ZfD3.2 PBS Transaction Server. The PBS clients connect to the Transaction 
Server to check if there are any actions that need to be performed on the client. 
The clients can also use the Transaction Server to get or set values in the data 
store.

PXE Technology

PXE is a key component of the Wired for Management (WFM) specification. 
PXE-enabled hardware can boot from a PXE server before booting from a local 
disk. Using PXE, anyone can pre-configure PBS to install an image on a 
workstation immediately after power-on. This image is delivered according to the 
ZENworks policy configured. 

What Is PXE?

PXE (pronounced “pixie”) is a client/server interface that allows networked 
computers to be configured and booted remotely by a network administrator. This 
interface enables the administrator to manage client workstations on a LAN from 
a remote location.
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It is possible to configure or reconfigure a system remotely, even with an empty 
hard disk. The computer system has a universal service agent loaded locally in the 
BIOS or LAN adapter. (PXE-on-Disk allows this service to be loaded on a boot 
diskette.) The agent allows the system to interact with a remote server to 
dynamically retrieve the requested boot image across the network, making it 
possible to install the operating system and user configuration of a new system 
without a technician present. As a result, an organization’s IT department can save 
on human labor, which is the most expensive element of support costs, and get 
employees set up and productive more quickly.

What Does PXE Do?

PXE allows you to control and fix a workstation before the operating system 
starts. The PXE code is typically delivered with a new workstation (PC-99 
compliant and later) on a NIC. PXE allows the computer to communicate with the 
network server so that it can be remotely configured and its operating system can 
be remotely booted.

PXE provides the following features:

• DHCP, which allows the client to receive an IP address to gain access to the 
network servers

• APIs that are used by the client’s BIOS or a downloaded Network Bootstrap 
Program (NBP) that automates the booting of the operating system and other 
configuration steps

• A standard method of initializing the PXE code in the PXE ROM chip or boot 
disk

PXE supports the Wired for Management (WfM) initiative, an industry-wide 
effort to make Intel architecture-based systems universally manageable and 
universally managed, without sacrificing agility or performance. Through the 
WfM Initiative, Intel has worked with others in the industry to develop guidelines 
for a new generation of platforms that can be centrally managed over networks, 
thereby reducing cost of ownership.

How Does PXE Work?

The PXE process consists of the client workstation notifying the server that it uses 
PXE. If the server supports PXE, it sends the client workstation a list of boot 
servers that contain the available operating systems. The client workstation finds 
the boot server it needs and receives the name of the file to download. Using 
TFTP, the client workstation then downloads the file and executes it. This loads 
the operating system. If a client workstation is equipped with PXE and the server 
is not, the server ignores the PXE code, preventing disruption in the DHCP and 
Bootstrap Protocol operations.
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PXE provides the following advantages:

• The client machine does not necessarily need an operating system or even a 
hard disk.

• The client machine can be rebooted in the event of hardware or software 
failure. This allows the administrator to diagnose and fix the problem.

• PXE is vendor-independent, allowing new types of computers to be added to 
the network.

What Is PXE-on-Disk Setup?

PXE-on-Disk Setup helps you create a 1.44MB floppy diskette that contains all of 
the files needed to allow a PXE-compatible network adapter on a Windows 
workstation to communicate with a ZfD3.2 PBS server. When you boot a 
workstation with a PXE-on-Disk diskette in the floppy drive, it is as if that 
workstation had a PXE-enabled network adapter.

The PXE-on-Disk Setup program runs on the following operating systems:

• Windows 95/98/ME

• Windows NT Server/Workstation 4

• Windows NT/2000

Creating a PXE-on-Disk Diskette (Windows NT/2000 Server)

When you installed ZfD3.2 PBS component on a Windows server, the 
PXE-on-Disk creation program was also installed and registered. Use the 
following procedure to create a PXE-on-Disk diskette from your Windows NT or 
Windows 2000 server:

1. From the Windows desktop, click Start | Programs | ZEN Preboot Services | 
PXE-on-Disk to display the PXE-on-Disk setup window (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: PXE-on-Disk setup screen.

2. Click OK to display the Driver and Information lists for PXE-compatible 
network adapters (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Driver List for PXE-compatible NICs.

Note: The network adapters installed on your server are detected and the 
specifications are listed in the Information list box of the Setup window. 
Some driver types may be duplicated. For example, Accton En1207d is 
the same as SMC 1211TX.
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3. From the Driver List, select the name of the network adapter driver (or its 
nearest equivalent) that is installed on the client workstation you want to 
connect to the PXE server.

4. Click Install to start creating a PXE-on-Disk diskette. When the installation 
is complete, the diskette contains appropriate PXE-on-Disk information for 
the intended client workstation.

5. Click Close to complete the creation of the PXE-on-Disk diskette.

For more information, see “Automatic Workstation Imaging” in the ZENworks 
for Desktops documentation available online at http://www.novell.com/document- 
ation/lg/zdfs/index.html.

Creating a PXE-on_Disk Diskette (NetWare Server)

The ZfD3.2 installation program does not copy PXE-on-Disk files to a NetWare 
server. Use the following procedure to create a PXE-on-Disk diskette:

1. Copy the PXE-on-Disk folder from the Program CD to the hard disk of a 
Windows workstation. Because the PXE-on-Disk program depends on the 
definition of a specific NIC driver, it will be to your advantage to create the 
diskette on a workstation with the same network adapter driver as the 
workstation(s) where you plan to use PXE-on-Disk.

2. From the new PXE-on-Disk folder of the Windows workstation, run 
PXEBUILDER.EXE to display the PXE-on-Disk setup window (see 
Figure 4).

Figure 4: PXE-on-Disk setup window.

3. Click OK to display the Driver Information lists for PXE-compatible 
network adapters (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5: List of PXE-compatible NICs.

Note: The network adapter of the machine you are using is detected and its 
specifications are listed in the Information list box of the Setup window.

4. From the Driver List, select the name of the network adapter driver (or its 
nearest equivalent) that is installed on the client workstation you want to 
connect to the PXE server.

Note: Some driver types may be duplicated. For example, Accton En1207d is 
the same as SMC 1211TX.

5. Click Install to start creating a PXE-on_Disk diskette. When installation is 
complete, the diskette will contains appropriate PXE-on-Disk information 
for the intended client workstation.

6. Click Close to complete the creation of the PXE-on-Disk diskette.

Booting with a PXE-on-Disk Diskette

Before you boot a client workstation with a PXE-on-Disk diskette, make sure that 
ZfD3.2 PBS has been installed on a network server. This is the server that will 
communicate with the client workstation and give it tasks (such as workstation 
imaging) to perform. When you know that ZfD3.2 PBS is installed on the server, 
you can reboot the client workstation with a PXE-on-Disk diskette. During the 
reboot cycle, the client workstation will:

1. Establish a connection with the ZfD3.2 PBS server.

2. Execute any imaging work to be performed.

3. Continue its boot cycle.
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Diving in a Little Deeper with PXE

When PXE initiates the booting of a workstation, that is called the PXE bootstrap. 
The PXE bootstrap accomplishes the following:

• Adds 10 or more seconds to normal workstation boot

• Performs single boot when there is no work scheduled for the device (the 
default operating system boots)

• Stores Imaging engine centrally

• Enables itself non-intrusively and preserves local drive data

The ZENworks Imaging partition does the following:

• Adds more than 20 seconds to normal boot

• Requires double-boot at each startup, regardless of scheduled work

• Stores Imaging engine on each device

Warning: Adding a Linux partition has the potential to destroy local data.

What Happens When You Do a PXE Boot?

1. The computer’s BIOS tells the computer to boot from the NIC.

2. The PXE-BIOS on the NIC asks for an IP address and PXE details using 
DHCP.

3. DHCP offer should contain your usual details for host configuration plus 
details needed for PXE:

• “Yes this is a PXE boot”

• TFTP/MTFTP server details

• Boot image details

4. PXE-BIOS downloads ‘bootstrap’ image which is executed (many steps can 
happen here).

5. PXE-BIOS exits; boots native operating system from hard disk, floppy disk 
drive, and so on.

PXE Troubleshooting Steps

1. Ensure that the PXE hardware is using PBS. You may need a BIOS update to 
accomplish this.

2. Verify that DHCP Proxy DHCP servers are available. These can be the same 
on Windows NT/2000. 

3. Verify DHCP and TFTP configuration.

4. Verify that ZENPXE, IMGSERV, and Transaction Server are all installed on 
the server.
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What Is the ZfD PBS Menu?

When a PXE-enabled workstation is booted, it looks for the server on which PBS 
is installed. After using DHCP to obtain IP information, it checks the PBS 
Transaction Server to see if there is any imaging work to do. If there is, the 
workstation displays a default ZfD PBS menu featuring the following options:

• Start ZENworks Imaging in Automatic Mode

• Start AENworks Imaging in Maintenance Mode

• Disable the ZEN Partition

• Enable the ZEN partition

ZfD PBS Menu Editor

If you want to create a custom PBS Menu, use the ZfD PBS Menu Editor to set 
and run your own actions and DOS utilities on the client workstation. 

Note: Novell provides this utility as a service; no custom DOS or Linux utilities 
have been developed by Novell.

The Menu Editor is a Windows-based, option-driven utility that lets you do the 
following on the PBS menu:

• Add menu items or submenus to the PBS menu

• Add executable commands to be performed on the client workstation

• Delete a submenu or an action from an existing menu

The Menu Editor generates menu files and stores them on the ZfD PBS server. 
These files can be selected from the Menu Editor interface and downloaded to a 
PBS client workstation.

Installating the ZfD PBS Menu Editor. If you chose the PXE component during 
the ZfD3.2 PBS installation program, the Menu Editor is automatically installed 
on Windows NT/2000 servers you designate as a PBS server. The Menu Editor is 
not installed to a NetWare server during the PBS installation and must be accessed 
manually from a Windows workstation.

Accessing the Menu Editor. If you installed to a Windows server, you can access 
the Menu Editor from the Windows desktop (after the PXE-enabled Windows 
workstation is imaged). Click Start | Programs | ZEN Preboot Services | ZEN 
Preboot Services Menu Editor. If you need to access the Menu Editor from a 
NetWare server, locate the files on the ZfD3.2 PBS CD in the \MENU EDITOR 
folder and copy them to your NetWare server. Then, from a Windows machine, 
you can map a drive to the location on the server and run Menu Editor.
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Using the ZfD PBS Menu Editor

Although you will probably use the default PXE menu for ZfD PBS, you may 
want to take advantage of the flexibility of the PBS Menu Editor to create a new 
menu or modify an existing one. This section explains how to do these tasks.

Creating a PBS Menu

Use the following steps to create a new PBS menu using the ZfD PBS Menu 
Editor:

1. From the Windows desktop, click Start | Programs | ZEN Preboot Services | 
ZEN Preboot Services Menu Editor. The dialog box shown in Figure 6 is 
displayed.

Figure 6: Create Menu confirmation dialog box.

2. Click Yes to display the Create Menu dialog box (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Create Menu dialog box.

3. Enter the name of the menu you want to create. Click OK to display the ZEN 
PBS Menu Editor window (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8: ZEN Preboot Menu Editor window.

The Menu Interface

The Menu Editor interface is not available unless you are creating or editing the 
existing menu. Add and delete functions are available from the Options menu or 
from icons on the toolbar. Menu Editor functions can also be initiated with 
keyboard commands from a Windows workstation. For example, pressing Insert 
while in the Menu Editor adds a menu item, while pressing the Delete key deletes 
a menu item. You can enter descriptive text about the menu in the Information 
field. You can also add help by entering appropriate text in the Help field.

Creating a Submenu

If you want to create your own functions for the PBS menu, you need to create a 
submenu of these functions. Use the following steps to create a submenu.

1. Select Add from the Options menu to display the Add Menu Item window.

2. In the Add Menu Item dialog box (see Figure 9), select “Submenu” and click 
OK to display the Add Menu dialog box.

Figure 9: Add Menu Item window.
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3. In the Heading field of the dialog box, enter the text you want to use as the 
option in the submenu. Click OK. The Menu Editor displays the submenu 
option as a subordinate item to the main menu you have already created.

4. In the Information field, enter a description about the Submenu. In the Help 
field, enter any helpful hints.

5. Click Update to save the text of the submenu option and any accompanying 
text you have created.

Although the submenu item is now created and will appear on the PBS menu, it 
will not launch any utility; it is merely a text heading that serves as a navigation 
tool to options that actually perform functions.

Creating Functions Within the Menu
As stated earlier, ZfD 3.2 PBS ships with a preboot menu that allows only limited, 
predesigned actions from the client workstation. Novell does not ship any other 
DOS or Linux utilities. However, if you want to add functionality of your own, 
you can do so with the Preboot Services Menu Editor.

To add executable commands to the Menu Editor, follow these steps.

1. From the PBS Menu Editor window, select a menu item, and then click 
Options | Add to display the Add Menu Item window (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: Add Menu Item window.

2. Select “Execute command” and then click OK.

3. From the Execute Command dialog box, enter menu text that describes the 
functionality of your program. Then click OK.

4. Enter the command parameters of the utility you want to run. Click OK.

5. Enter descriptive text about the item you have created. Click OK.

6. Enter the help text that you want to be accessible by an F1 command for this 
menu item. Click OK.

7. When you have finished creating the menu, click File | Save to save the 
structure.
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By default, the file is saved in .MNU format, which is used only by the PBS Menu 
Editor interface as a template. To be used by the PBS menu, this file must be 
exported to a binary (.DAT) format.

Exporting the .MNU File to a .DAT File

To create a .DAT file for the PBS Menu using a .MNU file, follow these steps:

1. Open the PBS Menu Editor. Click No to display the existing .MNU files 
saved to your default folder (the same folder where the menu editor, 
MEDITOR.EXE, resides).

2. Select the .MNU file of the menu you want to export for later use by the PBS 
menu. Click File and then Open.

3. Click File and then Export to save the .MNU in binary format.

The .DAT file is saved in the local folder from which you are running the PBS 
Menu Editor. You must copy it to the \TFTP folder on the PBS server.

Installing ZfD 3.2 PBS

This section describes how to install ZfD 3.2 PBS.

Hardware and Software Requirements

PBS supports most newer computers—specifically, any new computer that 
conforms to the WFM PC 98 specifications. Most new Dell, IBM, Compaq/HP, 
Siemens, and other computers are fully compliant. If you are concerned as to 
whether your computer will work, take a look at the PXE on Disk pieces on your 
machine. The hard-core requirements are as follows:

The following table lists the minimum software requirements for the server on 
which you will install ZfD 3.2 PBS:

Resource Minimum 
Disk Space Minimum Hardware Requirements

User 
Workstation

1 MB Pentium or higher personal computer, 75MHz, 16MB RAM; 
PXE-enabled network adapter or PXE-On-Disk boot 
diskette

PXE Server 10 MB Pentium II, 350MHz or faster, 128MB of RAM with 8MB free

Platform Minimum Software Requirements

NetWare 4.x Not Supported

NetWare 5.0 NW5SP5.EXE (or later) patch applied

NetWare 5.1 NW51SP1.EXE (or later) patch applied

NetWare 6 No special requirements

Windows NT 4.0 server Service Pack 6a (or later) applied

Windows 2000 server No special requirements
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Additionally, ZfD3.2 PBS uses DHCP and TFTP protocols. A standard DHCP 
server must already be installed – either on the same server where you are 
installing ZfD3.2 PBS or on another server in the network – before you install 
ZfD3.2 PBS Proxy DHCP server. If the standard DHCP server is on the same 
server where you are installing the Proxy DHCP server, you must set option tag 
60 in DHCP services.

Note: The DHCP protocol on NetWare does not deliver option tag 60, so it can’t 
be used with PXE in a single-server environment. For more information, 
see Administration in the ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 PBS online 
documentation at http://www.novell.com/documentation.

Installation of PBS

ZfD3.2 PBS can be only used in conjunction with ZENworks for Desktops v3.2. 
To properly install and configure PBS, you must first start the ZfD3.2 installation 
program, which includes a subinstall of the software on the ZfD 3.2 PBS CD.

You have three options for installing PBS:

• Copy the ZfD Program CD to a network location and use the ZfD PBS CD in 
the local CD drive of the workstation you are using for the installation. Use 
this method if you want to install PXE at different times or to different 
servers.

• Use the ZfD Program CD in the CD drive of the workstation you are using for 
installation, then swap to the PBS CD when the PBS subinstall is called. Use 
this method to visit several sites to perform multiple installations.

• Copy the ZfD Program CD to the hard disk of the workstation you are using 
for installation. Then copy the PBS CD, (or if you would like, the PBS .ZIP 
file you purchased and downloaded from Novell), to the \PXE subdirectory 
now located in the directory you created when you copied the ZfD Program 
CD. Use this method to perform any number of installations on servers 
accessible from your site. It does not require swapping CDs.

By default, this installation method will install PBS every time the server runs. 
There will be no prompts or pauses.

For more information about the installation of PBS, refer to the ZfD3.2 PBS 
online documentation at http://www.novell.com/documentation.
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Verifying Your PBS Installation

Checking Your Setup on a Windows NT/2000 Server. When ZfD3.2 PBS 
components are installed on Windows NT/2000, the following services should be 
installed and running on the server:

• Proxy DHCP Server

• MTFTP Server

• TFTP Server

• Transaction Server

You should not need to change the default configuration of these services unless 
the default multicast IP is already in use in your environment or you moved any of 
the PXE-installed files from their default directories.

Checking Your Setup on a NetWare Server. When ZfD3.2 PBS components are 
installed on NetWare , the following services should be installed and running on 
the server:

• PMAP.NLM

• TFTP.NLM

• PDHCP.NLM

• DTS.NLM

There is no need to change the default configuration of these services unless the 
default multicast IP is already in use in your environment or you moved any of the 
PXE-installed files from their default directories. You can use PXESTART.NCF 
to start PBS, and PXESTOP.NCF to stop PXE services with a single command.

Configuring a PXE-Enabled Workstation for PBS

To image a workstation by using ZfD3.2 PBS, you will need to find out if the 
workstation is PXE capable, and then make sure that PXE is enabled. When PXE 
is enabled, it can lengthen the time of the boot process slightly, as a result, most 
NICs have PXE turned off by default.

To enable PXE, enter the hardware system configuration (BIOS) and analyze the 
boot up options. The PXE activation method for a workstation varies from one 
manufacturer to another, but typically one of the following methods is used:

• Some BIOSs have a separate entry in the BIOS configuration to enable or 
disable the PXE functionality. In this case, set either the PXE Boot setting or 
the Network Boot setting to Enabled.

• Some BIOSs extend the entry that allows you to configure boot order. For 
example, you can specify that the system should try to boot from a diskette 
before trying to boot from the hard disk. In this situation, set the system to try 
Network Boot before trying to boot from a diskette or from the hard disk.
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• Workstations that do not have the network adapter and PXE integrated into 
the motherboard will use the installed NIC management software to prompt 
you to start PXE configuration during the boot process. For example, many 
network adapters that are PXE aware will prompt you to press Control+S 
during the boot process to allow you to configure the PXE functionality. 
Other network adapters may prompt you to press Control+Alt+B or another 
key combination to configure PXE.

• If PXE is not listed and the NIC is embedded in the motherboard, refer to the 
integrated devices section of the BIOS, which may have an option to activate 
PXE. PXE may be called by another name, such as MBA (Managed Boot 
Agent) or Pre-Boot Service.

After you have activated PXE, it will become available in the Boot section of the 
BIOS. PXE is correctly enabled on a workstation when the workstation attempts 
to establish a PXE session during the boot process. You can see this happening 
when the workstation pauses during the boot process and displays information 
similar to the following:

CLIENT MAC ADDR: 00 E0 29 47 59 64
DHCP...

The actual message displayed will vary from one computer manufacturer to 
another, but you will be able to identify it by the obvious pause in the boot process 
as the workstation searches for DHCP.

Configuring a Non-PXE Enabled Workstation for PBS

Some older workstations might not support PXE. This will require you to install 
PXE support on them. There are a few ways to do this. Select the one, below, that 
works best for your situation:

• Update your NIC or NIC driver. Most network adapter manufacturers will 
supply a PXE Boot ROM chip that you can insert into your network adapter to 
enable PXE on the workstation. Contact your NIC manufacturer or a supplier 
to see if they sell a PXE Boot ROM. It is also possible that your current NIC 
may need an upgraded driver to become PXE-enabled.

• Update your BIOS version. Most manufacturers that supply motherboards 
with the NIC embedded in the motherboard will offer a BIOS upgrade that 
will PXE-enable the workstation. Check your manufacturer’s Web site or 
contact a supplier to see if you can obtain a BIOS upgrade.

• Use the ZfD3.2 PBS PXE-On-Disk Utility. Select this option if no PXE is 
available for your workstation. With this utility, you can create a boot diskette 
that enables the workstation to attach to the PXE system. You can access the 
PXE-On-Disk utility with the Create PXE Disk button in Imaging Boot Disk 
Creator. (To start this utility from ConsoleOne, click Tools | ZENworks 
Utilites | Imaging | Create or Modify Boot Diskette. )
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For more information about the installation of PXE, refer to the ZENworks for 
Desktops 3.2 Preboot Services documentation Web site: 
http://www.novell.com/documentation.

Setting Up DHCP Services on Windows 2000 Advanced Server

Use the following steps to set up Standard DHCP and Proxy DHCP Services on 
the same Windows 2000 Advanced server:

1. At the command prompt, enter “netsh”.

2. At the netsch prompt, enter “dhcp server”.

3. At the dhcp server prompt, enter the following: 

add optiondef 60 ClassID STRING 0 PXEClient

4. Add the definition type in the DHCP setup menus.

Designing a PXE Network

When setting up PXE on a network, you need to observe several considerations 
and rules, such as the number of clients and the network bandwidth. If you have a 
WAN, you’ll need to make special considerations and ensure that network subnets 
are handled correctly. The following sections contain important design 
information.

Client to Server Component

It is important to design your network so that the PBS clients can connect to the 
Transaction Server as well as to the TFTP/MTFTP Servers. When a ZfD3.2 PBS 
client or a PXE client executes on a workstation, it will typically perform the 
following steps:

1. Broadcast a request for a DHCP Server to provide the client with an IP 
address. Either a PBS client or a PXE client executing on the workstation 
will perform this step. In the case of a PXE client this step is used to get the 
information necessary to download the PBS client. The standard DHCP 
Server will respond to provide the client with the necessary IP address. The 
PBS Proxy DHCP Server will also respond to the client to provide the client 
with two IP addresses: an address for the Transaction Server and an address 
for the TFTP/MTFTP servers.

Note: The PBS Proxy DHCP does not provide an IP address to the PBS client, it 
only supplies the client with the IP addresses of the servers that the 
client needs to connect to for a successful PXE session.

2. If the client that executed in Step 1, above, was a PXE client, then the PXE 
client will download the PBS client from the MTFTP Server. This requires 
the client to download a single file of less than 64Kbytes. In the case where 
the PBS client was already executing, this step will not occur.
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3. If a PBS client was downloaded in Step2, then it will perform a network 
broadcast to request IP address information. The standard DHCP Server and 
PBS Proxy DHCP Server will respond again with the same information that 
they provided in Step 1. 

Note: It is not important for the standard DHCP Server to provide the same 
client IP address in Steps 1 and 3.

4. The PBS client connects to the PBS Transaction Server and authenticates 
with the server. The Transaction Server will determine if any actions should 
execute on the client and return the necessary information to the client. If the 
Transaction Server does not have any actions for the client to execute, the 
client will shut down and the workstation will continue to book the host 
operating system.

5. If an action was given to the PBS client, the client will connect to the TFTP 
Server to down load the specified action file. The size of the download file 
can vary a great deal depending on the action to be performed, ranging from 
a few kilobytes to over a megabyte.

Once the action has been completed, the PBS client will go to Step 4 to determine 
if there are more actions outstanding.

Network Design Considerations

The following guidelines are suggested for using PBS in your network:

• Only one Proxy DHCP Server should be installed per DHCP Server scope.

• Only one Proxy DHCP Server should exist on a subnet.

• It is typical to have only one Proxy DHCP Server on the network.

TFTP Servers should be installed so that the PBS clients have access to a TFTP 
Server within their immediate LAN. The bulk of network traffic generated by 
PBS is between the PBS clients and the TFTP Server. A good design will ensure 
that a client will not need to connect to its TFTP Server through a slow WAN link.

Setting Up PBS Servers on Windows NT/2000

Use the following three subsections to set up PBS on a Windows NT/2000 server.

Configuring the TFTP Server

It is seldom necessary to change the default TFTP Server configuration values. 
Use the following procedure if you need to change them:

1. From the Windows Desktop, click Start | Programs | ZEN Preboot Services | 
ZEN Preboot Services Configuration | TFTP Configuration to display the 
TFTP Configuration window (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11: TFTP Configuration window.

2. Fill in the fields as follows:

TFTP Read Path. The read path should point to a directory where the TFTP 
Server will look for files that are requested by clients.

TFTP Write Path. The write path should point to a directory where the TFTP 
Server will write files sent by clients.

Note: The read and write fields use the same path.

3. Click Save All to save the new settings, or click Exit to terminate the 
configuration utility without saving changes.

Configuring the MTFTP Server

It is seldom necessary to change the default MTFTP Server configuration values. 
Use the following procedure if you need to change them:

1. From the Windows Desktop, click Start | Programs | ZEN Preboot Services | 
ZEN Preboot Services Configuration | MTFTP Configuration. The MTFTP 
Configuration window is displayed (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: MFFTP Configuration window.

2. Fill in the fields as follows:

Multicast IP. Specify the address to be used as a destination during multicast 
transfers. Ensure that the address used falls within the IP Address range 
designated for multicast. If you change this value, be sure to update the 
corresponding entry in the Proxy DHCP configuration.
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Server Port. Specify the port number that the server will expect to receive 
requests on. If you change this value, be sure to update the corresponding 
entry in the Proxy DHCP configuration.

Data Read Path. Specify the directory where the MTFTP Server will read the 
files that are requested by clients.

3. Click Save All to save new settings, or click Exit to terminate the 
configuration utility without saving changes.

Configuring the Proxy DHCP Server

The Proxy DHCP Server provides PBS clients with the information that they 
require to be able to connect to the PBS system. The DHCP Server needs to have 
option 60 (decimal) added to the DHCP tags. This option should be a string-type 
and must contain the letters “PXEClient”.

The procedure to configure the DHCP Server varies from one DHCP Server to 
another, so it is not possible to provide step-by-step instructions on configuring 
the server. Use the following steps to check the Proxy DHCP Server settings.

1. From the Windows Desktop, click Start, Programs | ZEN Preboot Services | 
ZEN Preboot Services Configuration | Proxy DHCP Configuration to display 
the Proxy DHCP Configuration window (see Figure 13).

Figure 13: Proxy DHCP Configuration window.

2. Verify the following fields:

Transaction Server IP. This IP Address will be returned to PBS clients 
requesting Proxy DHCP information and should contain the IP address of the 
PBS Transaction Server that the PBS client should connect to.
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TFTP IP. This IP address will be returned to PBS clients requesting Proxy 
DHCP information and should contain the IP Address of the PBS TFTP 
Server that the PBS client should connect to when it needs to download files.

Application Server IP. This IP address will be returned to PBS clients 
requesting Proxy DHCP information and should contain the IP Address of 
the PBS TFTP Server that the PBS client should connect to when it needs to 
request an application from the system.

The MTFTP settings in this window should be the same as those which 
appear in the MTFTP Configuration Utility. Do not modify the Client Port, 
Open Timeout, and Reopen Timeout settings from their default values.

3. Click Save All to save new settings, or click Exit to terminate the 
configuration utility without saving changes.

You can set any of the IP Address fields in the configuration utility to 0.0.0.0. The 
server replaces these entries with the IP address of the first network adapter 
installed in the server.

Changing Port Usage in Windows NT 4.0 Server
The Transaction Server service and MTFTP service can be configured to use a 
different port if necessary. To change the port, follow these steps:

1. From the Windows server desktop, click Start | Programs | ZEN Preboot 
Services | ZEN Preboot Services Configuration |  preboot_service_ 
configuration.

2. Change the relevant settings in the configuration.

3. Stop and start the services for the changes to take effect.

Setting Up PBS Servers on NetWare

Once ZfD3.2 PBS has been installed, it is seldom necessary to change the default 
server values. If you do decide to change the settings, you can do so by editing the 
appropriate .INI file for the server you want to change. These .INI files can be 
found on the PBS server in the SYS:\SYSTEM directory.

Configuring the MTFTP/TFTP Module
You can modify the path that the MTFTP/TFTP module will use for file access by 
modifying the TFTP.INI file. The following options are available (variable names 
are case-sensitive):

• ReadPath. Set the path that the MTFTP/TFTP module will use for read 
access. The default value for this setting is SYS:\TFTP\.

• WritePath. Set the path that the MTFTP/TFTP module will use for write 
access. The default value for this setting is SYS:\TFTP\.

• WriteProtect. Set the value to 0 to cause the MTFTP/TFTP module to accept 
write requests, or set the value to 1 to disallow write requests.
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Configuring the Proxy DHCP Module

You can set the parameters that the proxy DHCP module will use by modifying 
the PDHCP.INI file. The following options are available (variable names are 
case-sensitive):

• VSP_IP. The IP address of the Transaction Server that will be supplied to 
PXE clients when they request Proxy DHCP information.

• TFTP_IP. The IP address of the TFTP Server that will be supplied to PXE 
clients when they request Proxy DHCP information.

• APP_IP. The IP address of the application server that will be supplied to PXE 
clients when they request Proxy DHCP information.

• USE_DHCP_PORT. Specify whether to bind to the DHCP Server socket 
(67). Set this to 0 if you are running a DHCP Server on the same machine as 
the Proxy DHCP module, and make sure that you have set up a PXEClient 
DHCP Option Tag on the DHCP Server.

• USE_BINL_PORT. Specify whether to bind to the BINL socket (4011). This 
is only necessary if you are running proxy DHCP and another DHCP Server 
on the same machine. Set this to 1 to bind to the BINL port.

• BOOT_MENU_TIMEOUT. Set this option to see how long (in seconds) the 
boot menu should be shown to a user. A value of 0 means that the PBS will be 
auto-selected by PXE, and a value of 255 means wait indefinitely. Change 
this value if you have other PXE-type services on the network, such as 
Microsoft RIS.

Configuring the Transaction Server Module

You can set the parameters that the Transaction Server module will use by 
modifying the DTS.INI file. The following option is available (variable names 
are case-sensitive):

• Server UdpPort. Set this value to the UDP port number you want to use.

Configuring IP Port Usage in ZfD3.2 Preboot Services

This section describes the network ports used by ZfD3.2 PBS. Using the 
information in this section, you can configure routers or firewalls to correctly 
forward the network traffic generated by PBS.

ZfD3.2 PBS uses both well-known and proprietary IP ports. The well-known IP 
ports include:

• 67 decimal. The Proxy DHCP services listens on this port for PXE 
information requests. This is the same port used by a standard DHCP service.

• 69 decimal. The TFTP service listens on this port for file requests from PXE 
or PBS clients.

• 111 decimal. Port mapper port. For a description of this server, refer to RFC 
1057 at http://sunsite.iisc.ernet.in/collection/rfc/rfc1057.html.
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The Proprietary IP ports include:

• 18753 decimal. Transaction Server client connection port. The Transaction 
Server receives all connection requests from the PBS clients on this port.

• 360 decimal. The MTFTP service listens on this port for MTFTP requests 
from PXE or PBS clients.

Changing Port Usage in NetWare

To change port usage in NetWare, complete the following steps:

1. Edit the DTS.INI file located in the same directory as the DTS.NLM module.

2. Set ServerUdpPort to the port number you want to use.

3. Stop and start DTS.NLM for the changes to take effect.

Conclusion

ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 with Preboot Services is a marriage designed to 
benefit even the most discerning IS professional. It provides customers with a 
complete hands-free, birth-to-retirement management of workstations. 
Technicians no longer need to visit machines to deliver or build the desktop 
operating system. This greatly simplifies the management of network resources 
and reduces the cost of rolling out Windows 2000 Professional or other desktop 
operating systems. ZENworks provides the only imaging solution on the market 
that identifies the configuration of the PC and automatically applies the correct 
image according to policies stored in an enterprise Directory.
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With the recent outbreaks of malicious viruses such as Code Red and Nimda, 
network administrators are looking for ways to protect their Web servers from 
these and other distributed denial-of-service attacks. For Web servers that are 
being accelerated by Novell BorderManager’s reverse proxy capability, Novell 
has added a new Virus Pattern Recognition feature to BorderManager 3.7 that can 
help protect against such attacks. This AppNote describes how to enable and 
configure this feature.
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Introduction

In the past few months, we have seen an increase in self-propagating malicious 
viruses such as Code Red and Nimda, which are designed to inflict maximum 
damage to computer systems around the world. The methods used by this new 
breed of viruses demonstrate the growing sophistication of virus and worm 
attacks.

For example, in the case of Code Red, the worm attempts to connect to a certain 
TCP port on a randomly chosen host, assuming that a Web server will be found. 
Upon successful connection to the host, the attacking computer sends an HTTP 
GET request that attempts to exploit a known vulnerability in Microsoft Internet 
Information Server (IIS) Web servers. If the exploit is successful, the worm 
begins executing on the victim host. Depending on the day of the month, it either 
attempts to further propagate itself by connecting to other randomly chosen IP 
addresses, or it launches a packet- flooding “denial of service” attack against a 
fixed IP address. The ultimate goal of this type of attack is to generate so much 
illegal traffic to the site that service is denied to the site’s legitimate users.

Although these viruses infect only certain vulnerable non-NetWare Web servers 
and routers, their method of attack can impact the performance of Novell 
BorderManager (NBM) Proxy Servers that are used to accelerate these Web 
servers. To protect against such attacks from the NBM Proxy side, there must be 
some mechanism in place to examine all incoming HTTP requests and reject those 
that are identified as coming from virus-infected computers. The main problem 
lies in differentiating between legal and illegal requests and acting accordingly, 
without adversely affecting the performance of the NBM Proxy Server.

To accomplish this, Novell has added a Virus Pattern Recognition and protection 
enhancement to Novell BorderManager 3.7. This enhancement includes features 
to facilitate its configuration and monitoring.

This AppNote describes the Virus Pattern Recognition enhancement and explains 
how to configure and monitor this feature.

Overview of the Virus Pattern Recognition Feature

This section provides an overview of the functionality of the Virus Pattern 
Recognition feature as a mechanism for protecting Web servers against 
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. The solution involves creating a 
database of known virus patterns. The NBM Proxy Server then compares every 
incoming request with the existing pattern database, and blocks any request that 
perfectly matches one of the patterns in the database.
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The main goals in the design of this feature were:

• To make it easy to add and delete virus request patterns in the database

• To allow the pattern database to be updated “on the fly”, without having to 
bring down the Proxy Server

• To provide automatic detection of changes in virus patterns and subsequent 
updating of the pattern database

• To offer effective console-based monitoring

• To minimize the impact on performance

In discussing the functionality of this feature, it is helpful to understand the 
following terminology used to categorize HTTP requests:

• Suspect request: any request that is suspected to be generated from a virus- 
infected client or server

• Virus request: any request that is determined to have been generated from a 
virus-affected client or server

• Humble request: any request that is valid to the origin Web server (a 
non-virus request)

Enabling the Virus Pattern Recognition Feature

To enable this feature, you must have the latest version of PROXY.NLM. You 
also need the following lines in the SYS:\ETC\PROXY\ PROXY.CFG file, which 
is used to initialize the NBM Proxy Server at startup:

[Extra Configuration]

ScanVirusPatterns=1

[Virus Pattern Configuration]

NoOfVirusPatterns=0

PatternSize=16

PatternStartOffset=1

EnablePatternAutoUpdate=1

If you don’t have these lines in the PROXY.CFG file when you start the Proxy 
Server, you will receive a “virus command not found” message on the system 
console when you try to enter any of the console commands described below.

Command Line-Based Configuration

Configuration of the Virus Pattern Recognition feature is accomplished via 
console commands that are run from the system console. As with most 
console-based systems, responses to commands are written back to the system 
console and recorded in a log file (in this case, PROXY.LOG).
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Note: The command syntax below is specified in BNF (Backus-Naur Format) notation, a 
formal system of notation developed in the 1960s to describe the syntax of a 
given command set or computer programming language. For more information, 
visit http://www.w3.org/Notation.html.

COMMAND ::= "virus" [<command>] *((<options> | <option- 
value-pairs>) <white-space>) <new-line>

command ::= "add" | "del" |  "dump"
options = <option>[a-zA-Z?]*
option-value-pairs = <option> <white-space> <value>
option = [-/][a-zA-Z?]
white-space = [\t ] *[\t ]
new-line = [\n\r]
value = (<Integer> | <string>)
Integer = [1-9][0-9]*
string = ["]<ascii> <ascii>*["]
ascii = all ascii characters

Don’t worry if you aren’t familiar with BNF notation. Examples of the most 
commonly-used configuration commands are provided in the following sections.

Adding and Deleting Virus Request Patterns

Once the Proxy Server is up and running with its initial pattern database loaded, 
you can add new patterns while the server is running. The console command 
syntax for adding a new virus pattern is:

virus add -p <pattern> -o <origLength>

where pattern is a 16-byte character string located at offset 1 in the HTTP GET 
request, and origLength is the original size of the request in bytes. These are 
mandatory option-value pairs. The string value for pattern should be enclosed in 
quotation marks; the value for origLength is given as an integer. For example:

virus add -p “default.ida?NNNN” -o 385

The Proxy Server looks at the specified offset in each incoming request and reads 
the next 16 bytes. If that string matches any of the patterns in the existing 
database, the request is considered a virus request and is blocked.

Note: The pattern size and start offset are set to 16 and 1, respectively, by default. 
You can change these values in the PROXY.CFG file, but do so with caution. They 
are global parameters that apply to all entries in the pattern database.

How do you know what values to enter for pattern and origLength? That’s a good 
question. A step-by-step example of identifying a virus pattern is given later in 
this AppNote (see “Example: Identifying and Adding a New Virus Pattern”).

To delete a pattern from the database, use the same syntax but replace the “add” 
command with “del”. For example:

virus del -p “default.ida?NNNN” -o 385
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Updating the Database via a Script (NCF File)

Another aspect of the Virus Pattern Recognition feature is the capability to update 
the database in a script-like fashion by placing a list of “virus add . . .” commands 
in an NCF file and running the file on the console. This enables you to update the 
virus pattern database without having to bring the Proxy Server down. The 
commands must conform to the syntax prescribed in this AppNote.

You can use the following command to write all existing entries in the database 
into an NCF file:

virus dump

The name of the dump file is SYS:\ETC\PROXY\VIRPAT.NCF. This NCF file 
can be run as part of the Proxy Server restart process, or you can run it manually 
after the Proxy Server has been loaded.

Enabling and Configuring Auto Update

BorderManager provides an Auto Update feature that automatically detects virus 
requests and adds their patterns to the database. This feature’s heuristic (self- 
learning) request examination method is especially useful in detecting frequently 
changing virus request patterns.

The heuristics look at the incoming request distribution within a specified amount 
of time. For these heuristics to work, two parameters must be properly configured:

• Threshold. This parameter defines the number of new requests that hash to the 
same value that will be allowed within the time interval before those requests 
are considered suspect. The default value is 250; this can be changed via the 
“virus -t <threshold>” console command.

• Refresh time interval. This parameter defines the amount of time, in seconds, 
after which identical requests received beyond the threshold value are 
checked for virus pattern content. The default value is 10 seconds; this can be 
changed via the “virus -r <time interval>” console command.

When more than the threshold number of identical requests are received within 
the specified time interval, that request is considered suspect and is scheduled for 
further analysis via a background process. (This analysis involves looking for 
particular keywords, as explained in the next section.) In the meantime, the Proxy 
Server continues to receive all requests so that valid requests are never blocked.

The Virus Pattern Configuration screen provides information that can help you 
adjust these parameters for your particular system. See “Choosing a Proper 
Threshold” for details.

There are two ways to enable this Auto Update feature. One is by entering the 
following command at the system console:

virus -e 1

Note: Specifying a value of 0 (zero) in this command will disable Auto Update.
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The other way to enable this feature is to place the following option in the 
PROXY.CFG file:

[Virus Pattern Configuration]

EnablePatternAutoUpdate=1

This will ensure that this feature is enabled every time the Proxy Server is started.

Adding New Virus Keywords

Virus request patterns of the same virus type contain keywords or character strings 
that can be used to identify the request. For example, all URLs with Code Red 
virus requests contain the string “cmd.exe”. Since the presence of this string 
identifies the URL as a virus request, “cmd.exe” is a keyword. 

Note: In this Code Red example, adding “*cmd.exe.*” as a filter rule in routers will 
block all requests containing this keyword.

Keywords come into play only after a request has been labelled as suspect through 
the heuristics described above. At that point, the suspect request is checked for the 
presence of certain keywords. If a match is found, the request is labelled a virus 
request and its pattern is added to the database. Any future requests containing 
that keyword will automatically be blocked.

To add a new keyword to the list of existing keywords, type the following 
command at the system console:

virus add -k <keyword>

where keyword is a character string that determines whether a suspect request is a 
humble request or a virus request.

For information about known virus keywords, visit http://www.cert.org and 
search for system footprint details in the virus incident reports.

Monitoring the Virus Pattern Recognition Feature

Because the effectiveness of a feature can be best understood through monitoring, 
the NBM Proxy Server includes a Virus Pattern Configuration screen. All virus 
pattern-related configuration and statistical information is tracked and displayed 
on this separate server console screen. A more detailed description of this monitor 
screen is given in the next section of this AppNote.

Effect on Performance

Since there is very little overhead involved in checking incoming HTTP requests, 
enabling the Virus Pattern Recognition feature does not adversely affect NBM 
Proxy Server performance.
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The Virus Pattern Configuration Screen

The Virus Pattern Configuration screen is a console-based screen dedicated to 
virus pattern configuration and monitoring. This screen is reached by entering 23 
on the Proxy Console screen. The information displayed is periodically refreshed 
for monitoring.

Figure 1 is an example screen showing the Virus Pattern Configuration settings.

Figure 1: The Virus Pattern Configuration Screen.

Let’s look at each section of this screen and describes the parameters, their 
meaning, and, where applicable, their default values and configuration methods.

Configuration Section. The items in the Configuration section of the screen are 
as follows:

• No Of Patterns. This is the current number of patterns in the database. This 
value is not configurable. It starts at 0 and is incremented each time a new 
pattern is successfully added to the database.

• Pattern Size. This is the size of the pattern, in bytes. The default setting is 16. 
This is a global setting that is used for all patterns, so modify it with care.

• Pattern Start Offset. This indicates where the virus pattern starts, as a byte 
offset from the actual beginning of the request. The default setting is 1. This is 
a global setting that is used for all patterns, so modify it with care.

• Refresh Interval. This specifies the time interval in which the incoming 
request distribution is studied for Auto Update heuristic purposes. The default 
value is 10 seconds. The value can be modified using the “virus -r <interval>” 
command.
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• Hit Threshold. This is the threshold upon which the automatic detection of 
new virus patterns is based. The default value is 250. The value can be 
modified using the “virus -t <threshold>” command.

• Virus Auto Update. This indicates whether or not the Auto Update feature is 
enabled. The default value is 0 (disabled). The Auto Update feature can be 
enabled using the “virus -e 1” command.

Monitoring Section. The items in the Monitoring section of the screen are as 
follows:

• Virus Requests. This is the number of incoming requests that have matched a 
virus pattern. This value is not configurable. It starts at 0 and is incremented 
each time a pattern match is detected.

• Non Virus Requests. This is the number of incoming requests that did not 
match a virus pattern. This value is not configurable. It starts at 0 and is 
incremented each time a pattern match fails.

• Recommend Threshold. This is a recommended value for the Auto Update 
threshold parameter. After the server has been up for a while, this gives a 
good lower limit for the hit threshold.

• Max Non Virus Hit Rate. This is the maximum or peak number of incoming 
humble (non-virus) requests received in one time interval.

• Ave Virus Hit Rate. This is the average number of incoming virus requests 
received over all the time intervals crossed so far.

• Ave Non Virus Hit Rate. This is the average number of incoming humble 
(non-virus) requests. The threshold setting must be greater than this value.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the Max Non Virus Hit Rate, the Ave 
Non Virus Hit Rate, and the Recommended Threshold.

Figure 2: Relationship between statistics on the Virus Pattern Configuration Screen.
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Virus Source IP Address Section. This section displays the last ten IP addresses 
of sources that sent virus requests.

Last Predicted Request. This section displays the last request that was made a 
suspect.

Choosing a Proper Threshold

The configuration section of the Virus Pattern Configuration screen contains a 
“Hit Threshold” parameter that gives the current threshold value.

The following rules of thumb can be used for arriving at an appropriate new 
threshold value:

• The Threshold value must be always greater than the “Ave Non Virus Hit 
Rate”.

• The “Recommend Threshold” gives a possible threshold value. However, you 
can use this value as a new threshold only if it is considerably higher than the 
“Ave Non Virus Hit Rate” value'.

You can change the threshold value by executing the following command at the 
system console:

virus -t <threshold> 

The threshold and refresh time interval settings are tightly coupled. If you raise 
the threshold, you need to increase the time interval accordingly, and vice versa. 
You can change the refresh time interval value by executing the following 
command at the system console:

virus -r <time interval> 

Miscellaneous Tasks

This section outlines how to perform various tasks involved in the day-to-day 
operation of the Virus Pattern Recognition feature.

Specifying a Maximum Number of Patterns

Each pattern added to the database takes up 64 bytes of RAM. For memory and 
performance reasons, you may want to set a limit on the number of patterns 
allowed in the virus pattern database. To do this, enter the following command at 
the system console:

virus -m <Max virus patterns>

where Max virus patterns is an integer specifying the maximum number of 
patterns allowed in the database. This value should be set below 256.
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Clearing Existing Virus Patterns

To clear all existing patterns from the database, type the following command at 
the system console:

virus -c

Viewing Online Help

To display online help and usage information, type the following command at the 
system console:

virus -? or virus -h

Verifying the Blocking of Virus Requests

To verify whether the Virus Pattern Recognition feature is working, check the 
PROXY.LOG file (located in SYS:\ETC\PROXY) for drop or slip.

The following is an example of a slipped request:

203.70.140.130 - - [06/Aug/2001:09:58:58 -0600] "GET 

/default.ida?XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%u9090%u6858%ucbd3%u7801%u9

090%u6858%ucbd3%u7801%u9090%u6858%ucbd3%u7801%u9090%u9090%u8190%u0

0c3%u0003%u8b00%u531b%u53ff%u0078%u0000%u00=a  HTTP/1.0" -   -

The following is an example of a dropped request:

63.146.66.41 - - [09/Aug/2001:04:47:27 -0600] "(bad request line) 

GET%00/default.ida?XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (truncated)" 400 2248

Disabling the Virus Pattern Recognition Feature

To disable the Virus Pattern Recognition feature, change the value of the 
ScanVirusPatterns parameter in PROXY.CFG to 0 and restart the Proxy Server:

[Extra Configuration]

ScanVirusPatterns=0
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Example: Identifying and Adding a New Virus Pattern

This section provides a step-by-step example of how to identify and add a new 
virus pattern to the database.

1. Open the PROXY.LOG file and look for a virus request. For example, such 
as request might look like this:

208.35.133.105 - - [12/Nov/2001:10:04:55 -0600] "GET 

/default.ida?NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN%u9090%u685

8%ucbd3%u7801%u9090%u6858%ucbd3%u7801%u9090%u6858%ucbd3%u7801%

u9090%u9090%u8190%u00c3%u0003%u8b00%u531b%u53ff%u0078%u0000%u0

0=a HTTP/1.0" 500 2244

2. Isolate the portion of the request that appears within the quotation marks 
(shown in bold above). Then strip out the word “GET” and the space after it. 
You now have the string:

/default.ida?NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN%u9090%u685

8%ucbd3%u7801%u9090%u6858%ucbd3%u7801%u9090%u6858%ucbd3%u7801%

u9090%u9090%u8190%u00c3%u0003%u8b00%u531b%u53ff%u0078%u0000%u0

0=a HTTP/1.0

3. Note the length of this string, which will be used as the value for the original 
length (origLength) parameter. In this example, it is 385.

4. The Pattern Start Offset value shown in the Configuration section of the 
Virus Pattern Configuration screen indicates the location of the pattern as an 
offset from beginning of the string. In this case it is 1.

The Pattern Size value in the Configuration section of the Virus Pattern 
Configuration screen indicates the size of the pattern. In this example it is 16. 

So the pattern for this virus request is identified as the 16-byte string that 
starts at offset 1, which is:

default.ida?NNNN

5. To block this as a virus request, type the following command at the console:

virus add -p "default.ida?NNNN" -o 385
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Conclusion

This AppNote has introduced the Virus Pattern Recognition feature that has been 
added to the Novell BorderManager Proxy Server. For additional information, 
check out the following references:

• Novell BorderManager online documentation (http://www.novell.com/ 
documentation)

• BorderManager Cool Solutions Web site (http://www.novell.com/ 
coolsolutions/bordermag)

• CERT Coordination Center (http://www.cert.org/)
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Delphi. The first article in the November 2001 issue introduced the two method- 
ologies for eDirectory access: ActiveX controls vs. low-level calls. The second 
article in the December 2001 issue tooke a closer look at the ActiveX approach 
and reviewed the specific benefits of that approach. This third article will review 
the more complex but often more efficient low-level technique. It will also 
introduce a Delphi helper unit that allows you to combine the speed of low-level 
programming with the comfort of high-level syntax.
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Introduction

Low-level programming for NetWare with Delphi uses direct calls into the 
NetWare Client APIs. The Novell NetWare client implements this client interface 
in the form of Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs). Practically all NetWare Windows 
applications (with NWAdmin.exe being a prime example) call into these DLLs, 
which is significantly faster than calling into an intermediate OLE layer (like with 
the ActiveX controls).

One drawback of this approach is that you have to choose between literally 
hundreds of available APIs; but the main disadvantage is that you typically must 
call a sequence of multiple APIs to perform basic functions such as locating an 
NDS object or reading attributes. You have to familiarize yourself with topics like 
buffer handling or pointer operations in NDS APIs.

If this sounds complicated, that’s because it often is. But in this AppNote I will try 
to make things easy, do one step at a time, and take you by the hand on your way. 
You may find that the first steps are not as difficult as you may have thought—and 
you may be surprised by the snappy performance of your applications. Using the 
low-level approach avoids the entire overhead that must be implemented in 
ActiveX controls. You don’t need to talk to the OLE layers in Windows, and your 
application requests no more information from the network than it actually needs.

The first part of this AppNote introduces the concepts, the installation, and shows 
you how to perform some simple tasks with the low-level approach. Later, I will 
introduce a Delphi helper unit that can make your programming life much easier.

The sample code for the examples in this AppNote can be downloaded from the 
Web at http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/download.htm.

Architecture

You don’t need much to call a low-level API from a DLL from Delphi: you’ll 
need to tell Delphi where to find the API (implementation), and what the format 
of the expected parameters and return values will be (interface). All of this is 
available as a component of the Novell Developer’s Kit (NDK) in the “Novell 
Libraries for Delphi”. NDK components can be downloaded from the Web at 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/.

As an example of this approach, look at the NetWare function NWDSWhoAmI(). 
The implementation takes place in the NetWin32.IMP file, where it says:

function NWDSWhoAmI;  StdCall; external 'netwin32.dll' index 1093;

This basically tells Delphi that the implementation of this API can be found in the 
external library “NetWin32.DLL” at position 1093 (you can guess from this 
number that there are a handful of other APIs in this DLL).
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The additional information that Delphi needs—the exact calling conventions— 
can be found in the NWDSDSA.INC file in the Novell Libraries for Delphi, where 
it says:

Function NWDSWhoAmI (
context  :   NWDSContextHandle ;
objectName  :   pnstr8

) : NWDSCCODE;

From these lines, Delphi will know that this API needs two parameters and returns 
a value of type NWDSCCODE.

Important Concepts

This section introduces some important concepts to understand when dealing with 
NetWare APIs.

New NetWare Type Declarations

The variable types shown in the function declaration above may seem cryptic to 
you, as Novell has introduced a whole set of new data types for the NetWare 
APIs. You will see plenty of similar types in the NDK samples and documenta- 
tion, so it’s important to understand the logic behind these new data type 
declarations.

Here are some frequently-used variable types:

TYPE
nptr = Pointer;
nstr8 = char;
nint32 = LongInt;
nuint32 = LongInt;
pnint32 = ^nint32;
pnuint32 = ^nuint32;
ppnuint32 = ^pnuint32;
pnstr8 = ^nstr8;

The names typically are less cryptic once you understand the underlying logic: the 
letter “n” stands for “Novell”, “p” for “pointer”, “int” for “Integer”, “str” for 
string, “u” for “unsigned”, and the numbers for the bit-width of the data type.

Knowing this, you can quickly see that, for example, “nstr8” stands for a Novell 
8-bit string (that’s a single-byte character), “pnstr8” stands for a pointer to a 8-bit 
character (like a pChar). Also, “pnuint32” is a pointer to an unsigned 32-bit 
integer, and “ppnuint32” is a pointer to that pointer.
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Why did Novell declare its own data types instead of using the predefined ones in 
Delphi? The reason is so that a variable of type nuint32 will always refer to a 
32-bit integer. Who knows if Borland’s LongInt will be 64 bits—or even 128 bits 
—in a future Delphi release? By defining specific NetWare types, Novell has the 
required control over the data types used for the DLL calls and thereby becomes 
less compiler dependent.

Many other data types serve specific purposes and are used to save return codes, 
handles, buffers, and so on. These aren’t important for understanding this 
AppNote, but if you’re interested you can find a complete list of declarations in 
the INC files of the Novell Libraries for Delphi.

Connection References and Connection Handles

Your client maintains an internal table with one connection reference for each 
server that you are connected to. If you are connected to five file servers, this table 
has five entries. Scanning your connection references is a quick way to identify 
the servers that you are connected to. These connection references are shared 
between your applications. 

Connection references are variables of type nuint32.

Connection handles are maintained by and within your application. I often 
compare these to file handles: they are used as handles to a resource (server or 
file) to make access to the resource easier. Frequently you have one handle per 
resource, but if necessary, your application can have multiple handles to the same 
resource. Handles are not shared between applications. A handle defined in one 
application is invisible to other applications.

Connection handles are variables of type NWCONN_HANDLE.

The interaction between references and handles is as follows: If you open a 
connection handle to a new server that is not yet in your connection reference list, 
the NetWare client will automatically add a new connection reference. On the 
other hand, if your application closes a connection handle to a server, the 
connection reference will be removed, provided no other applications are using 
that server.

Context Handles

While a connection handle points to a file server, the context handle points to a 
specific location in the NDS tree. Again, you may have one or multiple context 
handles pointing to the same or different locations in one or more trees.

Besides identifying the context location, a context handle will also determine 
other defaults of your interaction with eDirectory, such as whether you want to 
used canonicalized names, double-byte strings, typeless names, and more. See the 
API documentation of NWDSSetContext() for details.
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Return Codes

The NDK documentation lists the type of return code for each API. Typically, 
return codes are of type NWRCODE, NWCCODE, or NWDSCCODE. A return code of 
zero (N_SUCCESS) indicates success; other codes indicate failure. Most error 
codes are declared as constants in NWERROR.INC and NWDSERR.INC, which 
may be helpful in analyzing problems. You can also convert error codes into error 
strings with the help of NWErr32.DLL by calling U_Nwstrerror() from the 
D_NW helper unit.

Before We Get Started

Personally, I prefer to learn by doing. What about you? Well, in a moment we’ll 
get started and take the first small steps into unknown terrain. But first, we need to 
install the NetWare Libraries for Delphi and go over a few more basic concepts.

Installing the NetWare Libraries for Delphi

This installation consists of two quick steps: downloading the libraries and 
informing Delphi of the libraries.

Download. You can download the libraries from Novell’s DeveloperNet Web site 
at http://developer.novell.com/ndk/delphilib.htm. If you are not yet a registered 
member of DeveloperNet, choose the free membership for now.

Execute the downloaded DELPHILIB.EXE file to copy the Delphi header files 
and a small Delphi sample to your local hard drive.

Inform Delphi. Delphi needs to know what files to include in its search for 
external libraries. To inform Delphi of the libraries you just copied over, start a 
new project and select Project | Options. Select the Directories/ Conditionals tab 
and in the “Search Path” field add “C:\Novell\Libraries\Delphi\Src”. To avoid 
having to re-enter this for every future NetWare project, click the “Default” 
checkbox.

A Few More Concepts to Understand

With the libraries installed we could start coding, but there are a few more 
important concepts to go over before we do.

Get Some Help. You will find the complete HTML-based documentation for the 
low-level APIs on the Web at http://developer.novell.com/ndk/doc.htm. It is 
combined documentation for C and Pascal/Delphi that you can download or read 
online. You’ll find the information organized by topic group. 
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In this AppNote we will mainly discuss APIs from the NDK groups “NDS 
Libraries for C” and “NLM and NetWare Libraries for C”. Depending on your 
development project, you may also want to look into other NDK components such 
as “Print Libraries for C” and “Novell Single Sign-on for C”. Even though the 
titles refer to “C”, these topics include Delphi information as well.

Once you have included the Delphi libraries in your project options and “uses” 
clauses, Delphi will also provide you with the code completion features for the 
Novell APIs.

Include the Units. If you have installed the Delphi libraries as instructed above, 
then you have followed my recommendation to add the path to these libraries as 
Delphi project defaults. In order to use NetWare APIs in your application, you’ll 
also need to include the Delphi units in your project.

Typically, you’ll need to add one or more of these Delphi units to your program’s 
“uses” clause:

NetWin32 NDS APIs
CalWin32 Most general NetWare APIs
ClxWin32 Connection based APIs
AudWin32 Auditing APIs
LocWin32 Localization/Unicode APIs
PrtWin32 Printing APIs

Initialize. One important thing to mention is that every application needs to 
initialize the NetWare functions and Unicode tables. This is done with a call to the 
API NWCallsInit() before any other NetWare API is called; the call takes two 
nil pointers as parameters.

If you forget this initialization, you may get a Windows GPF (General Protection 
Fault) error when doing the first NetWare call. Typically, you add the call to this 
API in the FormCreate() event and show a meaningful error message if the API 
fails. Be sure to check the return code of this call: if it fails, no other NetWare API 
will work. The typical reason for failure of this API is a missing or bad installation 
of the Novell NetWare client. Yes, you do need this client to call the APIs that we 
are talking about here.

The Testing Environment. To keep the projects for our first tasks as simple as 
possible, we’ll use a standard project as our template. This project consists of a 
form with one button and one list box. Later projects will also need two edit 
boxes, while some samples will need one or two additional combo boxes instead.

For the sake of simplicity, I will keep the default names for components and 
events (Listbox1, FormCreate, and Button1Click). Please add the respective 
events to your project components. Your testing project should look similar to the 
one shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Basic form in design mode.

For ease of demonstration, we will use some standard events and variables in all 
our projects. The common code should resemble what is displayed in the 
following template:

uses ClxWin32, CalWin32, NetWin32; 

CONST
CONST_BAD = 999;

VAR
cCode   : NWDSCCODE;
ctx     : NWDSContextHandle;

procedure TForm1.FormCreate(Sender: TObject);
begin

cCode := NWCallsInit(nil, nil);              // initialize
if cCode<>0 then begin

ShowMessage(Format('NWCallsInit returned error %X', [cCode]));
exit;
end;

cCode := NWDSCreateContextHandle(ctx);   // create NDS context
if cCode<>0 then begin

ctx := CONST_BAD;
ShowMessage(Format('NWDSCreateContextHandle returned error %X',
[cCode]));
exit;
end;

// ...
end;

procedure TForm1.FormClose(Sender: TObject; var Action: TCloseAction);
begin     // free used resources

if ctx<>CONST_BAD then NWDSFreeContext(ctx);
end;
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The first lines some declare global variables. We will use the variable cCode to 
store return codes, and the variable ctx to store the NDS context handle.

In the FormCreate event, we initialize the libraries with NWCallsInit, then 
create a context handle with NWDSCreateContextHandle. We do not set any 
specific context flags; instead, we will use our default tree and context, and the 
default naming conventions.

The FormClose event will free the context if one has been created.

Common eDirectory Tasks

Now we are ready to look at how to perform some common eDirectory tasks with 
low-level API calls from Delphi. For the first couple of projects, I’ll start with the 
step-by-step approach and look into individual eDirectory APIs. I will then 
introduce a helper unit that will make the work much easier.

As in the previous AppNotes in this series, no sophisticated error handling is 
implemented so you can focus on the essentials. In practice, however, you should 
make sure that NDS return codes are checked and taken care of properly, before 
proceeding with your program flow.

Project 1: Who Am I
Obtaining information about your own account is an easy task: only a single NDS 
API is involved. 

procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
VAR

me : Array[0..255] of char;
begin

cCode := NWDSWhoAmI(ctx, @me);           // Who Am I
if cCode=0 then ListBox1.Items.Add(StrPas(@me));

end;

The API NWDSWhoAmI expects the context handle as an input, and a pointer to the 
target buffer for the output. The code simply declares a character array and passes 
the address of this array for the result. On completion of the call, the pointer to the 
character array is converted to a string and displayed in the listbox.

Project 2: Connected Servers and Trees
If you need to identify the names and trees that your client station is currently 
connected to, you can use the connection APIs to scan your connection references 
and retrieve the server and tree name for each of the references. This can be done 
with two new APIs: NWCCScanConnRefs and NWCCGetConnRefInfo.
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procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
CONST

BUFSIZE = 255;
VAR

connRef        : nuint32;
scanIterator   : nuint32;
sTree, sServer : string;
buf            : Array[1..BUFSIZE] of char;
cCode1,cCode2  : NWRCODE;

begin
scanIterator := 0;
Repeat  // Scan all existing connection references

cCode1 := NWCCScanConnRefs(@scanIterator, @connRef);
if cCode1=0 then begin

cCode2 := NWCCGetConnRefInfo(connRef, NWCC_INFO_SERVER_NAME, BUFSIZE,
@buf);
if cCode2=0 then sServer := StrPas(@buf)

else sServer := '';
cCode2 := NWCCGetConnRefInfo(connRef, NWCC_INFO_TREE_NAME, BUFSIZE,
@buf);
if cCode2=0 then sTree := StrPas(@buf)

else sTree := 'n/a';
Listbox1.Items.Add(Format('Server: %s / Tree: %s', [sServer, sTree]));
end;

Until cCode1<>0;
end;

NWCCScanConnRefs is called iteratively to loop through the connection reference 
table. For each identified reference, you retrieve some information, namely the 
server name and the tree name.

Project 3: Set Tree and Context
This sample project shows how to use the context flags to get and set context 
information. Here, you’ll use the flags to read and modify the current tree and 
context settings for a given context handle.

procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
Var sCtx : String;

procedure ShowNDSContext;
VAR

buf : Array[1..MAX_DN_CHARS] of Char;
begin

cCode := NWDSGetContext(ctx, DCK_TREE_NAME, @buf);
if cCode=0 then ListBox1.Items.Add(pChar(@buf))

else ListBox1.Items.Add('Invalid tree');
cCode := NWDSGetContext(ctx, DCK_NAME_CONTEXT, @buf);
if cCode=0 then ListBox1.Items.Add(pChar(@buf))

else ListBox1.Items.Add('Invalid context');
end;

begin
ShowNDSContext;      // show current context

sCtx := Edit1.Text;  // get tree name from Edit1
cCode := NWDSSetContext(ctx, DCK_TREE_NAME,   pChar(sCtx));
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if cCode<>0 then ShowMessage(Format('NWDSSetContext returned error %X',
cCode]));

sCtx := Edit2.Text;  // get context (without leading '.') from Edit2
cCode := NWDSSetContext(ctx, DCK_NAME_CONTEXT, pChar(sCtx));
if cCode<>0 then ShowMessage(Format('NWDSSetContext returned error %X',
[cCode]));

ShowNDSContext;      // show current context
end;

In this example two new APIs are introduced: NWDSGetContext to retrieve the 
current context settings, and NWDSSetContext to change them. Both APIs expect 
a pointer to a character array for input or output, and in both cases a pChar 
typecast is used to provide this.

Note: When changing trees, you should typically also change the context to avoid 
working with an invalid container name. If in doubt, consider using “[Root]”
as a context.

Project 4: Browse a Container
Browsing objects in a container is a task that requires a handful of new NDS APIs.  
Here are the required steps:

1. Allocate memory for the output buffer by calling NWDSAllocBuf.

2. Set the iteration handle to NO_MORE_ITERATIONS.

3. Call NWDSList.

4. Determine the number of subordinate objects in the output buffer by calling 
NWDSGetObjectCount.

5. Call NWDSGetObjectName for each subordinate object in the output buffer.

6. If the iteration handle is not equal to NO_MORE_ITERATIONS, loop to 
Step 3. Otherwise, go to Step 7.

7. Free the output buffer by calling NWDSFreeBuf.

As you can see, each call to NWDSList will retrieve a whole set of NDS objects 
into a buffer, and the subsequent calls reads the objects from the local buffer one 
by one. This keeps the network traffic to the bare minimum.

The following Delphi sample reads the objects from the current container using 
the steps outlined above.

procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
Var sCtx, sClass, sObj : String;

buf, objName : Array[1..MAX_DN_CHARS] of Char;
objBuf       : pBuf_T;
objInfo      : Object_Info_T;
i, iterHandle, objCount, attrCount : nuint32;
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begin
cCode      := NWDSGetContext(ctx, DCK_NAME_CONTEXT, @buf);
sCtx       := '.'+pChar(@buf);   // absolute name of current container 
cCode      := NWDSAllocBuf(DEFAULT_MESSAGE_LEN, @objBuf);
iterHandle := nuint32(NO_MORE_ITERATIONS);
repeat

cCode := NWDSList(ctx, pnstr8(sCtx), @iterHandle, objBuf);
if cCode<>0 then break;
cCode   := NWDSGetObjectCount(ctx, objBuf, @objCount);
for i := 1 to objCount do begin // get each object's name

cCode := NWDSGetObjectName(ctx, objBuf, @objName, @attrCount,
@objInfo);
if cCode=0 then begin

sClass := StrPas(@objInfo.baseClass);
sObj   := StrPas(@objName);
Listbox1.Items.Add(Format('[%s] %s', [sClass, sObj]));
end;

end;
until (iterHandle=NWDSCCODE(NO_MORE_ITERATIONS));

NWDSFreeBuf(objBuf); 
end;

To identify the class of the retrieved objects, you may get the information from 
the objInfo variable.

Project 5: Browse a Container Revisited - Introducing the Helper Unit
As you can see from the examples above, it is not difficult to access NDS with 
low-level APIs, even though some of the pointer operations, type conversions, 
and buffer operations may be challenging at first. From experience, however, you 
will know that there are a couple of standard tasks that likely will be implemented 
in most applications.

During my own work with the Delphi and the NDS APIs, I have successively 
created a helper unit that contains such standard tasks, as well as some less 
frequently-used operations. Currently, my helper unit has more than 100 typical 
NetWare functions that can easily be integrated into your application or adapted to 
your specific needs. To give you an idea of what is this helper unit can do for you, 
the following table lists just a small fraction of the available functions.

U_NWDateTimeToStr U_DSCreateClass

U_NWPathToUNCPath U_DSSetContextFlag

U_FSCopyFile U_DSGetNDSObjectID

U_MapAvailableDrive U_DSGetObjectName

U_GetDefaultServer U_DSGetParentObject

U_GetServerNameFromConnRef U_DSGetPartitionRoot

U_GetUserNameFromConnRef U_DSWhoAmI

U_ListAddNLMs U_NWstrerror

U_ListAddServers U_DSChangeCurrentTreeAndContext

U_ListAddObjects U_DoSomethingForEachContainer2

U_ListAddMembers U_DoSomethingForEachObject2

U_GetBinderyObjectName U_DSReadAvailableClasses

U_DSListAddTrees U_DSReadAvailableAttributes

U_DSListAddObjects U_DSReadStreamAsString

U_DSChangeAttr U_DSGetAttributeAsString
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As you can see, all helper APIs start with the “U_” prefix. They come in full 
source code so you can customize their behavior if needed. Some documentation 
for these helper functions can be found in the source code of D_NW.pas. For most 
of the functions, you will find sample code in Novell’s DeveloperNet sample code 
area at http://developer.novell.com/support/sample.htm.

To see how these helper APIs can make your life easier, let’s combine some of the 
tasks we worked on above and see how you could achieve the same things with 
the helper functions. Add the NetWare helper unit D_NW.pas and the generic 
helper unit D_Util.pas to your project and try this:

procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
begin

Listbox1.Items.Add('Task #1: Who Am I');
Listbox1.Items.Add(U_DSWhoAmI(ctx));

Listbox1.Items.Add('Task #2: List Trees and Servers');
U_DSListAddTrees(Listbox1.Items);
U_ListAddServers(Listbox1.Items);

{
// Inactivated to avoid inadvertent context changes

Listbox1.Items.Add('Task #3: Change Tree and context');
U_DSChangeCurrentTreeAndContext(ctx, Edit1.Text, Edit2.Text, false);

}
Listbox1.Items.Add('Task #4: Scan current container');
U_DSListAddObjects(ctx, U_DSGetContainer(ctx), Listbox1.Items, 0, '', TRUE);

end;

This small piece of sample code can replace the code in all of the implementations 
from Tasks 1 through 4:

• U_DSWhoAmI returns the current user name as string

• U_DSListAddTrees adds the connected trees to a string list or list box

• U_ListAddServers adds the connected servers to a string list or list box

• U_DSChangeCurrentTreeAndContext changes the current tree and/or 
context

• U_DSListAddObjects scans a container and adds the objects to a list

The following projects will strongly utilize functions from this helper unit to help 
you become more familiar with its features.

Project 6: Read the Schema
This project shows how to obtain schema information from eDirectory.  The 
purpose of this application is to list the available classes, then show the available 
attributes for the selected class. To allow an easy selection of the class, add a new 
ComboBox component to the Delphi form.
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procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
begin

Combobox1.Clear;
U_DSReadAvailableClasses(ctx, Combobox1.Items);

end;

procedure TForm1.ComboBox1Change(Sender: TObject);
begin

Listbox1.Clear;
U_DSReadAttributes(ctx, Combobox1.Text, 5, TRUE, Listbox1.Items);

end;

When the button is clicked, the program will read all available classes from the 
schema and put them into the ComboBox. Then, if you select one of the classes 
from the list, all eDirectory attributes for that class will be listed. The function 
U_DSReadAttributes allows for some customization. The number indicates 
what attribute type you want to see (mandatory, naming, optional attributes, and 
so on), and the Boolean operator indicates whether you want the attribute’s type 
displayed.

Project 7: Read an Object’s Attributes
This example is supposed to show how to read attribute values for a given object. 
To allow for some flexibility while keeping the code simple, we’ll create an 
application that has two combo boxes. Add the same OnChange event to both 
combo boxes.

The first combo box contains the users in the current container; the second combo 
box lists potential user attributes.

procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
begin

Combobox1.Clear;
U_DSListAddObjects(ctx, U_DSGetContainer(ctx), Combobox1.Items, 2, 'User',
FALSE);
Combobox2.Clear;
U_DSReadAttributes(ctx, 'User', 5, FALSE, Combobox2.Items);

end;
procedure TForm1.ComboBoxChange(Sender: TObject);
VAR attrValue: String;
begin

Listbox1.Clear;
if (Combobox1.Text<>'') and (Combobox1.Text<>'') then

U_DSGetAttributeAsString(ctx, Combobox1.Text, Combobox2.Text, attrValue);
ListBox1.Items.Text := attrValue;

end;

If the button is clicked, the sample code fills the combo boxes with the available 
users and attribute names. If you select a user and an attribute, the user’s attribute 
value will be displayed in the listbox.
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Project 8: Display More Meaningful Error Messages

While we did not do extensive error checking in the previous projects, I’d like to 
conclude with an easy method to display more meaningful error messages. The 
error codes NetWare returns may be meaningful to some of you, but probably not 
to the majority of users and programmers. For example, most people would find it 
more helpful, instead of getting a message such as “Error FDA5”, to receive a 
more descriptive message such as “Error FDA5: NO SUCH ATTRIBUTE”.

The function U_Nwstrerror allows you to retrieve the error message string for a 
given return code. Here is a little code snippet that shows you how to use the 
function:

procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
begin

Listbox1.Clear;
for cCode := $8980 to $8987

do Listbox1.Items.Add(U_NWstrerror(cCode));
for cCode := $FDA0 to $FDA7

do Listbox1.Items.Add(U_NWstrerror(cCode));
end;

U_Nwstrerror uses NWErr32.DLL, which can be downloaded at http://devel- 
oper.novell.com/support/sample/tids/nwerrdll/nwerrdll.exe. This download also 
contains sample code for Delphi, Visual Basic, and C. If the DLL is not present on 
the client machine, the function simply returns the hex error code.

Some Concluding Remarks About D_NW.pas

The original purpose of this helper unit was to make my life easier, but I am 
sharing it because I think you might find it useful too. This helper unit, together 
with another helper unit named D_Utils.pas, is included with many of the Delphi 
samples on http://developer.novell.com/support/sample.htm. You will find that no 
two of these are the same. Every month, new functions are added or existing 
functions improved. To take advantage of such improvements, you might want to 
watch the sample code area for more recent versions.

This helper unit is sample code, not a Novell product, and as such it is not 
officially supported. However, you can post questions and comments on the 
Developer newsgroup where SysOps and myself monitor questions about the 
Novell Libraries for Delphi. You will find a link to this newsgroup forum at 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/delphilib.htm. 
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Conclusion

After this final AppNote in the series on application development with Delphi, 
you should have a good idea of how to use Delphi to create eDirectory-enabled 
applications. 

We have covered two approaches, ActiveX and low-level calls, which have their 
distinctive pros and cons. If you follow the Rapid Application Development 
(RAD) approach and use off-the-shelf ActiveX components, a lot of the 
underlying complexity will be hidden from you. The more time-consuming but 
more flexible and powerful low-level approach with direct calls into the client 
DLLs will provide you with better resource utilization and higher speed. Using 
the latter approach with some available helper units may give you the best of both 
worlds.

But after all, the main purpose of this AppNote series was to introduce both 
concepts and to help you make the right decision as to which one to use. 
The choice is up to you!
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Novell Portal Services are integrated with directory services technology and 
capitalize on the inherent security features of directory services. This article 
discusses the security features in Novell Portal Services taking a deeper look at 
gadgets, portal configuration objects (PCO), Secret Store, and Single Sign-On.
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Sample Code no
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Introduction

Easy access to internal information through a Web browser is provided by portal 
Web sites; for companies providing access to vital data, reports, applications, and 
processes. Providing access to resources such as file system services, 
collaboration services, print services, etc. is the Novell Portal Services (NPS) 
framework for developing portal Web sites. Components known as Gadgets are 
used by NPS to separate the portal pages into diverse pieces of business logic and 
content. 

Time and complexity of deploying secure, personalized portal-pages to every 
member of an organization is reduced by NPS. User access, content presentation, 
and portal administration based on each user’s business context is automatically 
managed by NPS, thus creating a personalized, secure environment.

Security for highly personalized content to any Web-enabled device of a 
company’s employees, customers, and partners, based on attribute, role, group 
membership or organization is possible via NPS. 

Novell Portal Services Security Features

The NPS core component, NPS servlet, is platform independent and written to 
open, widely-used industry standards. NPS is built entirely on industry standards 
(e.g. XML, XSL, LDAP v3, Java, and HTTP).

By securing information with directory access controls, only those to whom an 
administrator grants access can see it. This is how NPS controls access to 
information. Existing Web applications, that already have a Web interface, can 
also be easily migrated to NPS. NPS can provide single sign-on for these Web 
applications. User-access to applications can be simplified by making them 
available through an NPS portal.

Hesitant to make their network resources available to the public, businesses have 
for one primary reason been cautious: security. A portal’s effectiveness is directly 
related to how manageable it is once it is up and running. Two benefits of 
directory-enabled solutions are security and manageability.

Security controls inherent to directories-access control and authentication, are 
exploited by NPS to prevent one’s portal from becoming an entryway to uninvited 
guests. The degree to which one’s network is exposed to users is strictly limited 
by NPS. Exactly which parts of a user’s network are accessible are determined by 
building gadgets to expose those parts. A user would not provide a gadget that 
accesses a particular database through a portal if he/she did not want anybody to 
access it. NPS also restricts what users can do: they can follow links, click on 
buttons and check boxes, but they cannot send commands or executables through 
the portal unless they are authorized.
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Gadgets

A customizable and executable entity within a portal is known as a “gadget” in 
NPS jargon. A gadget “owns” part or all of a portal page. Gadgets provide access 
to resources such as directories, databases, and Web pages. A gadget provides the 
necessary data and layout to render its piece of the page.

A gadget will return both an XML data stream and the URL of an XSLT 
stylesheet to transform the data into HTML for display. Gadgets typically perform 
actions based on input from a user. Most gadgets also interface with one or more 
external data source.

By interacting with several network components to retrieve data, gadgets can also 
perform complex tasks. For example, a gadget accesses data sources such as 
databases on the back end by calling the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) API. 
The NPS API enables a gadget to read settings and access information from a 
directory. Authentication tasks can also be performed by gadgets.

Authentication credentials from a directory, allowing a user to log on to an 
application, can be retrieved by a gadget. For example, a gadget that is 
programmed to perform sign-on services, accesses a client’s logon information 
from a directory service. With this information the gadget can logon to a back-end 
database, retrieve the information and present it to the NPS servlet as an XML 
stream.

Configuration Settings

The NPS installation program extends the directory schema to include new 
objects when you install NPS. These extensions include the portal configuration 
object (PCO), gadget objects and a public portal user. The PCO is the central 
portal management object and manages all information for the portal. Even when 
multiple servers host the portal, only one PCO exists for each portal.

A Web server uses the following two property files for configuration:

• The GadgetRunner.properties file, which specifies the gadget to run and the 
username and password for the user.

• The ConfigData.xml file, which contains configuration settings for a gadget.

The GadgetRunner.properties file contains four parameters: GADGETCODE, 
USERDN, USERPASSWORD, and RENDER, defined as follows:

• GADGETCODE: Indicates the gadget code to be used. This parameter must 
be set to the gadget’s fully-qualified class name. The class must be in the 
system classpath.
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• USERDN: When getting the username from the Authentication Manager, the 
DN is specified for the user. The LDAP format (i.e. 
USERDN=cn=Test,o=testgadget) must modify this parameter.

• USERPASSWORD: This specifies the password for the user when getting the 
username from the NPS Authentication Manager. 

• RENDER: This property specifies whether the parser should pass XML or 
HTML back to the browser.

Gadget configuration settings are stored in an LDAP directory, such as Novell 
Directory Services in a production environment. However, configuration settings 
can be stored in a file, ConfigData.xml, which is automatically generated by NPS, 
allowing the gadget to run independently of a directory.

Portal and Gadget Initialization

Accessed by NPS during its initialization phase, the PCO identifies all installed 
gadgets and their implementation classes. The GadgetInstance interface is 
implemented in this process. NPS will then call each onPortalInit method of the 
gadget’s classes allowing any one-time system startup initialization to be 
performed by the class.

NPS creates a new session-specific GadgetInstance object and then assigns it a 
unique ID when a user first references a scheme (page) for each gadget in the 
scheme. State information related to the user’s session is stored by these objects, 
thus, allowing NPS access to this information until the session ends. 

User ID and Password Authentication

Access to NPS is gained by supplying a user ID and password to the Registration 
gadget: com.novell.nps.gadgets.registration.RegistrationGadget.

One can take advantage of a directory service’s inheritance structure to control 
access to network resources. For example, an administrator only has to grant 
rights to an application in the Accounting Organizational Unit object, if the 
administrator wishes to make a certain database application available to all 
accounting personnel. To all the other objects subordinate to the Accounting 
Organizational Unit, the rights to that application flow downward.

Directory services are used to easily manage access rights to all resources on the 
Web. These rights are controlled by access control lists (ACLs) which are 
attributes of each object. Whether someone can access or even see network 
resources is controlled by ACLs. For example, a company’s partner information 
can be configured to be accessible to partners, but inaccessible to the company’s 
internal network.
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Logging-on to multiple databases, servers and applications, is made easy by 
directories. A user’s logon information is an attribute of the user’s object and is 
stored by the directory, thus, the directory will retrieve the logon information and 
log the user on automatically when the user attempts to access a restricted gadget 
or portal.

One can use a directory structure to fine-tune the customization of a portal if the 
directory structure mirrors his/her organizational structure. For example, everyone 
in the company can access e-mail, yet, only the engineering division gets access to 
a particular engineering database.

If an object scheme is stored in a container object, then all the subordinate objects 
will inherit that object scheme. Object schemes can be stored in user and group 
objects. If you want to make a particular application available only to members of 
the accounting department, you can create an object scheme in the Accounting 
Organizational Unit that has a gadget for accessing the application. Access to the 
object scheme with that gadget will be limited to only those users in accounting. A 
user will automatically gain or lose access to the application when he/she is 
transferred in or out of the accounting department. The only action needed to 
make this happen is moving the user’s object from one organizational unit to 
another.

Settings are stored in a user’s directory object, and are read by the portal when it is 
opened. Yet, an administrator can prevent users from modifying the settings as 
desired. For example, an administrator can restrict modifications to the setting of 
the location of the corporate news gadget. This will override settings in 
subordinate objects when NPS reads layout information up through the directory.

Portal groups can be created by specifying that the members of a group consist of 
users who have a specific attribute consisting of a specific value. For example, if 
User objects have a Status attribute, a portal group could be created for everyone 
whose Status attribute was “Preferred”. Similarly those with “Gold” in the Status 
attribute might be a second group and by those who had “Platinum”, a third group. 
One or more object schemes for each of these groups could then be created. The 
object schemes for a user would change automatically as soon as a user’s status 
changed.

Secret Store and Single Sign-On

Logging on to the Web with single sign-on technology is simplified by NPS. A 
user only logs on to a portal once instead of providing separate credentials for 
each of the various applications, servers, Web sites, and databases that the user 
needs to access. NPS accomplishes single sign-on using two types of 
authentication:

1. Every packet that travels across the wire must be accompanied by basic 
authentication. Some applications require this type of authentication.
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2. By establishing a secure channel using authentication data at the beginning 
of a session. For example, when a user first accesses a site, NPS will prompt 
him/her for a user ID and password. NPS then stores this information in the 
directory and NPS will automatically log the user on the next time he/she 
visits the Web site.

Each type of authentication uses one of two types of credentials:

1. Directory credentials are used to log in to a directory. 

2. Unique credentials, used by servers, applications, Web sites and other 
resources that have not been configured to accept directory credentials.

Out of the box, both types of single sign-on solutions can be performed by NPS. 
Other types of authentication solutions such as Novell iChain can easily plug in to 
NPS. NPS stores the credentials in the directory as an attribute of a User object to 
protect authentication credentials. Each entry is encrypted and stored separately in 
a “credential store.” The entire credential store will become locked if an 
unauthorized entity attempts to reset a user’s password to gain unauthorized 
access to his/her portal. Even network administrators are prevented from 
accessing a user’s credentials. A user will be notified that the store is locked the 
next time the user tries to log on to the portal. A user can unlock the store by 
entering his/her original user ID and password or by resetting the credential store, 
which erases every credential.

The ability to store encrypted user credentials in the LDAP directory along with a 
tag that can be used to reference them is provided by the Secret Store. This is 
important for gadgets attempting to provide single sign-on capability to 
automatically authenticate a user to a third party service or device.

To make use of Secret Store, a gadget extends BaseSSGadgetInstance. All 
capabilities of BaseGadgetInstance are inherited while adding support for Secret 
Store.

A gadget can present the user with a form prompting for credential data by calling 
displayGetCredentials to generate the appropriate XML. The getUserInformation 
method can be used to retrieve the credentials from the response, encrypt them, 
and write them to Secret Store.

Credentials are encrypted by default when using a user’s password. An additional 
encryption key can be supplied and the credentials will be double encrypted if 
additional security is required. The Secret Store will become locked on the next 
access if the user changes his/her password. The choice to either unlock the Secret 
Store by supplying his/her old password or to delete all the locked entries will 
then be given to the user.

By calling getUserInformation with the same lookup tag that credentials were 
stored with, a gadget can retrieve and decrypt a user’s credentials. Credentials 
from the Secret Store can also be deleted by calling removeSecret.
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Summary

The primary advantage of using Novell Portal Services for a portal solution lies in 
its solid integration with directory services technology. By capitalizing on the 
inherent security features of directory services, NPS makes it easy to control who 
sees what. Since NPS is built to open standards, it is platform independent, 
interoperable, and easy to adapt to future technologies.
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“captured”, analyzed, and recorded to a database using XSLT stylesheets, Java, 
and JDBC.
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Introduction

DirXML makes automated account provisioning a reality. However, the ability to 
audit the flow of business rule execution as data flows through the system and 
generate detailed reports of this activity is key to ensuring that business logic is 
being executed efficiently, accurately and in accordance with corporate standards. 
By providing fine-grained auditing of key event data to an RDBMS, corporate 
business architects can build detailed reports that allow them to evaluate the 
success of business logic execution, identify trends that may cause inefficiencies, 
and monitor key events that have security implications. 

This AppNote outlines mechanisms that allow DirXML event data to be 
“captured”, analyzed, and recorded to a database using XSLT stylesheets, Java, 
and JDBC (Java Database Connectivity).

Note: A complete functioning DirXML driver, associated stylesheets, and all the Java 
classes (including source code) described in this AppNote are available for 
download at http://developer.novell.com/research/downloads.htm. A 
pure-Java RDBMS and associated JDBC driver are also included in order to 
demonstrate a complete, functioning system. Download the file named 
AuditDxmlDrv.zip, extract the contents of the archive, and follow the 
instructions outlined in the included README.TXT file to install and configure the 
example auditing/reporting system.

Auditing Business Rule Transactions Within a Stylesheet

The DirXML engine provides a built-in logging facility that allows DirXML 
drivers and stylesheets to log information to a DirXML log file. However, all 
event information is combined together in a text file in a proprietary format which 
makes it difficult to interpret and impossible to use as an effective 
auditing/reporting mechanism. 

Fortunately, the extensibility of DirXML stylesheets allow any data that flows 
through the system, whether it be through the publisher or subscriber channels, to 
be passed to a Java class and submitted to a relational database using JDBC and 
SQL. XPath can be used to extract the data of interest from the source document. 
Java/JDBC is used to insert a snapshot of this data in a table that can be used to 
audit the flow of business logic execution. 

To illustrate how such a system might be used, let’s take a look at some real-world 
business logic and how such a system of logging event data for auditing purposes 
might work. Suppose you’ve been given the task to ensure that when a new User 
object is created in Novell eDirectory (via the publisher channel), it includes 
values for the “Manager” and “Assistant” attributes to identify the user’s manager 
and administrative assistant.
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These attributes have the “Distinguished Name” syntax, which means the values 
of these attributes must be the full distinguished name of the “Manager” and 
“Assistant” objects (for example, cn=Jsalvo.ou=Engineering.o=Novell). This is 
required to support a corporate organization chart that allows users of the 
application to click on the “Manager” or “Assistant” links and navigate to the 
corresponding object in eDirectory. ConsoleOne includes such an organizational 
chart (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Organizational Chart included with ConsoleOne.

The problem is, how do you supply the eDirectory distinguished name (DN) for 
the “Manager” and “Assistant” attributes when the <add> document includes only 
the workforce (employee) ID for these users? 

To accomplish this task, the publisher “Create Rule” must include logic that 
queries eDirectory using the manger and assistant IDs to retrieve the 
corresponding distinguished names. The returned distinguished names are then 
added to the source <add> document using the <add-attr> tags. 

This all works nicely if the “Manager” and “Assistant” objects exist in eDirectory. 
If one of the objects is missing, the attribute cannot be added to the <add> 
document and the Organizational Chart will be incomplete. In order to track the 
instances where the Manager or Assistant objects do not exist in eDirectory, it is 
necessary to audit this query transaction so these failures can be reported and 
resolved. 

The sample demonstrates a Create Rule style sheet that extracts the manager ID 
from the source document, queries eDirectory for the corresponding manager DN, 
logs a failure if no results are returned from the query and finally adds an attribute 
to the <add> document that contains the manager DN if the query for the manager 
DN succeeds. 
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Note: The code that adds the DN value for assistant has been omitted to conserve 
space.

01 <xsl:template match="add">
02 <!-- ensure we have required NDS attributes we need for the name -->
03 <xsl:if test="add-attr[@attr-name='Surname'] and add-attr[@attr-name='Given 

Name']">
04 <!-- copy the add through -->
05 <xsl:copy>
06 <xsl:variable name="manager-id"

select="hrxyz:policy-attr[@hrxyz:attr-name='Manager ID'] /hrxyz:value"/>
07 <!-- search for manager, retrieve DN if exists and store in manager

attribute. -->
08 <xsl:if test="string-length($manager-id) !=0">
09 <xsl:variable name="foundMgrDN">
10 <xsl:call-template name="query-dn">
11 <xsl:with-param name="workforce-id" select="$manager-id"/>
12 </xsl:call-template>
13 </xsl:variable>
14 <xsl:choose>
15 <xsl:when test="string-length($foundMgrDN) != 0">
16 <add-attr attr-name="manager">
17 <value type="dn">
18 <xsl:value-of select="$foundMgrID"/>
19 </value>
20 </add-attr>
21 </xsl:when>
22 <xsl:otherwise>
23 <!-- Query for Manager association (id) returned no results

so log to RDMBS -->
24 <xsl:variable name="type-mgr">Manager</xsl:variable>
25 <xsl:call-template name="audit-event">
26 <xsl:with-param name="missing-id" select="$manager-id"/>
27 <xsl:with-param name="empl-id" select="association"/>
28 <xsl:with-param name="id-type" select="$type-mgr"/>
29 </xsl:call-template>
30 </xsl:otherwise>
31 </xsl:choose>
32 </xsl:if>
33 </xsl:copy>
34 </xsl:if>
35 </xsl:template>
36 <!-- Build and Submit Query document -->
37 <!-- Query for objects with an association-->
38 <!-- that matches the supplied employee ID -->
39 <xsl:template name="query-dn">
40 <xsl:param name="workforce-id"/>
41 <!-- build an xds query as a result tree fragment -->
42 <xsl:variable name="query">
43 <nds dtdversion="1.0" ndsversion="8.5">
44 <input>
45 <query scope="subtree">
46 <association>
47 <xsl:value-of select="$workforce-id"/>
48 </association>
49 <read-attr/>
50 </query>
51 </input>
52 </nds>
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53 </xsl:variable>
54 <!-- query NDS -->
55 <xsl:variable name="result"

select="query:query($destQueryProcessor,$query)"/>
56 <!-- return an empty or non-empty result tree fragment depending on result of

query -->
57 <xsl:value-of select="$result//instance/@src-dn"/>
58 </xsl:template>

The technique for adding the “Assistant” attribute is identical to the mechanism 
presented in the code listing above. Let’s analyze how this is done. 

Beginning on line 06, the Manager ID value is extracted from the source <add> 
document and stored in an XPath variable named “manager-id”. In lines 09-13, an 
XPath variable named “foundMgrDN” is populated with the manager DN by 
calling a template named “query-dn” (lines 39-58). The “query-dn” template 
accepts the “manager-id” value in a parameter named “workforce-id” (line 40). 

The query for manager DN is composed on lines 43-52 by building a result tree 
fragment that, once submitted to the DirXML engine via the query processor, will 
return all objects that have an association that matches the value of the manager 
ID. If a result is returned from the query, the manager object was found and the 
DN is returned; otherwise, a zero-length string will be returned.

Notice the use of the XSLT <xsl:choose> instruction (lines 14–31) which allows 
you to define a choice between a number of alternatives. Immediately beneath the 
<xsl:choose> node resides one or more <xsl:when> instructions that define one 
“choice” based on the outcome of the “test” expression (line 15). The final 
“choice”, if none of the <xsl:when> expressions evaluate to true, is determined by 
the <xsl:otherwise> instruction. 

You Java, C, or C++ programmers will recognize the similarity of these 
“choose-when” instructions to the “switch-case” instructions found in these 
programming languages. The choose-when/otherwise instructions provide a 
perfect mechanism to determine if the query for the manager or assistant DN was 
successful (that is, when the foundMgrDN length is greater than zero) and provide 
a different execution path based on the outcome of this logic. If the manager DN 
is found and therefore <xsl:when> expression evaluates to true, the manager DN 
is added to the <add> document (lines 16-20). 

The <xsl:otherwise> instruction is reached in the event that the query yielded no 
instances of the manager object within eDirectory (that is, when the call to the 
query-dn template returns empty string). Here is where we need to audit the 
outcome of this transaction so that this failure can be quickly identified and 
resolved.  This is accomplished by calling a template named “audit-event”. 

The “audit-event” template is passed three parameters that contain the workforce 
ID, the user’s association value (workforce ID), and the workforce ID type 
(manager or assistant). This is enough information to identify the user for which a 
manager DN does not exist. 
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A sample “audit-event” template is shown in the following listing.

01 <xsl:template name="audit-event" xmlns:dxmlAudit="http://www.novell.com/nxsl
/java/com.novell.appnote.util.DxmlAudit">

02 <xsl:param name="missing-id"/>
03 <xsl:param name="empl-id"/>
04 <xsl:param name="id-type"/>
05 <xsl:variable name="dxmlAuditInstance" select="dxmlAudit:new() "/>
06 <xsl:variable name="result" select="dxmlAudit:log($dxmlAuditInstance,

$missing-id, $empl-id,$id-type )"/>
07 <xsl:copy-of select="$result"/>
08 </xsl:template>

This template accepts the data we want to log to the database as parameters (lines 
02-04), instantiates a Java class named com.novell.appnote.util.DxmlAudit (line 
05), and invokes the “log” method of this class with these parameters (line 06). 

Let’s take a closer look at the log() method of the DxmlAudit Java Class that is 
invoked from this stylesheet. 

01 public void log(String missId, String emplId, String idType) {
02 try {
03 java.sql.Date ts = new java.sql.Date(System.currentTimeMillis());
04 // Create a Statement object. 
05 PreparedStatement ps = connection.prepareStatement("INSERT INTO

Missing_Id ( missing_id, empl_id, id_type, time_stmp ) VALUES ( ?, ?,
?, ? )");

06 ps.setString(1, missId);
07 ps.setString(2, emplId);
08 ps.setString(3, idType);
09 ps.setDate(4, ts);
10 ps.executeUpdate();
11 ps.close();
12 }
13 catch (SQLException e) {
14 System.out.println("An error occured\n" +"The SQLException message is:

" + e.getMessage());
15 }
16 }

The log method accepts the three parameters passed to it as invoked from the 
audit-event template in the stylesheet, builds a JDBC-prepared statement (line 05) 
to insert the supplied data into the Missing_Id table, and issues an update to insert 
the new row into the database (line 10). 

The following Java/JDBC code can be used to retrieve all rows in the database in 
chronological order of all employees for which the query for manager or assistant 
DN failed:

statement.executeQuery("SELECT * FROM Missing_Id ORDER BY time_stmp"); 
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The result set of the query could then be printed to the console as follows:

Wed Oct 31 12:39:14 MST 2001Missing: 2001 Type: Manager For Employee: 8001
Wed Oct 31 12:39:14 MST 2001Missing: 3001 Type: Admin For Employee: 8001

The result of this SQL query indicates that the business logic within the stylesheet 
that queries eDirectory (query-dn template) for the manager and administrative 
assistant objects failed to return any entries for the user with workforce ID 8001. 
The use of JDBC and SQL allows the IS staff to quickly identify and resolve the 
cause of failed links within the corporate organizational chart.

While this is a simplistic example, it demonstrates the power of using the 
combination of XSLT, Java, and JDBC to audit individual business rule 
transactions executed with a DirXML style sheet. More sophisticated reporting 
would involve the use of an SQL reporting tool to track, in real time, business rule 
execution within the stylesheet, such as the number of name collisions generated 
while executing the logic that implements the corporate naming policy, or the 
result of the user password generated by the corporate password policy (be careful 
with this one—it may violate your corporate security policy).

Thanks to the extensibility of DirXML stylesheets, the possibilities for 
fine-grained auditing and reporting of business rule transactions are limited only 
by your imagination. 

Using Stylesheets to Capture Event Data for Auditing

In the previous section, we discussed how to use XSLT conditional instructions 
and Java extension functions to audit the outcome of specific business logic 
(mapping an manager/assistant by workforce ID to their corresponding DN within 
eDirectory) implemented in the Create Rule stylesheet. In this section, we’ll look 
at a different approach.

Suppose you’ve been asked to audit specific change events that occur to objects of 
a specific class within eDirectory, and to do so without implementing the logic 
within the stylesheet. For example, suppose you’ve been given the assignment to 
audit the login time of users to eDirectory, as well as when objects are either 
added to or deleted from eDirectory. You need to devise a mechanism that can be 
added to any existing DirXML driver and do so with minimal change to existing 
stylesheets. Since you are interested in auditing changes to eDirectory, you need 
to implement changes to a stylesheet in the subscriber channel. 

To accomplish that objective, you need to capture the eDirectory event data as it 
flows out the subscriber channel, pass it along to a Java class to extract the data of 
interest, and forward the data unmodified so the DirXML driver subscription shim 
can process the event. 

Following is an XSLT stylesheet added as the 
“DirXML-EventTransformationRule” of the DirXML “Subscriber” object.
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01 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
02 <xsl:transform version="1.0"

xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
03 <!-- This is for testing the stylesheet outside of DirXML so things are pretty

to look at -->
04 <!-- match all elements -->
05 <xsl:template match="/">
06 <!-- copy through -->
07 <xsl:variable name="event">
08 <xsl:copy>
09 <xsl:apply-templates select="@* | * | comment() |

processing-instruction() | text()"/>
10 </xsl:copy>
11 </xsl:variable>
12 <!-- Call template and pass current document -->
13 <xsl:call-template name="audit-event">
14 <xsl:with-param name="event-data">
15 <xsl:copy-of select="$event"/>
16 </xsl:with-param>
17 </xsl:call-template>
18 <!-- Copy contents through so subscription shim can process it -->
19 <xsl:copy>
20 <xsl:copy-of select="$event"/>
21 </xsl:copy>
22 </xsl:template>
23 <xsl:template name="audit-event"

xmlns:dxmlAudit="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/
com.novell.appnote.util.DxmlAudit">

24 <xsl:param name="event-data"/>
25 <!-- copy event data to a variable -->
26 <xsl:variable name="event-doc">
27 <xsl:copy-of select="$event-data"/>
28 </xsl:variable>
29 <xsl:variable name="dxmlAuditInstance" select="dxmlAudit:new() "/>
30 <xsl:message>**** Calling dxmlAudit:log method ******</xsl:message>
31 <xsl:variable name="result" select="dxmlAudit:log($dxmlAuditInstance,

$event-doc )"/>
32 <xsl:copy-of select="$result"/>
33 </xsl:template>
34 <!-- Template for everything else. -->
35 <xsl:template match="@*|node()">
36 <xsl:copy>
37 <xsl:apply-templates select="@*|node()"/>
38 </xsl:copy>
39 </xsl:template>
40 </xsl:transform>

This stylesheet defines a template that matches all documents (line 05), copies the 
entire source document as a result tree fragment into an XPath variable named 
“event” (lines 07-11), and calls a template named “audit-event” (lines 13-17) that 
accepts this XPath variable as a passed parameter (lines 23-39). 

The “audit-event” template (lines 23-39) copies the source document from the 
“event-data” parameter (line 24) into an XPath variable named “event-doc” (lines 
26-28). This ensures that the passed document is in the form of a result tree 
fragment.
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Finally, a Java method “log” of the com.novell.appnote.util.DxmlAudit class is 
invoked (line 31) and the source document is passed to the “log” method as a 
result tree fragment in the “event-doc” XPath variable.

Notice that the source XML document is copied, unmodified, to the output of the 
result document for processing by the subscriber shim (lines 19-21). The 
stylesheet simply provides a way to extract the source document and pass it to a 
Java class for auditing purposes. The original source document is sent along to the 
subscription shim unmodified for processing by the driver.

To summarize, a DirXML stylesheet object is added as the 
DirXML-EventTransformationRule attribute of the DirXML “Subscriber” object. 
This can be accomplished by using ConsoleOne (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Adding a stylesheet object as an Event Transformation Rule.

The stylesheet is applied as the change event document is sent from the DirXML 
engine to the subscriber shim. The stylesheet “captures” the source document, 
passes it as a result tree fragment to a Java class, and forwards the original source 
document unmodified to the DirXML driver for processing.

This accomplishes our objective of extracting a source document for auditing 
purposes. However, now that the Java class has been passed a copy of the source 
document, how does it process it? We’ll explore this in detail in the next section.

Using Java and Document Object Model APIs to Extract Event Data

In the previous section we discussed how to capture the source document and pass 
it as a result tree fragment to a Java class. The source code for the “log” method 
invoked within the stylesheet is as follows (error handling is minimized to 
conserve space):
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01 public void log(com.novell.xsl.process.ResultTreeFragment doc) {
02 try {
03 Document nds = getDocumentFromResultTree(doc); 
04 Element input = (Element)nds.getElementsByTagName("input").item(0); 
05 if (input == null)
06 //iterate through the children, dispatching commands
07 Node childNode = input.getFirstChild();
08 while (childNode != null)
09 {
10 if (childNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE)
11 {
12 dispatch((Element)childNode);
13 }
14 childNode = childNode.getNextSibling();
15 }
16 } catch (Exception e) { }
17 }

In the previous article in this series (see “How to Implement Complex Business 
Rules Using DirXML Stylesheets and Java” in the January 2002 issue), we 
discussed how XPath variable data types are coerced to Java data types when 
invoking a Java method from a stylesheet. The above code demonstrates how to 
accept the XPath variable as a Java object class of type 
com.novell.xsl.process.ResultTreeFragment. 

So what is a ResultTreeFragment and what can you do with it? If you take a look 
at the definition provided by the “XSL Transformations (XSLT) Version 1.0” 
specification (see http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt), a result tree fragment is described 
as follows:

“A result tree fragment represents a fragment of the result tree.”

Not too helpful, is it? It also states the following: 

“A variable may be bound to a result tree fragment instead of one of the four basic 
XPath data-types (string, number, boolean, node-set)”. 

The things you can do with a result tree fragment are rather limited. It can be 
converted to a string or it can be passed as a result to the final result tree. The Java 
class ResultTreeFragment is constructed from the passed XPath result tree 
fragment and provides methods to convert the contents to a string or one of the 
Java native types if possible. 

For purposes of our sample application, it would be nice to operate on the result 
tree fragment using the Document Object Model (DOM) API, as parsing the 
string could be very inefficient and difficult. The DOM API is defined as a 
programming interface specification being developed by the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) that lets a programmer create and modify XML documents as 
full-fledged program objects. 

Suppose you wanted to operate on a result tree fragment such as the following:
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<nds dtdversion="1.0" ndsversion="8.5">
<source>

<product version="1.0">DirXML</product>
<contact>Novell, Inc.</contact>

</source>
<input>

<add class-name="User" event-id="0" src-dn="\KBEDIR2-TREE\Novell\Admin"
src-entry-id="32819">

<association state="pending"></association>
<add-attr attr-name="Network Address">

<value timestamp="1008091873#3" type="structured">
<component name="netAddrType">9</component>
<component name="netAddr">BwGJQYoV</component>

</value>
<add-attr attr-name="Last Login Time">

<value timestamp="1008285212#1" type="time">1008284581</value>
</add-attr>

</add>
</input>

</nds>

It would be much easier to traverse the document as Java objects rather than trying 
to parse it as a string. Fortunately, the DOM API included with the DirXML 
engine libraries includes Java classes for converting an XML document 
represented as a string to a DOM Document represented as Java objects. 

Notice on line 03 of the “log” method above that there is a method that accepts a 
ResultTreeFragment as an input argument and returns an object of type 
“Document”. Following is the Java source code for the 
getDocumentFromResultTree() method that converts the ResultTreeFragment 
to a DOM document:

01 public Document getDocumentFromResultTree(ResultTreeFragment doc) {
02 String docAsStr="";
03 Document eventDoc=null;
04 try {
05 //First, convert RTF to string
06 StringWriter sw = new StringWriter();
07 DOMWriter dw = new DOMWriter(doc.getRoot(), sw);
08 dw.write();
09 dw.flush();
10 docAsStr = sw.toString();
11 //Next, convert string to a Document
12 StringReader sr = new StringReader(docAsStr);
13 XMLParser xmlParse = XMLParserFactory.newParser();
14 eventDoc = xmlParse.parse(sr);
15 }catch (Exception e) { }
16 return eventDoc;
17 }
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Converting the ResultTreeFragment (RTF) to a DOM document consists of two 
steps. First, the RTF is converted to a string (lines 06-10) using the DOMWriter 
class. Second, the string is converted to a DOM Document (lines 12-14) using an 
XMLParser class that parses the supplied string and creates a DOM representation 
of the supplied XML document. The XMLParser class reads the XML 
representation of the data and converts all elements (tags) and the data between 
elements into an hierarchical object tree. The DOM API allows the developer to 
traverse the hierarchy of object nodes, read the contents of these object nodes, and 
modify the hierarchy by adding, modifying, or deleting object nodes. 

Note: There is a “toString” method on the ResultTreeFragment class, but it only 
returns the string data between the XML tags, not the tags themselves.

Now that the source document is represented as a DOM document, you can take 
advantage of the DOM API to traverse the source document and extract the data 
you want to store in a relational database. The details of how to use the DOM API 
are much too vast to cover in this article. However, we will walk through the 
mechanics of traversing the document that was “captured” from the Event 
Transformation Rule stylesheet.

Refer to the “log” method source code presented at the beginning of this section. 
On line 04, you begin isolating the nodes you want to operate on by traversing the 
document down to the <input> tags. On lines 07-15, the child nodes of the input 
tags are iterated and dispatched to a handler routine that will process each child 
node according to type. The child nodes may consist of <add>, <modify> or 
<delete> tags. 

Since we’ve covered a lot of territory, now is a good time to review the task at 
hand. You need to log object <add> and <delete> events to a relational database 
as well as user login events. Each time a user authenticates to eDirectory using 
LDAP or the Novell Client software, this results in a <modify> event on the User 
object for attributes such as “Last Login Time” and “Network Address” (see the 
example <modify> XML document above). The following “dispatch” method 
determines the node type and calls an appropriate handler to process the event.

01 private void dispatch(Element command) throws Exception  {
02 String commandName = command.getNodeName();
03 if (commandName.equals("add")) {
04 logAdd(command);
05 } else if (commandName.equals("modify")) {
06 logModify(command);
07 } else if (commandName.equals("delete")) {
08 logDelete(command);
09 }
10 }

Notice from lines 04, 06, and 08 in the code above that a different handler is 
invoked based on whether the eDirectory event captured from the subscription 
channel is an <add>, <modify>, or <delete>. Although other events are possible, 
such as a <query>, all other events types are discarded. 
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For purposes of this application, the logAdd() and logDelete() handlers (methods) 
extract information about objects that are added to eDirectory to a relational 
database using JDBC. The following method is called by logAdd() and 
logDelete() to extract the desired event data and update a table in the database.

01 private void auditEvent(Element event) {
02 String eventName = event.getNodeName();
03 String dn = event.getAttribute("src-dn");
04 String timeStmpStr = event.getAttribute("timestamp");
05 timeStmpStr = timeStmpStr.substring(0, timeStmpStr.indexOf("#"));
06 System.out.println("TimeStamp: " + timeStmpStr);
07 long timeStmp;
08 java.sql.Date ts=null;
09 try {
10 try {
11 timeStmp = Long.parseLong(timeStmpStr);
12 timeStmp *= 1000; // convert to milliseconds
13 ts = new java.sql.Date(timeStmp);
14 } catch (NumberFormatException nfe) { }
15 // Create a Statement object to execute the queries on.
16 PreparedStatement ps = connection.prepareStatement("INSERT INTO

eDir_Events ( dist_name, edir_event, time_stmp ) 
VALUES ( ?, ?, ? )");

17 ps.setString(1, dn);
18 ps.setString(2, eventName);
19 ps.setDate(3, ts);
20 ps.executeUpdate();
21 // Close the statement.
22 ps.close();
23 }
24 catch (SQLException e) {}
25 }

Three data components are written to the database: the full distinguished name of 
the object (line 03), the event (line 02), add or delete, and the timestamp at which 
the event occurred (line 04). The timestamp value is parsed and converted to a 
date type supported by JDBC (lines 11– 13). A JDBC PreparedStatement object is 
used to write this data to the database (lines 16–22). 

Again, this is a simplistic example. However, this same method could be used to 
extract any data from the source document and store it to the database, thus 
providing a fine-grained auditing system that can monitor change events on any 
attribute of a new, modified, or even deleted object. 

The source for the logModify() method is not presented here. However, the 
mechanisms used to parse the distinguished name, login timestamp, and network 
address and write them to the database using JDBC are identical to those 
presented in the code above. 
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Conclusion

The capability to provide fine-grained auditing of business logic execution, 
system events, and data workflow is integral to a full-service account provisioning 
system. The broad extensibility provided by DirXML stylesheets and Java 
integration make this fine-grained auditing and reporting a reality. The scenarios 
presented in this AppNote represent solutions to real-world auditing scenarios and 
provide authentic examples for adding auditing and reporting capability to your 
own DirXML implementations. 

How to Get Hands-On Development Help

Novell Developer Labs is available to assist developers who would like hands-on 
help integrating their products with technologies such as Novell eDirectory, 
LDAP, DirXML, Novell Portal Services, Novell Modular Authentication 
Services, and many more. For more information about how you can take 
advantage of Novell’s convenient lab facilities, engineering assistance, and 
related resources, visit http://developer.novell.com/devlabs.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.
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Console Commands in 
NetWare 5.1: VMDISMOUNT, 
VMMOUNT, VMVOLUMES, 
VOLUME

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes

This section is the last in a series that describes each of 
the NetWare 5.1 console commands (both normal and 
hidden) in alphabetical order and explains when, why, 
and how to use them properly. To see a list of the 
commands that you can perform at the sever console, 
type HELP <Enter> at the server console prompt. To 
use the commands described here, simply type the 
command at the server console prompt followed by the 
<Enter> key.

VMDISMOUNT
The VMDISMOUNT console command dismounts a 
NetWare volume and makes the volume unavailable to 
users, thereby allowing volume maintenance or repairs 
while the server is up. This can be handy in server 
environments that are using hot-swap disk technology.

In this scenario, if one of the hard disks that make up a 
logical NetWare volume goes bad, the volume can be 
shut down. The faulty disk can then be replaced. The 
volume can be recreated and brought back on-line. All 
of this can happen without shutting down power to the 
server and without disrupting users who are using the 
remaining volumes on the server.

NetWare volumes can be referred to by either their 
name or number. You can discover either of these 
items by typing the VMVOLUME console command 
on the NetWare server console screen. (For more 
information about the VMVOLUME console 
command, see VMVOLUME, below.)

Usage for the VMDISMOUNT command is: 

VMDISMOUNT VolumeName or VolumeNumber

Examples would be: 

vmdismount sys or vmdismount 0 

VMMOUNT
The opposite of VMDISMOUNT, the VMMOUNT 
command makes a volume available to users. The 
VMMOUNT command can mount a NetWare logical 
volume by either specifying the volume name or the 
volume number.

Usage is as follows: 

VMMOUNT VolumeName or VolumeNumber

Examples would be:

vmmount sys or vmmount 0 

VMVOLUMES
VMVOLUMES displays a list of currently mounted 
volumes on a NetWare 5.1 server. This information 
includes volume number, status, and name. A typical 
result from executing this console command would 
look like:

<Server Name> : vmvolumes
Volume Information
Number Status Name
0 MOUNTED SYS
1 MOUNTED ADMIN
2 MOUNTED BIG

Usage is as follows:

vmvolumes 

VOLUME
This console command can be used at the server 
console to list mounted volumes. It can also be used to 
give detailed information about a specified volume. 
The VOLUME command has an optional 
command-line parameter, which allows you to specify 
the name of a volume on your NetWare server. The 
syntax is: VOLUME [name]

These parameters are summarized in the following 
table:

When you execute the VOLUME command without 
the name parameter, a message similar to the following 
appears on the server’s console:

Parameter Use

(no parameter) Lists general information about 
all mounted volumes.

Name Specifies the volume you want 
to display information about.
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<Server Name> : Volume
Mounted Volumes Name Spaces Flags
SYS DOS, MAC, NFS, LONG Cp Sa
_ADMIN DOS, MAC, NFS, LONG NSS P
BIG DOS, MAC, NFS, LONG NSS

The output lists each mounted volume’s name, its 
name spaces, and the flags that are set for that volume. 

The possible flags are:

When you execute VOLUME name, the screen displays more detailed information about the specific volume, such 
as the following:

<Server Name> : Volume SYS

Block Usage: 38 FAT blocks, 834 Directories blocks, 32 EDS blocks
Blocks: 134897 used of 150896 Directory Entries: 75837 used of 213504
EDS: 56 used of 512 extants Extended Attributes: 11
Data Streams: 11594, 23294 (Cp), 2 (Cp Limbo), 7896 (Cant Cp)
Sub Alloc Blocks: 3599
NameSpaces: DOS, LONG
Cp Sa

Let’s look at this output a little bit closer. Each element of the volume information is listed in the following table 
with a description of the element.

Flag Description

Cp Indicates that file compression is enabled on the volume

Sa Indicates that block suballocation is enabled on the volume

Mg Indicates that migration is enabled on the volume

NSS Indicates that the volume is an NSS-enabled volume

NSS P In NSS, the _ADMIN volume is a read-only volume that is automatically created when a storage 
group and NSS volume are created. This volume contains a dynamic list of objects that NSS uses, 
and it cannot be deleted. The flag ‘P’ indicates that the volume can not be deleted.

Element Description

Block Usage: 38 FAT 
blocks, 834 Directory 
blocks, 32 EDS blocks

A block is the smallest amount of disk space that the server reads or writes at a 
time. All disk accesses are measured in blocks. The block size for a traditional 
NetWare volume is defined at installation, and is usually between 4 KB and 64 KB. 
With NSS, the block size is currently set at 4 KB.

The File Allocation Table (FAT) is an index table that points to the disk areas 
where files are located. Every volume contains a FAT.

Directory blocks: Every directory is the parent to a linked list of one or more 4-KB 
directory blocks. When a directory is created, a new 4-KB block is allocated and 
becomes the first block. As needed, other directory blocks will be allocated and 
linked in the list belonging to the parent. The linked list of blocks contains the 
directory entry information for files residing in the directory. Additionally, 
directory trustee assignments will be located in these blocks.

EDS blocks: EDS stands for Extended Directory Space. They contain extended 
attributes, file names longer than around 100 bytes, Macintosh comment 
information, and other types of metadata for a file. The EDS area of the volume is 
measured in blocks that are 128 bytes in size; some of the blocks are free and 
some of the blocks are in use. The EDS blocks are allocated from the normal 
volume blocks; one volume block will hold a lot of EDS blocks. 

The output lists each
mounted volume’s
name, its name spaces,
and the flags that are set
for that volume.
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The four console commands that we have discussed in this column are summarized in the following table:

Blocks: 134897 used 
of 150896

The actual amount of disk blocks in use compared to the maximum available 
amount.

Directory Entries: 
75837 used of 213504

The number of physical directory entries out of the maximum supported by the 
volume. The number of directory entries a volume supports is determined mostly 
by the volume’s size.

EDS: 56 used of 512 
extants

Specifies the number of extended directory space entries (128 bytes each) that 
are available on the volume. In this case, there are 56 EDS entries used out of 512 
that currently exist.

Extended Attributes: 
11

Extended Attributes are a type of file metadata defined by Microsoft. There is a 
common client API that allows a client application to write whatever it wants into 
a file’s Extended Attribute—within a few constraints. For more information on 
this, see the Novell Client SDK at http://developer.novell.com.

Data Streams: 11594, 
23294 (Cp), 2 (Cp 
Limbo), 7896 (Cant 
Cp)

Data Streams: This refers to a FAT chain associated with a file. A data stream is 
the data you actually read from and write to when you open a file. DOS and 
Windows NT files have 1 data stream (except for 0-byte length files). Macintosh 
files may have 2 data streams: a data fork and a resource fork. In this case, there 
are 11594 Data Streams, 23294 compressed Data Streams, 2 compressed limbo 
Data Streams and 7896 Data Streams that cannot be compressed.

Sub Alloc Blocks: 3599 This has to do with block suballocation, which is the division of partially used disk 
blocks into smaller, 512-byte blocks. Block suballocation allows the last part of 
several files to share one disk block rather than using one disk block for each file, 
thereby using disk space more efficiently. The number of suballocation blocks in 
use is shown.

NameSpaces: DOS, 
LONG

This entry indicates which name spaces (DOS is the default) are supported 
natively on the NetWare server. Name spaces allow files to appear in native mode 
to users at different types of workstations. In this case, the DOS namespace and 
LONG file name namespaces are supported.

Cp Sa Volume Flags: Cp indicates that file compression is enabled on the volume. Sa 
indicates that block suballocation is enabled on the volume.

Console Command Function Example

VMDISMOUNT VolumeName
VMDISMOUNT VolumeNumber

Allows volume maintenance or repairs while 
the file server is up by making the volume 
unavailable to users

Vmdismount sys
Vmdismount 0

VMMOUNT VolumeName
VMMOUNT VolumeNumber

Makes a volume available to users Vmmount sys
Vmmount 0

VMVOLUMES Displays a list of currently mounted volumes 
including number, status, and name

Vmvolumes

VOLUME
VOLUME [name]

Displays a list of currently mounted volumes or 
the information about a specific volume

Volume
Volume sys

Element Description
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Transitive Vector: What It Is 
and How NDS Uses It

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes

Novell Directory Services (eDirectory) has had a 
lifetime of almost ten years if you count its 
predecessors. For instance, in NetWare 3.x, there were 
the enhancements to the SYSCON utility called 
NETCON, which used a form of forced 
synchronization of user and group objects between 
servers. In order to overcome the limitations of a 
patched solution such as NETCON, NDS was born to 
offer a complete directory solution, designed from the 
ground up to fulfill that mission. 

Initially, NDS was designed with a method of updating 
information on all servers in the NDS tree. This was 
called synchronization. Recently synchronization has 
been improved to handle increased efficiencies that 
were demanded by the current workforce. One of the 
updates to synchronization is called Transitive 
Synchronization. In order to understand Transitive 
Synchronization, it is important to understand the 
Transitive Vector.

The Transitive Vector
In order to maintain the synchronization of replicas, 
NDS needs to keep track of the changes that have been 
made. This is done by placing a timestamp on a 
specific attribute of the Partition Root object. This 
timestamp indicates when the last update was made. 
By looking at the timestamp, NDS can evaluate 
whether the most current updates have been received 
by that replica.

In versions of NDS before NetWare 5, an attribute 
called “Synchronized Up To” determined when the 
latest changes were made. The value of this attribute is 
unique for each replica and is not synchronized to the 
other servers in the replica ring (tree).

In versions of NDS that shipped with NetWare 5 and 
greater, NDS uses a Time Vector to track changes to a 
partition. This Time Vector holds timestamps for all 
the replicas in the replica ring from each server’s 

perspective. Each server in the NDS Tree has a copy of 
its own Time Vector; in addition, each server also has 
copies of the Time Vectors of the other servers in the 
NDS Tree.

On a single server, these Time Vectors are referred to 
as the Transitive Vector. The Transitive Vector tracks 
any changes that occur to the immediate partition.

A multi-valued attribute, the Transitive Vector is 
added to the Root Partition for each NDS partition in 
NetWare 5 or greater releases of NDS. Differing from 
the Synchronized Up To attribute (which only holds 
one value for each replica in a partition), the Transitive 
Vector is a multi-valued attribute containing a group of 
Time Vectors. Each of these Time Vectors contains 
information about each replica. There is one Transitive 
Vector for each replica.

The Transitive Vector is synchronized between 
servers. This means that every server in the replica ring 
holds a copy of the Transitive Vectors for all other 
servers in the ring. By synchronizing the Transitive 
Vector values, all of the replicas can synchronize 
without having every replica communicate with every 
other replica. 

To see how this works, let’s look at file servers DNU1 
and DNU2, each of which hold replicas of a partition. 
DNU1 holds replica 1 and DNU2 holds replica 2. The 
Transitive Vector stored on DNU1 would be made up 
of Time Vectors for DNU1 and DNU2. The Transitive 
Vector would look like the following (as seen by 
DSTrace):

server name = CN=DNU1

TIMEVECTOR.count = 00000002

TIMEVECTOR[0].timeStamp: 2001/12/18 17:01:05; 
rep# = 0001; event = 0001

TIMEVECTOR[1].timeStamp: 2001/12/18 17:00:34; 
rep# = 0002; event = 0001

server name = CN=DNU2

TIMEVECTOR.count = 00000002

TIMEVECTOR[0].timeStamp: 2001/12/18 17:00:34; 
rep# = 0002; event = 0001

TIMEVECTOR[1].timeStamp: 2001/12/18 17:00:28; 
rep# = 0001; event = 0001
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The following table looks at each line of the transitive vector.

Note: Server DNU2 also has a corresponding Transitive Vector with the information from both servers in the replica 
ring. 

Now that you have a basic understanding of the Transitive Vector, next month we will discuss Transitive Synchro-
nization, what it is, and how it improves NDS.

Transitive Vector Statement Description

Server name=CN=DNU1 This time vector is for the server DNU1.

TIMEVECTOR.count=00000002 This shows the number of replicas in this time vector. The timestamps for 
2 replicas are in this time vector.

TIMEVECTOR[0].timeStamp: 
2001/12/18 17:01:05; rep# = 
0001; event = 0001

The most recent update to replica #1 occurred on 2001/12/18 at 
17:01:05. 

Note: Since this file server holds replica #1, this is the most current informa-
tion about replica #1.

TIMEVECTOR[1].timeStamp: 
2001/12/18 17:00:34; rep# = 
0002; event = 0001

The most recent update on replica #2 that DNU1 knows about occurred 
on 2001/12/18 at 17:00:34. 

Note: The actual latest update that occurred on replica #2 is stored on DNU2. 
This number indicates the last update that DNU1 knows about.

Server name = CN=DNU2 This is the last time vector for the server DNU2 which DNU1 knows about.

TIMEVECTOR.count = 00000002 The timestamps for 2 replicas are in this time vector

TIMEVECTOR[0].timeStamp: 
2001/12/18 17:00:34; rep# = 
0002; event = 0001

The most recent update to replica #2 that DNU1 knows about occurred on 
2001/12/18 at 17:00:34. 

TIMEVECTOR[1].timeStamp: 
2001/12/18 17:00:28; rep# = 
0001; event = 0001

The most recent update to replica #1 that DNU2 knows about occurred on 
2001/12/18 at 17:00:34. 

Note: You know from above that the actual last update to replica #1 occurred 
on 2001/12/18 at 17:01:05. However, that information has not been received 
by DNU2, so this time vector has not been updated as yet.

Server DNU2 also has a
corresponding Transi-
tive Vector with the
information from both
servers in the replica
ring.
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Autoload Modules in 
CodeWarrior

Paul Hardwick
Novell, Inc.

Have you ever wanted to automatically load required 
modules for your NLM but you have not been able to 
find the options in CodeWarrior to do this? Here’s 
how.

First, if you are creating an NLM with the NetWare 
stationary and you choose “Generic NLM C” project, 
you will need to copy and add the “nlm.def” file to 
your project. Copy it from “\Program Files\
Metrowerks\CodeWarrior\Stationery\NetWare\
Generic NLM,” put it in your project directory and add 
it to the project. If you have created a “Generic NLM” 
project, you will already have the “nlm.def” file 
included.

Edit this file and use the keyword “MODULE” 
followed by the names of the NLMs that you want to 
be autoloaded if they are not already loaded. These 
must be listed in reverse order to the order that they 
need to be loaded on the server.

Below is an example for loading clib and its required 
NLMs if they haven’t already been loaded:

MODULE clib.nlm nit.nlm nlmlib.nlm 
fpsm.nlm requestr.nlm streams.nlm 
threads.nlm

Retrieving the Transport 
Address for IPX and IP

Wolfgang Schreiber
Novell, Inc.

To retrieve the protocol-specific transport address, you 
can send a request to the transport layer. Since the 
MAC address usually matches the transport address on 
IPX, you can use the same sequence as the one to 
identify the MAC address:

NWSipxOpenSocket()
NWSipxGetInternetAddress()

To retrieve the transport address from IP, you can call 
the sequence

WSAStartup()
GetHostName()
GetHostByName()
WSACleanup()

In an transport-independent approach, you could 
request your transport address from the server/NDS 
with the sequence:

NWCCGetConnInfo(connHandle, 
NWCC_INFO_CONN_NUMBER, .., connNum)

NWGetInetAddr(connHandle, connNum, ..)

Retrieving the MAC Address 
on Win32

Wolfgang Schreiber
Novell, Inc.

The application layer normally does not need to know 
about your workstation’s MAC address, since the 
address is mainly used by the transport layer through a 
protocol (such as IPX, UDP, or NetBIOS). 

Applications typically do not talk to the MAC layer, 
but only to the transport layer to transmit data over the 
network. Consequently, there are no Win32 APIs that 
directly retrieve the MAC address. However, the 
transport protocol APIs do include functions to retrieve 
the MAC address, and you can use these if you need to 
identify the MAC address of your workstation. This 
implies that you need to call transport-protocol specific 
APIs to retrieve your MAC address.

To retrieve the MAC address from the IPX protocol 
layer, you can use the functions:

NWSipxOpenSocket()
NWSipxGetInternetAddress()

To retrieve the MAC address from the IP protocol 
layer, the easiest way is to use the function 
GetIfTable() from the IPHLPAPI.DLL, which is 
available on WinNT/Win2k/Win98 systems (see the 
MSDN for details).
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To retrieve the MAC address from the NetBIOS 
protocol layer, you can use the function NetBios(), and 
first call the NCBRESET subfunction, then the 
NCBASTAT subfunction. As a workaround on Win32 
systems, you can also use an OLE API 
CoCreateGUID().  A part of the returned GUID is the 
workstation’s MAC address.

Running a Windows NT Task 
that Requires an Active 
Connection to NDS

Dave Lupo
Albion College
dlupo@albion.edu

I’ve recently had to run a vbs script on one of my 
servers nightly. This normally wouldn’t be a problem, 
but since I don’t like to leave myself logged in to the 
console on a Windows 2000 workstation when I’m not 
in front of it, I found that any time the script wanted to 
touch data on a Novell volume, it wouldn’t be 
connected to the tree and it would then “bomb out.”

So I wrote a little utility that would check to see if 
there was a valid connection to the tree. If there was 
not, the utility would make a connection, then it would 
run a task that you specify in a “todo.cmd” file. Once 
that was completed, the utility would clear the 
connection and exit. 

I could then have the task scheduler run this 
application and have it access the NetWare volumes 
without being logged in. I found this to be kind of nice, 
so I thought I would share the code for anyone in a 
similar tight spot. (If you use or borrow any piece of 
the code though, I wouldn’t mind hearing from 
you—use the e-mail address above.)

'autoLogin by Dave Lupo
'12-13-01
'dlupo@albion.edu
Option Explicit

Public varDone As Variant
Public varTmp As Variant

Private Sub Form_Load()
'inits the form caption and the task 
completion status
frmMain.Caption = "Waiting to connect"
varDone = "no"
End Sub

Private Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer)
varTmp =NWSess1.Logout("NDS:\\Tree\OrgName\OUName\OUsers\UserName")
'put your info here or use an ini file if you like to set this stuff
End Sub

Private Sub Timer1_Timer()
'Timer should be set to 10,000 milliseconds
Dim II As Integer
Dim blnOn As Boolean
Dim msg As Variant

On Error GoTo errH:

Timer1.Enabled = False
errH:
blnOn = False
For II = 0 To NWSess1.ConnectedTrees.Count - 1
If NWSess1.ConnectedTrees.Item(II).FullName = "NDS:\\Tree" Then blnOn =

True
Next II

If blnOn = False Then
frmMain.Caption = "Attempting to connect"
 NWSess1.RunScripts = True
varTmp = NWSess1.Login("NDS:\\Tree", ".UserName.OUsers.OUName.OrgName","pass-

word", False)
If Not varTmp Then 'failed
DoEvents
GoTo errH:
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frmMain.Caption = "Not connected"
Else 'connected
frmMain.Caption = "Connected"

End If
Else
msg = ""
For II = 0 To NWSess1.ConnectedTrees.Count - 1
msg = msg & " " & NWSess1.ConnectedTrees.Item(II).ShortName

Next II
msg = Trim(msg)
frmMain.Caption = "Connected to " & msg
 If varDone = "no" Then 'this section just tells us whether the task has been 

Timer2.Enabled = True 'run or not so we can either run it or disconnect
Else
varTmp = NWSess1.Logout("("NDS:\\Tree\OrgName\OUName\OUsers\UserName")
End

End If
End If
Timer1.Enabled = True
End Sub

Public Function todo() As Variant
'Requires a todo.cmd file in the same directory as the application
'cmd files work a lot like batch files and can be made inside of notepad
Dim filefinder As String
filefinder = ""
filefinder = Dir(App.Path & "\todo.cmd")
If Len(Trim(filefinder)) > 1 Then
todo = Shell(App.Path & "\todo.cmd")

End If
End Function

Private Sub Timer2_Timer()
'Timer should be set to 15,000 milliseconds
'I found having the second timer improves the pace at which the app runs
Timer2.Enabled = False
varDone = todo
End Sub

GroupWise Appointments: 
Messages.Find or 
FindMessages?

Wolfgang Schreiber
Novell, Inc.

There are two methods to locate appointments in your 
GroupWise calendar with the ObjectAPI: 

• Calendar.Messages.Find(<filter>) 

• Calendar.FindMessages(<filter>) 

Don’t assume that both approaches return the same 
result set. The term

Calendar.Messages.Find("(APPOINT-
MENT)") 

will return all appointments, while 

Calendar.FindMessages("(APPOINTMENT)") 

returns only appointments that have been accepted, and

Calendar.FindMessages("(NOT 
ACCEPTED)")

returns empty results. So you see, the FindMessages() 
method ignores appointments that haven’t been 
accepted.

Here is some background information on this subject 
from our GroupWise engineering team (thanks to 
David):
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The Calendar folder is a special folder. The 
GroupWise client and the ObjectAPI treat the Calendar 
folder as a Query Folder—reading all Appointments, 
Tasks, and Notes in the system.

The only items actually stored in the Calendar folder 
are Accepted Appointments, Personal Appointments, 
Accepted Tasks, Personal Tasks, Accepted Notes, or 
Personal Notes. Function call Calendar.Messages.Find 
accesses the Calendar folders messages collection 
(running the Query underneath to find all appropriate 
items), returns that Messages (Query) results, then 
applies a FIND to the results of the Calendar folder 
query.

During a FindMessages call, the ObjectAPI reads 
items that actually exist in the database (not ones that 
would be found by a Calendar folder query), then 
applies the filter to those items. In this case, the 
Calendar query is not run, but every item that claims to 
belong to the Calendar folder is read, then the filter is 
applied to any items that are returned. 

Accepted Appointments are moved to the Calendar 
folder, and will be found; however, UnAccepted 
Appointments still belong to the Mailbox folder, and 
will not be found.

Using WinZip for Novell Portal 
Services .npg Files

Simon Nattrass
Novell, Inc.

Novell Portal Services Package files (with .npg 
extensions), like Jar files (also with .npg extensions), 
can be associated with WinZip for viewing, extracting, 
even modifying the NPG files on the fly (simply drag 
files in and out of .npg with the WinZip application).

To do this, perform the following steps:

1. Open Windows Explorer.

2. Navigate to Tools->Folder Options->File Types 
tab.

3. Click the New button and enter the extension npg.

4. Click OK.

5. Click the Advanced button for this file type and 
click New to create a new action.

6. For the Action name, specify “open” (without the 
quotes) and in the Application To Be Used To 
Perform Action field browse to WinZip32.exe.

You should now have something similar to 
“D:\Program Files\WinZip\WINZIP32.EXE” in 
the Application To Be Used To Perform Action 
field.

7. Add “%1” (with the quotes) to the above field so it 
now reads: 

“D:\Program Files\WinZip\WINZIP32.EXE” “%1” 

Note: There is a space between the path to the exe 
file and the “%1”.

8. Click OK then OK again and close the Explorer 
utility.

9. Now click on an .npg file and it should be opened 
in WinZip revealing the individual files for the 
package.

Failover/Failback Between 
Remote Locations with 
NetWare 6 and Cluster 
Services

Michael Spong
Novell, Inc.

NetWare 6 did away with the 32-bit GUID that was 
tied to a single server. One purpose of the GUID was to 
make the block-level representation of a volume 
portable across servers that are attached to the same 
NDS tree. You can take a snapshot regardless of what 
server the volume is mounted on, and use any other 
server to access the snapshot for backup purposes and 
all trustee assignments and user space restrictions 
remain intact.  

With NetWare 6, whether an NSS volume is part of a 
cluster or simply a stand-alone NSS volume, it can be 
mounted by a different server (cluster member if a 
cluster volume, non-cluster member for non-cluster 
volumes) and all the trustee assignments remain intact. 
It makes disaster recovery excellent when you mirror 
NetWare volumes to a remote location.You will be 
able to seemlessly mount them from any server at your 
backup location when your primary site fails.

Accepted Appointments
are moved to the Calen-
dar folder, and will be
found; however, UnAc-
cepted Appointments
still belong to the Mail-
box folder, and will not
be found.
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Installing Your 2-Node NCS 
Cluster With an Inexpensive 
SCSI SAN

Chris Greyson
Instructional Designer
Novell Education

NetWare 6 includes a 2-node Novell Clustering 
Services (NCS) license. If you’re not currently 
clustering your NetWare servers, this license gives you 
a great opportunity to configure clustering in a lab for 
experimenting with and demonstrating clustering 
features and benefits.

A key component of a clustering solution is the Storage 
Area Network (SAN). The SAN provides the hard disk 
space necessary to run the cluster and store shared 
resources for applications and services.

However, because most companies are facing tight 
budgets, investing $5,000 to $10,000 in a “SCSI in a 
box” SAN cluster solution or contracting with a 
hardware vendor for a SAN Fibre Channel system 
(which can run $50,000 or more) to road test a 2-node 
cluster is just not possible.

While developing the new Upgrading to NetWare 6 
course (Course #3000), the instructional developers 
recognized this challenge and provided training for 
network administrators that focuses on implementing a 
non-production 2-node NCS cluster on a SCSI 
hardware configuration for under $500.

The following are general instructions for installing 
and testing this configuration, along with 
troubleshooting tips and advice gathered from our own 
lab and classroom experiences, and from several 
Novell clustering experts.

You should already have NetWare 6 installed on both 
servers before starting any of the following procedures.

Hardware Requirements and Tips
The following lists the hardware required for your 
$500 SAN configuration, along with some hardware 
recommendations:

SCSI Adapter Cards. You will need two Adaptec 
2940 PCI SCSI adapter cards (one for each cluster 
server). All our development and testing efforts in 
Education involved exclusive use of the Adaptec 2940 
card and the driver provided with NetWare 6.

You can try using another type of SCSI adapter card 
(no guarantees), but you need to make sure the card 
and NetWare .HAM driver are capable of being 
multi-initiated. This means that the two SCSI adapter 
cards can exist on the same SCSI bus, sharing the same 
storage device.

To find out if the SCSI card and driver are capable of 
multi-initiation, check the card and .HAM driver 
specifications. This information is normally listed on 
the manufacturer’s Web site. If not, call the 
manufacturer for the information.

SCSI Hard Drive. You will also need an external 
SCSI hard drive in an external SCSI enclosure that has 
two external SCSI connectors. The size of the hard 
drive is not critical (you can purchase a used 2 gigabyte 
hard drive for under $50).

Note: Make sure that termination on the hard drive is 
disabled, or data will not flow across the entire length 
of the bus, and clustering will not work properly.

A SCSI bus is all the wires and cables that transmit the 
SCSI data. In this case, the SCSI bus includes the two 
SCSI cables and any wires associated with the adapter 
cards, the hard drive, and the enclosure.

Because the SCSI adapter cards are at the ends of the 
2-node bus, you also need to make sure that the adapter 
cards are terminated. If you have another SCSI device 
attached to the adapter card (such as a CD-ROM 
drive), you will need to terminate that device instead of 
the adapter card.

SCSI Cables. Finally, you will need two SCSI cables 
to attach the adapter cards to the SCSI enclosure. In 
our experience, the SCSI cables often proved to be the 
weakest link in our SAN configuration. We highly 
recommend using quality SCSI cables with the same 
specifications (especially the same impedance). 
Whenever possible, use the same type and length from 
the same manufacturer.

Install the SAN Hardware
Once you have the proper hardware, you are ready to 
install and connect the SAN to your two NetWare 6 
servers by performing the following steps:

1. Turn off the two servers, and seat the Adaptec 
2940 adapter cards in expansion slots.
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Make sure you seat the cards properly, and that 
you use a screw to lock down the cards in position. 
Because the SCSI cables are heavy duty, they tend 
to unseat the SCSI adapter cards when you are 
attaching the cables. (This problem caused us sev-
eral hours of troubleshooting in the classroom and 
lab before we discovered what was happening.)

2. Plug in the SCSI hard drive and enclosure to a 
power source. Make sure the hard drive is turned 
off.

3. Connect the SCSI cables to the hard drive 
enclosure and the SCSI adapter cards. Make sure 
the cables are firmly attached with clips or screws, 
or you might experience problems when testing 
the SAN.

4. Check the SCSI hard drive and SCSI adapter card 
settings by using the Adaptec SCSI Utility 
(Ctrl-A). To do this, perform the following steps.

• Turn on the SCSI hard drive; then turn on the first 
server.

• When the server detects the Adaptec 2940 adapter 
card and displays the card name on the screen, 
press Ctrl+A immediately to start the Adaptec 
SCSISelect utility.

You should see two options available: Config-
ure/View Host Adapter Settings and SCSI Utilities 
(the wording may vary with the version of 
SCSISelect). 

• Select the SCSI Utilities option.

After a few moments, SCSISelect displays a list of 
SCSI ID numbers. You should see an ID number 
for the SCSI adapter card and an ID number for the 
SCSI hard drive. SCSI ID numbers are assigned to 
SCSI devices and adapter cards by the manufac-
turer. 

The higher the ID number, the higher the priority 
of the SCSI device or card. SCSI hard drives are 
normally assigned an ID number of 0, giving them 
the highest priority. SCSI cards are given a low 
priority number such as 6 or 7.

Note: You need to make sure each SCSI hard drive and 
adapter card have a different ID number. Also, make 
sure the SCSI hard drive has a higher priority number 
than the SCSI adapter cards.

When configuring a 2-node SCSI cluster for NCS, 
consider using ID 7 for one card and ID 6 for the 
other card. Even if they are available, avoid using 
higher SCSI ID numbers (8-15).

Also make sure you set the ID number for the 
SCSI hard drive to 2 or 3. Leaving the ID set at 0 
can cause the hard drive to be used as the bootable 
drive for your server. 

For example, we connected a used SCSI hard drive 
to one of the servers in our lab. When booting the 
server, it launched NetWare 5.1 instead of Net-
Ware 6. We later discovered that NetWare 5.1 was 
installed on the SCSI hard drive, and that the 
server was booting from the hard drive because the 
ID was set to 0.

• From this information, make any necessary 
changes to the SCSI ID numbers. You can use 
SCSISelect to set the SCSI ID number for the 
adapter card. However, for external SCSI devices 
such as a hard drive, the SCSI ID usually is set 
with a switch on the back of the device.

If the enclosure and the hard drive were not 
pre-assembled by the manufacturer, you might 
need to set the number by configuring a jumper on 
the hard drive. 

• Check the configuration settings for the SCSI 
adapter card, and make sure that the SCSI hard is 
not configured as the boot drive.

• Record the SCSI ID numbers for the adapter card 
and hard drive, and then save any changes and exit 
the SCSISelect utility. You should see a message 
requesting you to reboot the server.

• Leave the first server in that state, and then turn on 
the second server.

• Use the SCSISelect utility with the second server 
to check the SCSI ID number of the SCSI adapter 
card. If the ID number of the adapter card is the 
same as the card number in the first server, change 
the ID number of the adapter card in the second 
server.

• When you finish, save any changes and exit the 
SCSISelect utility. Both servers should now 
display a reboot message. 

Check the Drivers for the SCSI Card and 
Hard Drive
Now that the SCSI hard drive is connected to both 
servers and running, you can configure the SAN for 
NCS. To do this, perform the following steps:

1. Press any key on both servers to reboot the 
servers.

As each server starts (and before NetWare 6 
loads), you should see the name of the SCSI 
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adapter card and the name of the SCSI hard drive 
displayed on the server screen.

2. After NetWare 6 loads (and the GUI interface is 
displayed), make sure a driver for the SCSI 
adapter card and a driver for the SCSI hard drive 
are installed on the servers by doing the following 
on each server:

• Start the NetWare Configuration utility by 
entering the NWCONFIG utility at the server 
console prompt. In the Configuration Options 
dialog, select Driver Options. In the Driver 
Options dialog, select the Configure Disk And 
Storage Device Drivers option.

• Press Tab and scroll through the list of selected 
disk drivers. Choose from the following:

If you see SCSIHD listed for the hard drive and a 
driver listed for your SCSI card, exit the NWCON-
FIG utility by pressing Esc until you see an Exit 
the Install message; then select Yes and start at 
Step 3.

If you do not see SCSIHD or a driver listed for 
your SCSI card, press the Tab key and select the 
Select an additional driver option. Select the driver 
from the list; select Yes or No (depending on your 
need to select another driver); then press Tab and 
scroll through the disk drivers list. You should see 
SCSIHD and the driver for your SCSI card listed 
with a “currently loaded” status.

• Exit the NWCONFIG utility by pressing the Esc 
key until an Exit the Install message is displayed; 
then select Yes.

3. At the console prompt for each server, enter LIST 
DEVICES <Enter> (you may need to enter the 
command SCAN FOR NEW DEVICES first).

After a few moments, you see the SCSI hard drive 
listed with a device ID number (such as 0x0005 or 
0x000C) and a name (such as FUJITSU 
MAE3091LP).

The device ID number might be different on each 
server, but the hard drive name should be the same.

Note: If you see “Unbound Device” instead of the SCSI 
hard drive name, the .HAM driver for the adapter card 
has been loaded, but the .CDM driver for the SCSI hard 
drive has not been loaded.

To correct this situation, use the File Browser utility in 
the graphical console to copy the SCSIHD.CDM and 
SCSIHD.DDI files from C:\NWSERVER\DRIVERS to 
C:\NWSERVER, load the .HAM and .CDM drivers, enter 
SCAN FOR NEW DEVICES, and then enter LIST DEVICES 
again at the console prompt.

The SCSI hard drive name is listed instead of “Unbound 
Device.”

Record the name of the SCSI hard drive and the 
device ID number for each server.

Initialize the SCSI Hard Drive
If you are using a SCSI hard drive that contains 
partitions and data, you need to back up the data and 
initialize the drive to remove the partitions in 
preparation for installing NCS.

SCSI hardware manufacturers (such as Adaptec) 
indicate that you must perform a low-level format if 
the drive was previously connected to a different SCSI 
card. You can perform a low-level format of the hard 
drive by using a SCSI utility.

You can perform a high-level format of the hard drive 
using ConsoleOne (or DOS), but this only clears the 
partition table; it does not remove partitions. A 
high-level format may cause problems later, such as a 
server abending when you create an NSS volume.

In experimenting with several types of used SCSI hard 
drives, we have found very few instances that required 
a low-level format. If you want to use ConsoleOne to 
perform a high-level format, do the following:

1. Start the ConsoleOne utility from one of the 
servers, and log in as Administrator to the tree 
where the server objects are located.

2. Select the server object; then select Properties.

3. List the devices connected to the server by 
selecting the Media > Devices option.

4. Select the device ID number of your SCSI hard 
drive. The name of the SCSI hard drive is 
displayed.

5. Select Initialize Hard Disk. A message indicates 
that all partitions will be deleted.

6. Initialize the SCSI hard drive and delete all 
partitions by selecting Yes.

(Conditional) If you see a warning indicating a 
problem with removing NSS pools or traditional 
volumes, select OK.

7. When the process is complete, check settings in 
the Media > Devices list for the SCSI hard drive 
device.

The capacity, free space, and unpartitioned space 
are all equal and include most space on the hard 
drive. In addition, there should be no partitions 
listed in the Partitions drop-down list.

If you are using a SCSI
hard drive that contains
partitions and data, you
need to back up the data
and initialize the drive
to remove the partitions
in preparation for
installing NCS.
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8. Close the Properties dialog by selecting Cancel.

9. Close ConsoleOne by selecting File > Exit.

With the SCSI hard drive connected to servers and 
initialized, and the SCSI drivers installed on both 
servers, your SAN is ready for an NCS installation.

Installing NCS with a SAN
Instructions for installing NCS 1.6 with NetWare 6 are 
available at: http://www.novell.com/documentation
/lg/ncs6p/index.html.

The following are some guidelines to help you during 
installation of NCS 1.6:

• NCS installation gives you a choice of creating a 
new cluster, upgrading a cluster, or adding a node 
(server) to the cluster.

Because you are setting up the cluster for the first 
time, select Create New Cluster, and make sure 
that you select the Skip The File Copy option.

When you install NetWare 6, all the NLMs for 
clustering are automatically installed to the server. 
When you install NCS 1.6, you can skip copying 
these files.

• About halfway through NCS installation, you 
select each NetWare server you want to add to the 

cluster. The installation program accesses each 
server and then adds the server name and IP 
address to a list.

When you press Next, watch the server screens. 
You should see several cluster NLMs loaded on 
the servers. At this point, Alt+Esc to bring up the 
Logger screen on each server to check for any 
error messages (you can also press Crtl+Esc to 
bring up the Available Screens menu).

• After entering an IP address for the cluster object, 
you should see an NCS Shared Media Selection 
screen. If you do not, then the NCS installation 
program did not find the shared SCSI hard drive. 
At this point, you need to cancel the installation, 
and retrace your steps.

Check all cabling and connections to make sure 
everything is secure. Check for duplicate SCSI ID 
numbers, and make sure you can see the SCSI hard 
drive listed when you enter the List Devices com-
mand at the server console prompt.

Post-Installation SCSI BIOS Settings
If you are experiencing problems with SAN after the 
NCS installation, try using the SCSISelect utility to 
reconfigure the following BIOS settings of your SCSI 
adapter card.

For more information on configuring SCSI devices, 
see what is posted at http://www.paralan.com.

This information is taken from the “Upgrading to 
NetWare 6” manual, Course number #3000. See 
http://www.novell.com/education to find out about 
enrolling in this course.

BIOS Setting Suggested Configuration

Maximum Sync Transfer Rate Set both SCSI adapter cards to a common transfer speed.
If one card is transferring data at a faster rate than the other, 
you might experience problems when running the cluster.

Advanced “Speed Up” Options Disable advanced options designed to increase the speed of 
transferring data. These include Wide, Ultra, and Send Start 
Unit Command.

Extended BIOS Translation for DOS Drive Turn off (or disable) drive translation. This function can be 
fatal to NetWare, and can possibly cause a server ab-end.

When you install Net-
Ware 6, all the NLMs
for clustering are auto-
matically installed to
the server. When you
install NCS 1.6, you can
skip copying these files.
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TIDs of the Month

The Technical Information Documents (TIDs) are 
brought to you by Novell’s Support Connection site, 
which you can find at http://support.novell.com. We’ll 
be looking at a selection of TIDs from several 
categories, giving you a brief summary of the issue the 
TID addresses, along with its TID number and 
corresponding URL for your quick perusal. 

The categories for this month include Novell Directory 
Services (NDS) or eDirectory, NetWare 4, NetWare 5, 
NetWare 6, ZENworks, Novell Client for Windows 
95/98, iChain 2.0, LDAP Services for NDS, 
GroupWise, and ManageWise 2.7

Novell Directory Services (NDS) or 
eDirectory
There is a patch available for Novell eDirectory 8.5.1 
(International) running on NetWare 5.x. TID #2960790 
is entitled “eDirectory update for NetWare 5 v85.23” 
and contains the fds8523.exe patch file. This patch file 
contains an updated DS.NLM v85.23 and 
DSREPAIR.NLM v85.13.

In order to use this patch, the server must also be 
patched with a minimum of Support Pack 2A for 
NetWare 5.1 or with Support Pack 6A for NetWare 
5.0. For NetWare 5.1 servers, Novell recommends that 
the server be patched to SP3 before applying this patch 
in order to resolve any WinSock issues. Also prior to 
installing this update patch, the server’s Directory 
Services must be installed with or upgraded to 
eDirectory 8.5.1 International level (DS.NLM Version 
85.12a).

This eDirectory update for NetWare 5 will help servers 
that are running with the FLAIM (85.x) database. The 
install script for this patch will remove all static cache 
settings in order to take advantage of the new dynamic 
cache algorithms. This should result in a considerable 
improvement in performance. 

You can view this TID at: http://support.novell.com/
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/2960790.htm

NetWare 4
Suppose you are working on a NetWare 4.x server and 
you find that its replica is stuck in a New Replica or a 
Dying or a Dead state. What do you do at this point?

Not to panic, as TID #10019369 looks into this very 
problem, along with quite a list of other issues, 
including:

• Replica stuck in new state

• Replica stuck in a Transition On state

• Replica not advancing

• Server not communicating properly with the rest 
of the tree

• Server holding synchronization because of object 
corruption

• Server getting -672 error because its replica ring 
information is inconsistent with other servers

• Server getting -761 error

• Object name changed to “1_2” (corrupt replica) 
after creating or renaming an object

• The only replica on a server stuck in Dying State

Such NDS data corruption is usually caused by either a 
power outage, a critical abend, or a hardware failure. 
The solution to these problems is to run DSREPAIR - 
XK2 on the server. This TID list the steps as well as 
the precautions that you need to follow in order to 
bring your server back to a working state.

You can view TID #10019369 at http://support.novell.
com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10019369.htm

NetWare 5
You are trying to look at attachments in WebAccess on 
your NetWare 5.1 server and the server abends 
(Abnormal Ends). So you check your Abend log file 
(called SYS$LOG.ERR and located in the 
SYS:SYSTEM directory), and you find that the CPU 
encountered a problem executing code in either the 
VSWORD.NLM or the VSW97.NLM module. Both 
modules are owned by the culprit— 
GWINTER.NLM—which is causing the server abend.

Entitled “Server Abends While Trying To View 
Attachments In WebAccess,” TID #10051776 contains 
the latest viewer patch file called WAVIEW71.EXE. 
The TID also contains some information to help you 
get WebAccess to run as efficiently and reliably as 
possible.

There is a patch avail-
able for Novell eDirec-
tory 8.5.1
(International) running
on NetWare 5.x. TID
#2960790 is entitled
“eDirectory update for
NetWare 5 v85.23” and
contains the
fds8523.exe patch file.
This patch file contains
an updated DS.NLM
v85.23 and DSRE-
PAIR.NLM v85.13.
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You can view TID #10051776 at http://support.novell.
com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10051776.htm

NetWare 6
You have just installed NetWare 6 and Novell iPrint 
and your network is exhibiting the following 
symptoms:

• You receive a winsock error 10061 when 
attempting to install an iPrint printer.

• You are unable to access NetWare Remote 
manager over secure port 8009.

• The page cannot be displayed when using web 
browser to access secure ports 443 or 8009.

However, you do find that you can successfully access 
NetWare Remote Manager over an unsecure port 8008 
and that the TCPCON utility shows that server is not 
listening on ports 443 or 8009. 

The problem may seem huge, but the solution is 
simple. In this case, you are having problems with the 
security certificate that is being used to load with the 
HTTPSTK.NLM. Specifically, the IP address shown 
for certificate object is not correct. You may also have 
the problem that the HTTPSTK.NLM loads but 
without a certificate.

The steps you need to correct this problem are all 
covered in TID #10066890. Entitled “Winsock Error 
10061 When Attempting To Install An iPrint Printer,” 
this TID covers how to ensure the HTTPSTK module 
loads with the proper certificate in place.

You can view TID #10066890 at http://support.novell.
com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10066890.htm

ZENworks for Desktops
Did you know there is a ZENworks for Desktops 2 
Service Pack inventory migration debug utility? Well 
now you do: TID #2957053 contains the debug utility, 
which comes as zfd2imd.exe. Entitled 
“Troubleshooting ZENINV.DB ZfD2SP1 Migration,” 
this TID also contains the installation instructions for 
the debug utility.

You can view TID #2957053 and download the 
zfd2imd.exe debug utility file at: http://support.novell.
com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/2957053.htm

Novell Client for Windows 95/98
Do you know how to disable or to enable the 
Workstation Manager system tray icon? If you need to 
get up on this, try out TID #10065890. Entitled (oddly 
enough) “How To Disable/Enable the Workstation 
Manager System Tray Icon,” this TID applies to the 
following Novell clients:

• Novell Client 3.31 for Windows 95/98

• Novell Client 4.81 for Windows NT/2000

• Novell Workstation Manager

• Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3

• Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3.2

The TID gives you the steps for how to do this either 
manually, through a client install using ACU, through 
a Registry key (via NAL or some other method), or 
through a ZENworks Workstation Package Policy. 

You can view TID #10065890 at http://support.novell.
com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10065890.htm

GroupWise
You are setting up GroupWise and you accidently 
delete a user. How do you restore that deleted user? If 
this and other mysteries have ventured into your mind 
as you are using GroupWise 5.1, 5.2, 5.5, or 6.0, take 
heart. TID #10010473 can help you.

Entitled “How To Recover Deleted GroupWise User 
Accounts,” this TID contains the steps that need to be 
done to be able to access the deleted user’s data. This 
TID also contains links to the Archive FID Editor, as 
well as the GWRESTORE.EXE file for Novell 
GroupWise 5.5 systems. Overall, this is a good 
document to look into.

You can view TID #10010473 at http://support.novell.
com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10010473.htm

iChain 2.0
As of my writing this column, there is a “field patch” 
for iChain 2.0 that is found in TID #10066780. This 
field patch is called ic20fp2.exe and is called iChain 
2.0 Field Patch 2 ver. 2.0.196.

The ic20fp2.exe file contains updates for services 
contained in the iChain 2.0 product. The purpose of the 

You are setting up
GroupWise and you
accidently delete a user.
How do you restore that
deleted user? If this and
other mysteries have
ventured into your mind
as you are using Group-
Wise 5.1, 5.2, 5.5, or
6.0, take heart. TID
#10010473 can help
you.
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patch is to provide a bundle of fixes for issues that 
have surfaced since iChain 2.0 shipped. It is not 
recommended to install individual files from the patch, 
but to install the entire patch. 

This field patch build is currently known as a “partner” 
release and is subject to change before the “public” 
release. Novell Technical Support recommends 
checking the version number on the final (PUBLIC) 
build so as to verify that no files have changed.

You can view TID #10066780 and download the 
ic20fp2.exe file at http://support.novell.com/
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10066780.htm

LDAP Services for NDS 3.0
Do you know how to test LDAP over SSL? If you 
don’t and you need to perform such a test, take a look 
at TID #10066259. This TID looks at information for 
Novell LDAP version 3.x and Novell LDAP version 
85.x.

You can view TID #10066259 at http://support.novell.
com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10066259.htm

ManageWise 2.7
You have just installed Support Pack 1 for 
ManageWise 2.7 and you get the following types of 
errors:

• Error: “Unable to update NetExplorer 
configuration file. Either low in memory or the 
file can’t be modified.”

• Error occurs when attempting to make and, or 
change configurations in the Explorer Console 
utility

• Changes do not save to NXP.INI

• There may files by the name of NXP.SWP and 
NXP.$$$ and have a DOS attribute of Read Only

• The discovery modules seem to ignore the 
NXP.INI

According to TID #10064697, these kinds of problems 
are caused by a faulty MWLIB.NLM. The TID tells 
you how to solve your problem.

You can view TID #10064697 at http://support.novell.
com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10064697.htm

You Want Some More?
If you want to find more TIDs in these several 
categories or on any other Novell products, perform 
the following steps from your browser at 
http://support.novell.com.

In the list of Support Links that appear either along the 
left-hand side or in the middle of the screen, click on 
the “Product-Specific Support” link. 

From the resulting list of Novell products, select the 
product of your choice.

Under the “What’s New” category, click on “Last 7 
days” to see the technical documents that were created 
or have been updated in the last 7 days for the product 
you selected. You can also look at documents that have 
been created in the last 14 or 30 days.

Choose the TIDs that apply to your circumstances.
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Answers to Your Technical 
Questions

ZENworks Date/Time Dump to Excel
Dear Ab-end: How do I display the dates in the ZEN-
works inventory in Excel? For example, if I get a per-
son’s last scan date exported out of NDS to Excel, it 
appears as a number such as 1003847102. How can I 
convert that to a date/time?
—Excelling in East Bay

Dear Excelling: The dates are in “Unix format,” 
which shows date and time in seconds since 1970. 
Excel expect its days to be since 1900. To convert the 
number you see, divide that number by (60*60*24) 
and add the number of days between 1900 and 1970 
(25568). An example of this would be: 
A1/(60*60*24)+25568

Upgrading from NDS4NT/NDSCE/NAM for 
NT to Windows 2000
Dear Ab-end: How do I upgrade from Novell Direc-
tory Services for NT/NDS Corporate Edition/Novell 
Account Management (NAM) 2.1 for NT to NAM for 
Windows 2000?
—Uppin’ the Antie in Arkansas

Dear Uppin’: There is no direct upgrade path. You 
must uninstall the product from all of your NT domain 
controllers and reverse-migrate the domain. Then you 
must upgrade all your NT 4.0 domain controllers to 
Windows 2000 with Active Directory. Once you are 
running Active Directory in Native Mode, then you 
can begin the installation of Novell Account 
Management for Windows 2000.

But first you must have eDirectory 8.5 in your tree. 
You must also install eDirectory 8.5 on at least one 
Windows 2000 domain controller. Be sure to configure 
eDirectory’s LDAP services to run on ports other than 
389/636 (which are used by Active Directory). Once 
this is accomplished, you can then install NAM for 
Windows 2000 on the domain controller.

In order for password synchronization to work, you 
must install the password synchronization agent 
software on every Windows 2000 domain controller. 
Finally, you must patch or upgrade the Novell client on 
your workstations with the files included on the CD.

Patching a GroupWise 6 Software 
Distribution Directory with Support Pack 1
Dear Ab-end: The new GroupWise 6 Support Pack 1 
is much different than prior Support Packs. What’s the 
best way to patch my software distribution directory 
with this Support Pack?
—Packing It in Pittsburg

Dear Packing: Here is a simple method used to 
implement a GroupWise 6.0.1 Software Distribution 
Directory.

1. Create a directory on your server where you want 
to establish the newly created Software 
Distribution Directory that would have the 
GroupWise 6 Support Pack 1 code installed to it. 
For example, a directory like F:\GW601.

2. Download the file to your hard-drive or a network 
drive.

Warning: You will need over 300 Megabytes to down-
load this file. The file expands to over 660 Megabytes, 
so if the downloaded file and the resultant SDD are on 
the same volume, you will need close to 1 Gigabyte of 
space available on that drive for the files.This file is a 
WINZIP file, not the usual DOS-based file that Novell 
traditionally uses when shipping patches. When 
prompted as to where to unzip the software, specify 
your GroupWise 6 Support Pack 1 Software Distribution 
Directory, such as F:\GW601.

3. After everything is unzipped, you have what looks 
like a software distribution directory off of 
F:\GW601. But the project is not complete.

4. Go to the F:\GW601\ADMIN directory and run 
the INSTALL.EXE. After the license screen 
comes up, a new dialog comes up and says: 
“Before you Continue . . .” and the software wants 
to know where the GroupWise 6 CD or where the 
full GroupWise 6 Software Distribution Directory 
is. Point to that CD or directory. After about a 5 
second pause the install is ready to go, and the 
GW601 Software Distribution Directory is a fully 
functional GroupWise Software Distribution 
Directory. You do not need to proceed with the 
administration install until you are ready to do so.

5. You can just cancel out at this point.
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NetWare 5.0 Licensing and the 
011022N5.EXE File
Dear Ab-end: I have applied a field-tested CLIB patch 
file 011022n5.exe to my NetWare 5.0 server along 
with NetWare 5.0 Support Pack 6a (NW50SP6a.exe), 
and now licensing does not work, nor can I access the 
server from any client. What do I do now?
—Fielding Patches in Fargo

Dear Patches: Unfortunately, the SERVER.EXE file 
that is supplied in the file 011022n5.exe for NetWare 
5.0 does not work with the licensing that comes with 
NetWare 5.0. So to get licensing to work again, revert 
to the SERVER.EXE file that you were using 
previously, which should be located in the 
c:\nwserver\server.old directory.

What to Look for When Installing NetWare 
6 in a Mixed Tree
Dear Ab-end: I am installing NetWare 6 into a mixed 
NetWare 4.x/NetWare 5.x tree. Is there anything that I 
should watch out for when performing such an opera-
tion?
—Watching for Trouble in Wichita

Dear Watching: For starters, read Technical 
Information Document (TID) #10063534. Entitled 
“Novell eDirectory 8.6 Readme Addendum—NetWare 
6.” This document contains information that can be 
used to help customers during an upgrade to eDirectory 
8.6 on NetWare 6. It’s important to note that you 
should use this document in conjunction with the 
product documentation. 

TID #10063534 covers a number of topics, including:

• Backing Up Trustees

• Backing Up Directory Services

• Using NWDEPLOY

• eDirectory 8.6 Database Upgrade

• Disk Space Requirements Needed for Upgrading 
to eDirectory 8.6

• Novell Certificate Server

• Login fails during a migration to NetWare 6

• Merging two trees using eDirectory 8.6

• Catalog Services

• eDirectory Performance Considerations

• Versioning Changes

• Multi-Threaded Synchronization

Each of these topics references other TIDs that go into 
detail on that particular topic, so take some time to 
look through the different TIDs for information on 
your particular issue.

Lost Disk Capacity
Dear Ab-end: I have a 40GB hard drive that I am try-
ing to use with NetWare v4.10. The problem is that 
NetWare v4.10 only sees the drive as 8GB. I have tried 
using the same drive with Windows 98, which recog-
nizes the full 40GB. I even tried using the 40GB Win-
dows partition with NetWare v4.10, but NetWare 
v4.10 doesn’t recognize the partition. Any help would 
be appreciated.
—Lost in Louisiana

Dear Lost: The problem you are seeing is a known 
NetWare problem that is present in original shipping 
versions of NetWare 3.12, 3.2, 4.10 and 4.11. This is a 
problem that affects IDE hard disk drives only; SCSI 
drives do not have the problem, so I am going to 
assume that you have an IDE drive.

The good news is this problem has been fixed. It 
affects the IDEHD.CDM and IDEHD.DDI disk 
drivers. The simplest way to fix the problem is to 
download the current support pack for NetWare 4.x, 
NW4SP9.EXE, which is at http://support.novell.com.

Might I suggest that you install the complete support 
pack, as many of the components of NetWare 4.x have 
been updated. 

Upgrading to 1GB Ethernet
Dear Ab-end: Our company is considering 1GB 
Ethernet for our larger servers with 500+ connections 
attached to Cisco routing hardware. Since our large 
servers are Dells, the card Dell is recommending for its 
servers is the Intel Pro/1000 Gigabit Server Adapter. I 
suspect that Novell is using 1GB Ethernet. Would you 
be able to give me any advice or tips/tricks in imple-
menting 1GB Ethernet?
—Ethernet Exasperated in England

Dear Exasperated: If you are using NetWare 6 or 5.x, 
the drivers for the Intel LAN cards you mention are 
included. The file names are CE1000.lan v3.21 July 
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20, 2001 for NetWare 6 and CE1000.lan v2.19 May 
12, 2000 for NetWare 5.x. Here at Novell, for the most 
part things have just worked for us. With over 5000 
users, we’ve never come close to taxing them as far as 
the Ab-ender knows. 

We have had the Intel Pro/1000 cards (fiber based) in a 
majority of our Dell servers for quite some time and 
have had no problems with NetWare 6. All of our 
production servers have been upgraded to NetWare 6, 
so I can’t give you a report about NetWare 5.x right 
now. 

One thing you may want to note: if you are using a PCI 
LAN card, the PCI bus can impose a limit, keeping 
throughput below 400Mbps on a 32-bit PCI bus.

Installing NetWare 6 and Installation 
Hangs
Dear Ab-end: I am installing a NetWare 6 server into 
my existing tree, but when the installer tries to login, 
the installation process seems to hang. What can I do 
about this one?
—Hanging in Hoboken

Dear Hanging: Check to ensure that the time is 
synchronizes. You cannot log in until time is in sync. 
To perform the check, press Alt-Esc and toggle to the 
system console prompt. Then type TIME <Enter>.

If the TIME command does not say that time is in sync, 
you might need to enter time sources manually by 
using the MONITOR utility, selecting Server SET 
Parameters, then the Time category. Once your time 
sources are entered in, perform a Timesync Restart 
command through the MONITOR utility. When time 
on the server is in sync, you should be able to log in.

Multiple Networks Displayed on Atlas
Dear Ab-end: I look into my atlas and see a bunch of 
stuff that just isn’t right. For example, it shows multi-
ple networks as one network. What could the problem 
be?
—Seeing Double in Daytona

Dear Double: The Atlas gets the information from the 
different routers in your LAN/WAN setup. You need 
to make sure that you have the NetTraffic manager (the 

Lanalyzer agent piece) running on at least one server 
per segment in your network.

Also, the devices give the information on how they are 
connected to the Atlas. If the devices don’t give the 
information correctly, then Atlas cannot display the 
information correctly. There is no way to manually 
force this. Nortel switches apparently are one of the 
culprits.

Corrupt Print Queue Objects
Dear Ab-end: I have just moved my NetWare 5.1 
server to new hardware. NDS transferred okay and all 
the printer objects are visible under the NWADMIN 
utility. However, none of my HP network printers will 
print on the new server. What can I do?
—Printer Problems in Plymouh

Dear Problems: The print queues on the HP JetDirect 
adapters may be corrupted. Use the non-Web based HP 
software and rebuild the objects (you may need to use a 
Windows 9x workstation to do this). You will have to 
delete all three objects (Printer, Print Server, Queue) 
and recreate them. The steps to use are as follows:

1. Unplug HP JetDirect and hold down its test button 
while plugging it back in. Keep it held down for 
30 seconds to clear the JetDirect memory.

2. Delete all three objects—printer, queue, and 
server from the printers. 

3. Make sure 3.42 drivers do not have the old objects 
in its screens. Recreate them but do not use same 
names. Novell wrote a TID explaining that 
reusing corrupted object names will keep them 
corrupted.   Use new names for all three objects.

4. Point the workstations to the new print queues.

Losing Remote User Document Directories 
with NW51SP3.EXE
Dear Ab-end: I have installed NetWare 5.1 Support 
Pack 3 (NW51SP3.EXE) and can no longer use the 
remote user document directories with the Web server. 
Any hints around this problem?
—Losing Directories in Louisville

Dear Losing: Install the NESN51CA.EXE file and 
your problem should go away.
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NetWare 5.1 SP3 and Remirroring 
CPU-hog Abends
Dear Ab-end: On a multi-processor NetWare 5.1 
server with Support Pack 3 installed, I’m getting 
CPU-hog abends when remirroring disk drives. What 
can I do?
—Mirroring Mayham in Miami

Dear Mayham: The following patch should fix the 
problem: http://support.novell.com/servlet/
tidfinder/2960127 

Macintosh Namespace Problems
Dear Ab-end: We have been running into some inter-
esting problems concerning the Macintosh namespace 
on NetWare volumes. Particularly, we have noticed 
that [Root] gets all rights except Supervisor on the Net-
work Trash Folder. This has created a problem with 
pesky viruses like Nimda.
Our virus scanner is able to detect the infection and 
clean it; however, we can get rid of the problem if we 
change the trustee assignments on the volume. Of 
course, these changes become moot if the server is 
rebooted and the volume remounted. [Root] gets 
everything but Supervisor. 
Obviously this behavior is by design, but is there some 
way we can restrict these rights? If not, I am presuming 
this is a limitation that one must deal with as a result of 
allowing Macs access to your server. Any ideas?
—Trashed in Tremonton

Dear Trashed: I dealt with this problem a few years 
ago. Not only is it a problem for viruses, but also for 
PC users who discover the space and start filling it up 
with MP3 files (think students). There are a couple of 
initial approaches to fixing this. 

One of these fixes can cause problems for the 
Macintosh in terms of undesirable behavior or an 
incomprehensible error message.

• Delete the Network Trash Folder.

• Remove [root] as a trustee.

Another and better approach (the one I used) was to 
quota restrict the Network Trash Folder directory to 

zero bytes. No space, no way to store data, but the 
rights are still there, and the folder still exists. You will 
probably want to do this because of a serious 
side-effect that occurs: everyone has change rights to 
anything in a user’s trash. If you consider the 
possibilities, you’ll really want to set that quota.

Deleting DirXML Drivers
Dear Ab-end: I have installed the Netscape DirXML 
driver to do some experimenting and now I would like 
to remove it. I’ve tried everything I can think of to 
delete the driver, but it doesn’t want to go away. What 
am I missing?
—Deliberately Deleting in Delaware

Dear Deleting: The easiest way to do this is to use the 
Tree Walker option under NDS Management on the 
NetWare Management Portal. Click it, walk down the 
tree to the subordinates, and a Delete button shows up 
when you are viewing the child object. Make sure that 
you delete all of the child objects of the Subscriber and 
Publisher channels of the driver.

Expired Passwords
Dear Ab-end: Today all of our user passwords expired 
in our eDirectory tree. Each user noticed that after 
changing their password, the expiration date was set to 
the year 2036. The days between changes is set to 90 
days.
We are running NetWare v5.1 SP2 and eDirectory 
v8.77d. I have checked to make sure our time did not 
get changed and for time synchronization errors. I have 
tried this both under the NetWare Client for Windows 
NT v4.71 as well as the 4.81 client. Do you know any-
thing about this problem?
—Expired in Escalante

Dear Expired: Make sure that you check the time and 
date on all of your servers in your eDirectory tree. 
Chances are pretty good that you will find a server that 
has its year set to 2036. As a precaution, you may want 
to update the BIOS on that server.
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Your Software Evaluation Library (SEL) 
Licenses May Have Expired
All Novell DeveloperNet NetProfessional and higher 
members needed to renew their SEL licenses before 
the end of December 2001! The licenses on the 
Software Evaluation Library version 18 or older expire 
December 31, 2001. The products affected are 
NetWare 5.1, NetWare 6, Netware 5.1 Cluster 
Services, licenses for additional cluster nodes for 
Netware 6, Border Manager, NFS, NetWare Small 
Business Suite 6, eDirectory 8.6.1, and NDS-AS. 

If you did not renew your SEL licenses, perform the 
following steps: 

1. Go to http://developer.novell.com/
release_info.htm.

2. Find SEL Release 19 Update.

3. Click on “Product Release Information”.

If you have further questions, send an e-mail to 
SEL@novell.com. 

Novell Developer Kit Continuously 
Updated 
Novell’s Developer Kit (NDK), which is available free 
at http://developer.novell.com/ndk/, is always a work 
in progress. The current CD release is 19. The most 
recent updates are shown in the table below.

Novell’s NDK Provides World Class 
NetWare Access for Developers
What does the Novell NDK include? What makes this 
development library tick? The Novell Developer Kit 
(NDK) contains tools and information to aid you in 
developing applications. Using the resources here, you 
can create open solutions that are easy to deploy and 
manage. The Novell Developer Kit provides the 
following items:

• Downloads

• Developer Tools

• Sample Code

• Demos

• Documentation

• Indexes

• Products

Downloads. Downloads A-Z lists NDK components 
alphabetically. From this list, you can download any 
component or access further details about any 
component.

20 December 2001 • Updated Leading Edge #152, eMFrame, to include several UI enhancements

19 December 2001 • Updated Novell JVM for NetWare 1.1.7b to include error condition fixes for 
PrintWriter.flush and GetCanonicalPath

30 November 2001 • Updated software for Libraries for C, NLM and NetWare Libraries for C, and NDS 
Libraries for C

26 October 2001 • Updated Apache Modules for NetWare to include the multi-processor aware 
version of Apache 1.3.22 and version 1.6 of Auth_LDAP

17 October 2001 • Documented two new functions in GroupWise Object API: 
SynchronizeWithMaster and SynchronizeToRemote

8 October 2001 • Included the latest tests for NetWare 6 certification in Novell System Test Tools

5 October 2001

• Added Leading Edge #156, which contains two new Java beans: Internet 
Directory User Group Bean and UNIX UAM Bean.

• Updated Leading Edge #151 to include Perl 5.6.1.
• Updated Novell Print Test Tools to include the latest Novell Software Test Tools.
• Fixed certification issues in Leading Edge #147 and Leading Edge #148.

19 September 2001
• Updated header and import files for NLM and NetWare Libraries for C and 

Libraries for C (LibC)
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Kit Downloads allows you to download groups of 
NDK components as they are defined by deployment 
platform, development language, or technology. From 
this list, you can download any kit or access further 
details about the composition of the kits. 

Downloads by Support Status lists all NDK 
components according to support status. From this list, 
you can download any component or access further 
details about any component. 

There are two types of downloads not included in the 
NDK component lists or kits:

• Leading Edge components — these give you a 
first look at new developer products and 
technologies that Novell produces. These 
components are early access (alpha and beta 
version), are unsupported, and are so new that 
they do not even have an official name yet. We do 
not recommend using these components in a 
production environment. 

• Graveyard components — these are the opposite 
of leading edge components in that they are no 
longer cutting edge components. The Graveyard 
components are available only from the 
DeveloperNet Web Site Graveyard. 

Be aware that when a component has been moved 
to the graveyard, there is usually no longer an 
engineering group assigned for maintenance fixes. 
We do not recommend using these unsupported 
components, but they are available as a conve-
nience for you to use with discretion. 

Developer Tools. Developer Tools provides access 
to a variety of tools from Novell and carefully selected 
partners. While some tools are offered in full versions, 
others are offered in evaluation versions so that you 
can conveniently try them before purchasing. If you 
find a tool useful, we provide links to the company 
offering the tool so that you can easily contact them to 
purchase the full version. In some cases, the products 
offered here include extras that other trial versions do 
not.

Sample Code. The NDK provides sample code for 
many of the NDK components, available in two 
formats:

• Viewable Sample Code (in HTML) — Provides 
you with excellent access through global 
searching and consistent presentation

• Downloadable Sample Code (in a Zip File) — 
Allows you to have a local copy

See Indexes for some of the NDK sample code. For 
additional Novell sample code, see Novell Developer 
Support Sample Code. 

Demos. The NDK provides demos that were created 
using NDK components. For additional developer 
resources from Novell, look at DeveloperNet 
University Laboratories for standalone programming 
activities.

Documentation. Novell developer documentation is 
offered in a couple of general formats:

• Viewable documentation (in HTML) — Provides 
you with excellent access through global 
searching and consistent presentation

• Downloadable documentation (usually PDF 
Acrobat 4.0) — Allows you to have a local and 
printable copy

Indexes. To help you find what you need for 
developing, we have the following indexes:

• Topical Index 

• Executable Files 

• All Files 

• API Master List 

• C Sample Code by Function 

• Java Sample Code by Function 

Products. The NDK product pages provide 
everything you need for the development of a 
particular product. For example, from the NDS 
Development page, you can download the NDS SDK, 
view or download NDS documentation, view or 
download sample code or demos, find NDS support 
newsgroups, access tools, and access multiple 
information resources.

Product pages are currently available for NetWare 5, 
NDS, and GroupWise. Watch for additional product 
pages in future releases. 

Best of all, this and more is all downloadable for free at 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/. In addition, world 
class developer support, for all currently supported 
NDKs, is available. Visit http://developer.novell.com 
for more information.

Questions and Answers about the Novell 
Developer Kit

Q. What is the Novell Developer Kit?

Product pages are cur-
rently available for Net-
Ware 5, NDS, and
GroupWise. Watch for
additional product
pages in future releases.
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A. The Novell Developer Kit (NDK) is a 
compilation of resources for third-party developers to 
create programs that access Novell services. It includes 
open APIs, sample code, documentation, compatibility 
tests, programming tools, and additional resources. 
Available on the Web and in CD format, the NDK 
allows you to create open solutions that are easy to 
deploy and manage.

Q. When does the NDK ship? 

A. The NDK ships on CD every four months to all 
DeveloperNet members at the NetPlus level or above. 
The NDK Web site is updated between CD releases as 
new or updated software, sample code, or 
documentation are ready for release. The NDK Web 
site is available to all DeveloperNet members.

The first Web release was August, 1998. The first 
worldwide CD delivery for all eligible subscribers 
shipped October, 1998. 

Q. How can I get an evaluation copy of NetWare? 

A. NetWare 6 is currently sent to all DeveloperNet 
members at the NetPlus level. At the NetProfessional 
level or above, NetWare 6 is part of the Novell 
Software Evaluation Library (SEL), which is sent to 
you as part of your membership benefits. At the Net 
level, you can order a copy of NetWare 6 through 
Novell Developer Support.

Q. How can I get other Novell software for 
development? 

A. Sign up as a DeveloperNet member at the 
NetProfessional level or above and you will receive the 
Novell Software Evaluation Library (SEL), a 
collection of Novell software products on CD. You can 
also receive time-limited and user-limited evaluation 
copies of some Novell products from the Novell 
Evaluation Programs. 

Q. What are the different types of support offered on 
the NDK? 

A. To see all the NDK components listed by their 
support status, go to the Downloads by Support Status 
page. Newsgroups are available from the NDK 
Support page. The support status of each component is 
assigned one of the following types:

• Novell provides support for the component. 

• Support for the component is available only 
through a peer group that may or may not include 
Novell employees. Novell does not guarantee that 

questions posted to a “peer supported” newsgroup 
will be answered.

• Support for the component is provided by the 
third-party company that supplied the component 
to the Novell Developer Kit.

• Limited support for the component is available 
through “early access” newgroups for 
technologies that are under development. We do 
not guarantee that questions posted to these 
newsgroups will be answered. These components 
should not be used in a production environment.

• No support for the component is available from 
Novell for these components, which are only 
provided for your use. We do not guarantee that 
questions posted to an unsupported newsgroup 
will be answered. These components should not 
be used in a production environment.

Q. Explain the different downloads available on the 
NDK. 

A. Novell offers the following download options: 

Kit downloads. This is the option of downloading 
software, sample code, and documentation for many 
NDK components all at once. To find out what kits we 
offer, see Kit Downloads. 

Complete component downloads. This download 
option is provided where two or more individual 
downloads are available. You can find this type of 
download from the component details pages, such as 
shown on the “Beans for Novell Services” details page. 

Individual software, sample code, and documentation 
downloads. Novell continues to offer the individual 
software, sample code, and documentation downloads 
that we have provided in past releases. This allows you 
to download exactly what you need and it also 
accommodates slower connections. This type of 
download is available from the Component Details 
page for each component. For example, see the three 
individual software, sample code, and documentation 
downloads available on the LDAP Extensions and 
controls for JNDI Component Details page. 

Q. I use a proxy server. Can I still install from the 
Internet? 

A. Yes, InstallFromTheWeb (IFTW) has built-in 
proxy support for the Netscape and Microsoft IE 
browsers. However, in some cases, the IFTW run-time 
engine is not automatically set up to detect proxy 
support. In this case, the IFTW run-time engine can be 
reconfigured as follows:

How can I get an evalu-
ation copy of NetWare?
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1. Launch the IFTW engine (iftw.exe) by 
double-clicking it. By default, the engine can be 
found in the following locations:

For Netscape users, check here: \Program 
Files\Netscape\Navigator\Program\plugins\iftw
or \Program Files\Netscape\Communicator\
Program\Plugins\Iftw

For Internet Explorer users, check here: \Program 
Files\Plus!\Microsoft Internet\Plugins\Iftw\ or 
\Windows\Occache

Note: If the file is not in the above listed directories, 
use the Find utility and search for the file iftw.exe.

2. In the IFTW dialog box, select the option to 
connect through a proxy server. Enter the 
addresses and ports provided by a system 
administrator for each proxy server to be used 
when connecting to the Internet.

3. If the end user would like to connect through the 
same proxy server for each protocol type, select 
the “Use the same proxy server for all protocols” 
option.

Q. My company uses a firewall. How can I install 
from the Internet? 

A. Firewall configurations vary greatly. Please 
communicate the following information to your system 
administrator to allow installs using IFTW:

The InstallFromTheWeb (IFTW) Client uses an 
ActiveX control for Internet Explorer users and a 
Netscape plug-in for Netscape users. The firewall must 
allow “active content” such as ActiveX controls and 
plug-ins to enable the blue InstallFromTheWeb install 
button to appear on a Web page. 

The IFTW run-time engine (Iftw.exe), which is the 
core functionality of the InstallFromTheWeb Client, 
resides on end users’ systems and makes repeated 
requests for additional files from the server hosting a 
Web installation. The firewall must be able to handle 
incoming and outgoing requests made by the run-time 
engine. The IFTW run-time engine initially retrieves a 
file with the extension “.rrf” (the run-time reference 
file). The run-time reference file includes the address 
of the setup files on the software vendor’s server and a 
list of all run-time options. The firewall must be able to 
recognize the .rrf file extension so that it can be 
retrieved to conduct installation. 

To ensure that the run-time reference file is recognized 
properly, register the file’s MIME type on the firewall 
(please consult your firewall documentation for 
information on registering MIME types). The MIME 
types are:

• wis application/x-InstallShield 

• rrf application/x-InstallFromTheWeb

The run-time engine uses port 80 (for HTTP) and port 
443 (for HTTPS). Please ensure that these ports are 
enabled. If the firewall administrator determines that 
the information above is already in place and you are 
still unable to install from the Web, please contact 
InstallShield’s technical support specialists at 
IFTWSupport@installshield.com. 

Q. How can I get a copy of GroupWise? 

A. The APIs for some GroupWise components are 
available through the GroupWise product. For the 
latest GroupWise three-user evaluation copy, contact 
Novell Developer Support. DeveloperNet members at 
the NetProfessional level or above receive the Novell 
Software Evaluation Library, which contains a 
100-user version of GroupWise. 

Q. Why doesn’t Netscape 6.0 work well with the 
NDK? 

A. There are two known issues with using Netscape 
6.0 to access the NDK:

1. InstallShield’s InstallFromTheWeb technology 
does not currently support Netscape 6.0. 
InstallShield is aware of the issue. They will either 
fix the problem or we will find another solution 
for future releases. 

2. Netscape 6.0 does not currently work well with 
our viewable documentation. We are working on a 
solution for future releases.

Q. Why don’t the NDK CDs work on Pentium 4 
workstations? 

A. The CDs use a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 
to instantiate the Web server to which the browser 
attaches. The JRE on the CDs is not compatible with 
Pentium 4 chips.

To fix the problem, follow these steps:

1. Install JRE 1.1.8_007, which is available from 
http://java.sun.com/products/jdk/1.1/download-jd
k-windows.html. 

How can I get a copy of
GroupWise?
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2. Copy the files from the installation over any files 
in the NDK CD installation path, which defaults 
to c:/NovNdk/FEB01/jre.

AuthenTec’s EntrePad Fingerprint Sensors 
Provide Advanced Biometric Technology 
for Novell’s Access and Security Solutions 
AuthenTec Inc., the leader in advanced biometric 
fingerprint semiconductor products, has announced its 
partnership with Novell, which will enable 
organizations to effectively control access to their 
applications, databases, network resources and 
multiple platforms via fingerprint authentication. 

AuthenTec’s EntrePad fingerprint sensors will be 
integrated with SAFLINK Corporation’s SAFmodule 
2.1 for Novell Modular Authentication Service 
(NMAS) to deliver an extremely reliable and secure 
fingerprint biometric-enabled solution, which becomes 
an important component of Novell’s broader Access 
and Security solutions. Adding advanced 
authentication to these security solutions will enable 
any-size company to strengthen security beyond just 
passwords by requiring users to verify their identity via 
a fingerprint scan. 

The EntrePad AES4000 sensor is based on 
AuthenTec’s TruePrint technology, a patented 
sub-surface technology that images below the surface 
layer of the skin to the live layer where the true print 
resides, thereby eliminating surface-level 
contamination issues. TruePrint’s sub- surface 
technology works for everyone under the most 
demanding real-world conditions. For more 
information, visit http://www.authentec.com or call 
(321) 308-1300.

Answers to Your Developer 
Questions

Publisher’s Note: Most of these questions/answers are 
taken from the Novell Worldwide Developer Support 
Forums, which are online forums where questions 
about Novell Technologies can be asked. Answers are 
provided by Novell Developer Support Engineers, 
Novell Development Engineers, and volunteer 
third-party Sysops. These Sysops are each experts in 
the forums in which they answer questions.

Q. We would like to use Apache on NetWare 6 for 
our Intranet server. We would really like to do 
background authentication (or single sign-on), only 
without the user having to fill in a userid/password. 
While this can be done with the SSO product from 
Novell, it is expensive. 

I have found an Apache Module called mod_auth_ip 
that authenticates users based on IP address. I would 
like to use this to background authenticate the users 
using the Client Trust application from 
BorderManager. We use BorderManager and all our 
workstations run clntrust.exe. My question is as 
follows: Where can I get the API for clntrust? 

A. You are in luck. You can get mod_auth_ip 
module at the following URL: http://www.gknwde/
development/apache/apache-1.3/netware/modules/

Q. Is there an NDK ecommerce bean that can be 
used to get a file’s last accessed attribute? If so, could 
you provide me with a small piece of sample code 
illustrating how to accomplish this?

A. The NDK provides a VolAdmin bean that will 
work for you. Here is some basic sample code:

volAdmBean = new NWVolAdm();
volAdmBean.setFullName(); 

NWEntry volEntry =
volAdmBean.findEntry();

NWFile file = volEntry.getFile();
System.out.println("Last accessed time
is : "+file.getLastAccessed());

Is there an NDK ecom-
merce bean that can be
used to get a file’s last
accessed attribute? If
so, could you provide
me with a small piece of
sample code illustrat-
ing how to accomplish
this?
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Q. Is it possible in a NetWare thread to implement 
multiple CWDs (Current Working Directories)? I 
would like to set up a few different CWDs in a single 
ThreadGroup that I can activate as simply as setting 
the current screen. 

A. We do have an answer if what you are looking 
for functions like the following:

CreateCWD( char const* path);
DestroyCWD( int CWDhandle);
GetCurrentCWD( void);
GetCurrentCWD( int CWDhandle);

These, unfortunately, do not exist. However, you can 
use getcwd() and chdir() (or their FE equivalents) to 
get and set the current working directory of the current 
thread group. If these will not work then you will need 
to implement your own functions.

It should not be very hard to implement these and other 
functions. The call CreateCWD can, for example, just 
make a copy of the parameter, which you can add to a 
dynamic array and return the index of the new element. 
the call DestroyCWD should remove the string from 
the array treating CWDhandle as an index.

The call GetCurrentCWD should read the current 
CWD with getcwd, look it up in the array and add it to 
the array if it is not there. The SetCurrentCWD call 
should find the desired string in the array and pass it to 
chdir. 

If you need any specific help in doing this, contact 
Novell Developer Support at http://developer.novell.
com.

Q. I need to send a message to a network station 
using a connection number that is greater than 256 
(long) from DOS. I found the necessary function, 
NWSendBroadcastMessage, but I can’t use this 
function in my program, since I must not use a 
standard C compiler for this project.

Also, I can’t use standard OBJs, LIBs, and DLLs. Is 
there a way to send a message calling a NetWare Core 
Protocol directly?

A. I have had to solve a similar task when we were 
developing a program in Clipper running in the 16-bit 
protected mode. None of the standard libraries could 
be used, so I developed a module in C to send NCP 
requests to the server. 

One level up was a module that assembled an NCP 
request to send a broadcast message and called the first 
module. One level up was a “dummy” function to 

translate Clipper parameters to C. There were a few 
more levels, but they probably go well beyond your 
question. 

It still works well, under all Windows flavors and 
NetWare clients. My work here is heavily based on the 
NETX and VLM interfaces. You can find complete 
documentation for NETX and VLM NetWare 
assembler interfaces at: http://developer.novell.com/
support/sample/tids/ASMSDK/ASMSDK.HTM

NetWare Core Protocols manual can be found at: 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/ncp.htm

It describes NCP requests your program should use. If 
you have more questions on this subject, post them in 
novell.devsup.dosasm newsgroup. I’d also recommend 
you download and read all messages in that newsgroup 
for answers to similar questions and additional 
examples.

Q. I am running the DirXML Engine v1.0 
(September 2000) on NDS 8.5.2. On a rename event, I 
try to modify the association by issuing a command in 
the output document. The DirXML trace shows that the 
engine has received this command, but the association 
is not modified. Any and all help would be appreciated.

A. The most likely cause is that the first association 
in the modify-association does not exactly match the 
association value of the object you are dealing with. 
Verify that this association matches the way you 
intended and you should be in business.

Q. I am looking into the possibility of replacing the 
GroupWise Client’s change password to allow it to 
also update an LDAP Directory with this information 
(shades of Single Sign-On). Can this be done? 

A. When you bring up the Security Options Dialog 
in the GroupWise client to change your GroupWise 
password, there is no token that is thrown that you can 
catch as a user. You could verify this yourself by using 
a Third Party Handler (see GroupWise token 
component) to see what tokens are passed when you 
change your password. As a result, it is doubtful that 
you could replace this GroupWise functionality. 

Q. I am connecting to NetWare 5.x’s NDS with 
LDAP using JAVA with these few lines of code: 

System.setProperty("ssl.keystore",
certificatePath);

LDAPSocketFactory ssf = new
LDAPSecureSocketFactory();

I am looking into the
possibility of replacing
the GroupWise Client’s
change password to
allow it to also update
an LDAP Directory with
this information (shades
of Single Sign-On). Can
this be done?
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lc = new LDAPConnection(ssf);
lc.connect(sLdapHost,iLdapPort);

This method uses a server certificate to authenticate 
the client certificate. This certificate is loaded in 
memory on the application server using the path 
specified by the certificatePath. I want to use a second 
LDAP server in case the first one crashes. 

My problem is that certificate one, which is loaded on 
my application server, contains the name of LDAP 
server one and can’t authenticate the client to 
certificate two. I need to know if there is a method to 
unload this certificate dynamically from the 
originating server and reload it to the new one.

A. The certificatePath is the path to the keystore, 
which can hold multiple certificates. If the second 
server uses a separate trusted root, have you tried 
importing both certificates into the keystore of both 
servers? The LDAP library will go down the list and 
find the correct certificate in the local keystore. So if 
the keystores on different servers are different, it may 
fail on one and work on another--that is, if one doesn’t 
have the right certificate in it. So add all the certificates 
to each keystore on each server.

Q. I am writing an NLM to capture certain events 
and log the changes. I seem to be getting incorrect 
event data when an entry is moved. According to the 
NDK documentation, moving an entry causes a 
DSE_MOVE_DEST_ENTRY event, specifying the 
placement of the NDS object into its new location in 
the tree, then a DSE_MOVE_SOURCE_ENTRY event 
specifying the deletion of a NDS object from its 
original location in the tree. 

When I examine the DSEEntryInfo2 structure passed in 
to my callback routine, I would expect the dn fields to 
refer to the new entry in the first case and the old entry 
in the second. For example, moving Joe from X to Y, I 
would expect: DSE_MOVE_DEST_ENTRY with dn of 
Joe.Y and DSE_MOVE_SOURCE_ENTRY with dn of 
Joe.X. However, what I am getting is a dn of Joe.Y in 
both cases. Surely this is a bug, or am I supposed to 
look at the newDN? I am using Netware 6 with NDS 
eDirectory 8.6.

A. You are making a very simple mistake that is 
easy to do. You were looking at the entryID and 
converting it using NWDSEGetLocalEntryName. If 
you look directly at the dn field, it should be as you 
expect: Joe X. 

Q. I’ve been RTFMing about thread-specific data 
and I’ve been getting confused about key-value pairs 
and thread specific data. The more I read the sections, 
the less I understand. 

Firstly, the docs for key-value pairs say it is a method 
for providing thread-specific data. However, the 
explanation then goes on to talk about “a pointer or 
scaler value that is different for each context” So 
surely, then, key-value pairs are context-specific data, 
not thread-specific data?

Secondly, in the example of thread-specific data, it 
mentions that things like connection IDs and the string 
being processed by strtok() are both things that need to 
be associated with the thread. Yet earlier on in the 
docs, it says that “The notion of a context abstracts the 
run-time state of a thread to which the context is 
bound.” So should things like connection IDs, etc. be 
part of context-specific data? (I think I’ve confused 
myself even more just by writing this!) Anything to 
clear my mind on this subject matter would be 
appreciated.

A. Confusion occurs because of the possibility of 
temporary binding between a thread and its context. 
The context represents the data (and work) that a 
thread does. In the traditional model, they are one and 
the same: terminate a thread, and free its data (context). 
However, it is possible in NKS to maintain a 
distinction between context (data) and the thread. 
However, even in NKS use, this isn’t common. 
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Seminar Tour and Improved 
Developer Support Forums

The DeveloperNet Seminar Tour 2001, durning which 
Novell hosted seminars worldwide starting in October, 
has wrapped up. Seminar content catered to beginning 
and intermediate corporate and commercial developers 
of all types, as well as ISVs and OEMs who were 
interested in bundling free 250,000 user versions of 
Novell eDirectory in their commercial solutions.

Here are some of the quotes that we received:

• “Continue with these seminars. I learned a lot 
from this seminar. New possibilities discovered.”

• “The seminar was very informative.”

• “My goal was to get a feel for eDirectory, and 
LDAP. The Seminar was very helpful in this 
respect.”

If you didn’t get a chance to attend and need to 
download the content of the tour, it is now available at 
http://developer.novell.com/education/tour/attendees/
index.htm/.

Developer Support forums are available at 
http://developer-forums.novell.com/category/index.tpt

In order to better serve our developers, Novell 
Worldwide Developer Support now offers an improved 
forum experience with easy access through HTTP, 
increased stability and speed through NNTP, 
categorization of groups by technology, A-Z, as well as 
support status, quick access to component downloads, 
convenient phone and email support option 
information, and much more.

As part of this transition, forums at 
devforums.novell.com have been made Read-Only. 
Future developer postings should instead be made on 
http://developer-forums.novell.com. 

Software Test Tools
Novell Worldwide Developer Support is excited to 
officially announce our new Software Test Tools 
version 3.x. These tools, designed to run on NetWare 
6, are faster and easier to use. They represent the next 
generation of Novell software testing standards. 

The Software Test Tools version 3.x ship in the 
February 2002 release of the Novell Developer Kit 
(NDK). Use them, along with NetWare 6, for your 
internal development testing and for all future Yes 
Tested & Approved software certification submissions. 

Note: NetWare 6 is now the primary Yes, Tested & 
Approved certification platform. After March 31, 2002, 
all software certification submissions are required to 
validate against NetWare 6, using the 3.x tools. (With 
the February 2002 NDK, version 1.x of the Software 
Test Tools moves to the ‘unsupported’ area.) 

Other News
Updates to Clib and LibC. These updates provide 
compatibility with CodeWarrior PDK 3, the software 
files for NLM. NetWare Libraries for C (CLib), 
Libraries for C (LibC), and NDS Libraries for C have 
all been significantly updated on the NDK. 

For the new downloads, go to 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/cwpdkc.htm

Classroom Training. Participate in code 
walk-through and hands-on training as you learn 
eDirectory, GroupWise, NetWare development and 
more. Visit http://developer.novell.com/support/
Training/DeveloperTraining.htm for a full list of 
available courses and sign up today.
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How Can We Rebuild the IT 
Industry?

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief
Novell AppNotes

As we get into 2002, it’s time to ask some hard 
questions. I propose the first question to consider is: 
how do we rebuild the IT (and thus the high tech) 
industry? Most of you are probably thinking, “What is 
he talking about? We don’t need to rebuild the 
industry, we just need to grow it.” You may be right, 
but consider what I have to say.

Lessons from Y2K
Two years ago we were hit with the Y2K “non-event.” 
Sales were hurt industry-wide as people were looking 
for clock-related fixes rather than spending money on 
new hardware and software. Even though quite a bit of 
money was spent on upgrading for Y2K, it was not 
necessarily for upgrades to improve business processes 
that would increase bottom line revenues or reduce 
expenses. Most of the high tech industry took a hit 
on this. 

Lessons from 2001
During the past year, people were trying to get their 
businesses going in the right direction by looking to 
upgrade their hardware and software as business 
enhancements. However, the economy was still 
recovering from the hit everyone took fighting the 
“invisible” Y2K boogie man.

As the year progressed, companies were looking for 
ways to improve their businesses through enhanced IT, 
but the unexpected events of September 11 sent things 
into a tailspin. Since then, the number of layoffs 
throughout all sectors of the economy has increased 
dramatically.

Cutting Costs
To remain viable, companies are looking for ways to 
cut costs. Unfortunately, too often that means cutting 
in the area that make the least sense: IT. Many 
managers and executives think that IT is an expense 
that can be reduced without much impact on the 

bottom line. Their reasoning is as follows: Our 
computers will keep running, and as long as we have 
lower paid people who can use the computers, our 
business should run just fine.

What they don’t consider is that we are now in a whole 
new ball game. Businesses are infiltrated and damaged 
through the spread of e-mail viruses, server viruses, 
and other malicious code that allows unauthorized 
access to corporate servers. While IT can’t always stop 
all of these attacks, companies have a much better 
chance of surviving and quickly recovering from them 
with a fully-trained, dedicated IT staff.

At the same time, businesses need to realize that—now 
more than ever—they need to have software and 
hardware that meets their needs, provides a higher 
level of security, and allows them to compete better in 
the marketplace. They do this through better 
communication and electronic data exchange, not only 
with their suppliers, but with their customers and 
partners as well. Businesses need solutions that will 
help them not just survive, but thrive during these 
trying times. Businesses that understand this will be 
around when the good times return, and will probably 
help make the good times happen. Others may only be 
a memory in a year or two.

Rebuild IT
With that said, I repeat my proposal that we must 
rebuild the IT industry. We must do this through 
showing the need for enhanced security, streamlined 
business processes (through better technology), and 
better communication through new electronic business 
models. We can turn the economy around and make it 
stronger than ever, but it won’t be easy. Each of us 
needs to make this message known to all the businesses 
we touch. We need to seek out new and better 
technology to solve our problems and to integrate total 
business solutions. We who are trained in these new 
technologies need to spread the word and “make it 
happen.” This is the challenge that lies before each of 
us. We must take the steps necessary to rebuild the IT 
industry (and thus the high tech industry) and make the 
world economy strong once again.

There are many solutions out there that can solve just 
about any business problem. Now is the time for 
businesses to invest in these technologies in order to 
survive long-term, rather than continuing to cut back 
for short-term survival.

Well, those are my thoughts on this issue. I anxiously 
wait to hear what your thoughts are. Until then, I’ll just 
keep rambling. . . .

There are many solu-
tions out there that can
solve just about any busi-
ness problem. Now is the
time for businesses to
invest in these technolo-
gies in order to survive
long-term, rather than
continuing to cut back for
short-term survival.
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Rules to Live By from the 
Tech Support Department

It seems like nobody in the computing world gets less 
respect than the technical support department. As 
proof, here is a document we ran across on the Web in 
which the technicians outline some basic rules for 
computer users to live by.

1. Don’t write anything down—ever. We can play back 
the error messages from here.

2. When a tech support person says he’s coming right 
over, go for coffee. It’s nothing for us to remember 
3,000 screen saver passwords.

3. When you call a tech support person to come and 
move your computer, be sure to leave it buried under 
half a ton of postcards, baby pictures, stuffed animals, 
dried flowers, bowling trophies, and Popsicle stick art. 
We don’t have a life, and we find it deeply moving to 
catch a fleeting glimpse of yours.

4. When you call the help desk, state what you want, 
not what’s keeping you from getting it. For example, 
we don’t need to know that you can’t get into your 
e-mail because your computer won’t power on. 

5. Don’t include your phone extension in your e-mails 
to the help desk. We need to keep an eye on the address 
book performance.

6. When tech support sends you a high priority e-mail 
message, delete it at once. We’re just testing the public 
groups.

7. When a tech support person is eating lunch in his 
cubicle, walk right in and tell him all about your latest 
computer gripe. We exist only to serve.

8. When a tech support person is having a smoke 
outside, ask him a computer question. The only reason 
why we smoke at all is to ferret out those clients who 
don’t have e-mail or a telephone line.

9. Send urgent e-mail all in uppercase. The mail server 
detects that and flags the message as a rush delivery.

10. When you call a tech support person’s direct line, 
skip the bilingual greeting that says he’s out of town 
for a week, record your message, and wait exactly 24 
hours before you send an e-mail straight to the director 
because no one ever returned your call. After all, 
you’re entitled to common courtesy, right?

You Know You've Spent Too 
Much Time on the Computer 
When . . .

• You realize you have forgotten how to work the 
TV remote control.

• You see something funny and scream “LOL!”

• You meet the mailman at the curb and swear he 
said, “You’ve got mail!”

• You sign off and the screen says you were online 
for 3 days and 45 minutes.

• You fall asleep, but instead of dreams you get 
Instant Messages.

• You buy a laptop and a cell phone so you can 
access AOL in your car.

• Tech support calls you for help.

• You beg your friends to get an online account so 
you can hang out.

• You get a second phone line just to call out for 
pizza.

• You purchase a vanity car license plate with your 
screen name on it.

• You say “he he he he” or “heh heh heh” instead of 
laughing.

• You say “Scroll up” when someone asks you what 
you just said.

• You sneak away to your computer when everyone 
else goes to sleep.

• You talk on the phone with the same person you 
are sending instant messages to.

• You look at an annoying person off-line and wish 
that you had your ignore button handy.

• You start to experience withdrawal after not being 
online for a while.

• You sit on AOL for 6 hours waiting for that 
certain special person to sign on.

• You get up in the morning and go online before 
getting your coffee.

• You end your sentences with three or more 
periods.......

Disclaimer: Lightweight Access brings you humorous 
observations and refreshing diversions to give you a 
break from the daily grind. Opinions expressed here do 
not reflect Novell’s official position on anything.
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Date Part Number Titles

Feb 02 464-000063-002 ZENworks for Desktops Preboot Services: A Technical Overview
Blocking Virus Requests in Novell BorderManager’s HTTP Accelerator
Building eDirectory-Enabled Applications Using Delphi: Low-Level
How to Use the Security Features in Novell Portal Services
How to Audit DirXML Events Using Stylesheets, Java, and JDBC

Jan 02 464-000063-001 Cluster-Enabling a ZENworks for Servers 2 Development
Understanding Novell BorderManager’s HTTP Proxy Logs
How to Implement Complex Business Rules Using DirXML Stylesheets and Java
How to Write a ConsoleOne NDS Management Snap-In Using the eCommerce 
Bean for LDAP
How to Manage Internet Directories Using Beans for Novell Services

Dec 01 464-000062-012 Ensuring High Performance and Availability from NetWare 4.x and 5.x Servers
Building eDirectory-Enabled Applications Using Delphi: ActiveX
How to Use the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment and Standard 
Run-Time Library: NetWare 6 Update
How to Access Remote ActiveX Controls from NetWare
How to Define a Corporate Naming Policy Using DirXML Stylesheets
How to Certify an NLM Application on NetWare 6

Nov 01 464-000062-011 Should I Use a Directory, a Database, or Both?
Preparing a Disaster Recovery Plan for NetWare and eDirectory
Building eDirectory-Enabled Applications using Delphi: Overview
How to Use the eCommerce Beans for LDAP in Servlets, Java Server Pages, and 
Enterprise JavaBeans
How to Install and Configure NetWare Enterprise Web Server or Apache Web 
Server with Tomcat

Oct 01 464-000062-010 What’s New in NetWare 6? A Features Overview
Upgrading or Migrating to NetWare 6
iFolder: Data Accessibility, Where and When You Need It
Novell iPrint: A Best-of-Breed Print Solution for Business
High Availability Networking with NetWare 6: NSS 3.0 and Cluster Services 1.6
Multiprocessing Support in NetWare 6

Sep 01 464-000062-009 Troubleshooting the Novell BorderManager 3.6 VPN Client
Moving Novell’s Legacy Print Services Between Volumes and Servers 
Implementing SecuGen’s Fingerprint Recognition Technology with NMAS 2.0
Ten Guidelines for Designing Effective Schema Extensions
How to Install ZENworks for Desktops 3
How to Use eDirectory-Based Home Directories with the Apache Web Server
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 6 (online article)

Aug 01 464-000062-008 Getting to Know LDAP and Directories: What to Consider
Enhancing ZENworks for Desktops 3 Imaging with ENGL Zim
How to Showcase Your Web Content Using Novell Portal Services
How to Use Novell Directory Control (NWDir), Part 3
How to Use Perl, Python, and PHP to Access NDS eDirectory 8.5 via LDAP
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 5 (online article)
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Jul 01 464-000062-007 An Overview of Biometrics Support in NetWare Through NMAS
Quick Guide to Installing and Configuring Novell iChain 1.5 Community Ser-
vices
Printing from a Macintosh on an IP-Only NetWare Network with NDPS
How to Integrate NDS eDirectory with Your Web Application Using the eCom-
merce Bean for LDAP
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 4 (online article)

Jun 01 464-000062-006 Configuring a Fault-Tolerant Messaging System Using GroupWise 5.5 and Novell 
Cluster Services
Quick Guide to Installing and Configuring Novell iChain 1.5 Authorization Ser-
vices
How to Use the ODBC Driver with XML
How to Clear a User’s Connection Using a Perl Script
Centralis Contex: The ConsoleOne Extensions for Thin Client Server Solutions 
(online article)

May 01 464-000062-005 Performing an Unattended Installation of ZENworks for Desktops 3 on Remote 
Servers
Centralis AXE: The Power Utility for ZENworks for Desktops
Health Check Procedures for NDS eDirectory on Supported Platforms
Quick Guide to Installing and Configuring Novell ICS and iChain 1.5
How to Use Novell Directory Control (NWDir), Part 2
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 3
How to Integrate NDS eDirectory, JDBC, and EJB (online article)

Apr 01 464-000062-004 How to Maintain Caching in eDirectory 8 and eDirectory 8.5
Creating the “Digital Airlines” Novell Technology Demo
Custom Development with Novell iChain 1.5
Process Foundations for Successful Solution Deployment
How to Use the ODBC Driver with NDS, Part 3: Understanding XML
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 2

Mar 01 464-000062-003 How to Monitor NetWare Servers Using a Wireless Device
Policy-Based Management of Mobile Phones
How to Use Novell Directory Controls (NWDir), Part 1
How to Write a Simple DirXML Stylesheet
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 1 (online article)
How to Analyze NDS.DTD to Construct XDS Documents for DirXML
How to Build an NDS-Enabled Application Using Visual Basic and the Novell 
Controls for ActiveX, Part 2

Feb 01 464-000062-002 Understanding Novell’s iChain: A Technical Overview
How to Use NDS eDirectory to Secure Apache Web Server for NetWare
How to Program to NDS eDirectory on NetWare Using Perl
How to Analyze NDS.DTD to Construct XDS Documents for DirXML
How to Build an NDS-Enabled Application Using Visual Basic and the Novell 
Controls for ActiveX, Part 2

Jan 01 464-000062-001 Novell OnDemand Services: Architecture and Customization
How to Optimize Novell Licensing Services
How to Use a Perl Script to Reboot a NetWare Server Using a UPS
How to Write a Simple NLM Using Novell Script for NetWare
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Dec 00 464-000060-012 How to Manage Active Directory with Novell’s eDirectory
How to Use MVC Beans for eBusiness to Administer eDirectory Using Your 
Browser
How to Use the ODBC Driver with NDS, Part 2
How to Use the GroupWise Filter and Query
How to Use GroupWise Tokens
New Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for Net-
Ware 6 Programming

Nov 00 464-000060-011 NDS eDirectory 8.5: A Detailed Overview
Personalizing and Customizing Web Content Using NDS eDirectory at CNN
How to Configure WebSphere, Oracle, NetWare Enterprise Web Server, and 
eGuide on a NetWare Server
How to Use the ODBC Driver with NDS: Part 1
Overview of the Universal Component System (UCS)

Oct 00 464-000060-010 Using NDS Corporate Edition to Manage Windows NT and Windows 2000
Using the Novell Import Convert Export Utility
NDS Tree Walking Issues and Recommendations
How to Update Applications, ZENworks Application Objects, and snAppShots 
Residing on Multiple Servers
KLib: A Kernel Runtime Library
GroupWise Object API in Visual Basic and C++
Accessing Novell Services from Perl on NetWare

Sep 00 464-000060-009 Using Novell Net Publisher to Publish, Share, and Store Files on the Web
Protecting Your Network from Hackers with Advanced BorderManger Packet 
Filtering
Migrating from NT to NetWare with the NetWare Migrating Wizard
How to Configure and Optimize eDirectory LDAP Servers
Time Functionality in the Standard C Library
How to Add C3PO Custom Buttons with GroupWise Object APIs in Visual Basic

Aug 00 464-000060-008 Multimedia Streaming with NetWare 5.1
Implementing Strong Passwords in an NDS Environment
Troubleshooting BorderManager Licensing Issues
Choosing a Scripting Language on NetWare
How to Develop Web Applications for WebSphere Using MVC Beans
NetWare Installation Guide for Non-NetWare Users
Novell Controls for ActiveX and Microsoft Excel

Jul 00 464-000060-007 An Introduction to Novell’s DirXML
What It Really Means to be Integrated with NDS eDirectory
System Requirements for NDS eDirectory
Novell eGuide: One-Click Connection to Directory-Based Information
How to Supercharge LDAP Searches with NDS eDirectory Indexes
How to Use Metrowerks CodeWarrior
Building an NDS-Enabled Application Using Visual Basic and Novell Controls for 
Active X, Part 1

June 00 464-000060-006 Implementing an Enterprise-Wide White Pages/Yellow Pages Lookup Service 
with NDS eDirectory
Troubleshooting TCP/IP Communication Issues in the NetWare 5 Environment
NetWare Security: Closing the Doors to Hackers

Date Part Number Titles
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